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PREFACE TO THE TENTH EDITION.

^T^HE necessity for another Edition of this Introductory

Grammar leads me to hope that it has been found

useful to beginners in Hebrew, and that the attempt made

in it to combine a statement of the principles of the

language with progressive exercises for practice upon them

has not altogether failed.

In this Edition some parts in previous ones that appeared

too brief and obscure have been made fuller and simplified
;

examples have been added, where wanting, and some addi-

tional Tables and Paradigms introduced. It is hoped that

these changes will be found to be improvements.

Some irregularity in the grammatical order of the sections

has naturally been occasioned by the requirements of an

Exercise Book. It was necessary, for example, to introduce

the Inseparable Prepositions and the Conjunction at an early

stage, and also to make the First Declension of Nouns precede

the Verb, in order to have materials for the construction of

^ fi^ RP /^/2
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sentences ; but the proper grammatical order has been

followed as closely as possible, and the outline of Grammar

has been kept distinct from the Exercises, in order that, if

desired, it may be used without them.

I have to express my thanks to several scholars and

teachers who have kindly offered me useful suggestions and

corrections, particularly the Kev. J. T. Fowler, Vice-Trincipal

of Bishop Hatfield's Hall, and Hebrew Lecturer in the

University of Durham ; and to ]\Ir. J. Iverach Munro, who

has greatly helped me by reading the proofs.

Edixburgh, November 1891.
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OF SOUNDS AND WIUTING.

§ 1. HEBREW .ALPHABET.

Name



2 § 1. HEBREW ALPHABET.

1. These 22 letters are all consonants Hebrew is written

from right to left.

2. The letter k expresses simply the emission of the

breath. It may be well heard if in such words as ye'esoph^

yo'oinar, the stream of sound of the first vowel be suddenly

shut off, and the second vowel uttered with a new emission

of breath.

The letter n had probably two sounds, one rough like

ch in the Scotch word loch, and another a smooth deep

sound of h very difficult to produce.

The letter j? had also two sounds, the one a sharp gut-

tural sound, bearing the same relation to « that n bears to

the simple n, the other a vibratory palatal sound like the

French r.

These three letters, along with p, represent peculiar She-

mitic sounds.

3. Six of the letters have a double pronunciation. The

difference is indicated by a point in the bosom of the letter,

thus: n ^ T D D n have the sounds hh (v), gh, dh (th in this\

kh (ch in loch), ph, ih (in think), but 2 5 '^ &c. have the ord-

inary sounds of h g dkp t. This point is called Daghesh (§ 7).

4. The letter i is sounded by most Scholars like rv though

some give it the sound of v.

The Ungual sound t3 t is produced by pressing the flat of

the tongue to the top of the mouth.

The sign ^ Shin sounds sh; ly Sin sounds s, and so D.

5. The five letters k m n p c^ have each two signs, of

wliich the second is used when the letter is the last con-

sonant of a word. iVU the finals except m have a tail coming

l)elow the line, and no other letter except qoph comes below

the line.

6. The letters and signs in the column marked "sound and
sign", Table p. 1, are those for the most part notv adopted

to represent the Hebrew letters, and should he employed in

transliteration into English.

^ The sound of this letter was probably a strong flat sa; but the Alphabet

ha<! so many s sounds that the traditional ts may be retained for the sake

of distinction.



§ 1. VOWEL SOUNDS. VOWEL LETTERS. 3

Rem. a. On 2. The clear sound of ^ is represented in the Sept.

by the spiritus asper or lenis of the Greeks (the former of which is

now generally adopted as the sign of the letter), and the garghng

sound by the letter 7. Cf. Gen. 2. 8; 10. 21; 10. 19. It is decidedly

wrong to represent either of its sounds by the nasal 7ig.

Rem. b. Observe how the following letters are distinguished: D b

has a foot-stroke going behind, D A: is round and ^ n square, while

i ^ is broken at the foot; T d is square at the top, and *1 r is round;

n A is open at the top, H h is shut, and Jl th has a foot at the left;

^ 1/ does not touch the line, "1 ^v does, t z has a cross-stroke at the

top, while ] final n comes under the line; D s is round and D final m
is square; t3 ^ is open at the top and tt tn open at the foot.

EXERCISE. WRITE THE FOLLOWING IN ENGLISH AND HEBREW.

rpm ,11:1:? ,t:y-j p^'o ,t2-o'' ,"Tni ,nD3 ,^i^ ,^'r r^^n ,Xi2

bh, b, 1, Im, ml, st, shn, Ikh, gdh, dgh, qvph, rg, kph, gv,

hm, zyn, ms, mt, 'g, r', 'm, yvn, nvn, mym, 'vphpli, lims,

gyg, tmm.
N.B. The forms bh, kh SiC. represent 2, D &c. without the dot;

b, k &c. the dotted letters (No. 3).

§ 2. VOWEL SOUNDS. VOWEL LETTERS.

1. Vowel .Sounds. The three primary vowel sounds in

Hebrew, as in other languages, are A I U (pronounced oJ/

ee 00) which pass through the following modifications:

A I U
a f primary pure short vowels a i u

b [ deflected short (e, i) e o

c f pure long vowels a (6) i u

d [ diphthongal long vowels e 6

6 f extension of pure short to tone long a e o

f [ extremest shortening of a vowel "a ® e " o

This table is not exhaustive, but it contains the main

elements of the system. See the Rem. on p. 4.

1) Pure short vowels. The first line exhibits the three

primary vowel sounds a i u; and the second line the de-

flection of these into related short sounds. The vowel a

passes many times into e, and then further into i. The

sounds e have now at least equal currency with i u.



4 § 2. VOWEL SOUNDS. VOWEL LETTERS,

2) Pure long vowels. The pure long vowels a i u may be

supposed to arise from the pure short by simple extension

or duplication; or by short vowels coalescing with «/, w, as

iij= i^ urv= u. The pure long a is less common than the

others, 6 being often found instead of it.

3) Diphthongal long voivels. Another class of long vowels

are the diphthongal, e 6, which have arisen from the vowel

a coming before i and w, or before y and w, thus \
"^ ^

[
= 0. Hebrew hardly uses the diphthongs at and au

(the sounds in huy and horv)^ preferring, like English and

French, the sounds e and o instead of them.^

4) Tone-long and indistinct vo?vels. The great strength of

the Accent or Tone in Hebrew seems to affect short vowels

in two ways: on the one hand it extends those in its im-

mediate neighbourhood, giving rise to the vowels called

tone-long a e 6; and on the other hand it greatly shortens

those at a distance from it, giving rise to a class of sounds,

which, though vocalic, are too brief and indistinct to per-

form the functions of real vowels. The commonest of these

indistinct sounds is a very short indefinite sound, nearest

perhaps to e in the syllable he of believe,—represented by

the small ' above the line;^ but others approach so much
towards distinctness that their affinity to one or other of

the three vowels a e o can be detected; they are a. e 6.

Eem. In the above Table the letters A I U indicate the three

primary, generic vowel sounds, and the small letters the actual vowel

sounds of the hmguage. The notation adopted is convenient. The
pure long and diphthongal vowels (both of which ai-e unchangeable)

are indicated by the circumflex, a &c. ; the tone-long vowels (which are

changeable) by the long mark, a &c.; the indistinct vow^els by the

short mark, a &c.; while the simple short vowels remain unmarked.

2. Vocalization. All the Shemitic Alphabets consisted

originally of consonantal signs only (§ 1. 1). It is charac-

teristic of their first efforts towards vocalization to make
^ The sounds ay often combine into an open c with the tone, instead

of forming the more extended e.

^ The same sound is heard in German words beginning with two conss.,

e. g. knie i. e. k^nie.
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use of certain feeble consonants to represent vowels, parti-

cularly at the end of words. The various dialects differ

considerably in the degrees of completeness to which they

have developed this method of vocalization.

3. The consonants used in Hebrew for this purpose are

^
1 n N, which on account of this use have sometimes been

called voivel letters^ thus:

1) The guttural, or a sound was indicated by the gut-

tural letter Aleph, when not final (though indication of

non-final a was rare), and sometimes when final.

Final a was chiefly indicated by He.

2) The palatal, or i and e sounds were indicated by the

weak palatal Yod.

Final e was often indicated by He^ but not final i.

3) The labial, or u and o sounds were indicated by the

weak labial Vav.

Final o was often indicated by He, but not final u.

Briefly: i and e (medial and final) were represented by ''

u and (medial and final) 1

all finals (except i and u) n

Rem. In this textual vocalization, vowels of the second class (i

anil e) and of the third class (u and o) were almost always indicated

by the vowel letters, when final, less uniformly wlicu medial; in the

latter case they were often so indicated when dipMhongal, also when

pure long {cot u), but not when tone-long (e oj, nor when short,

VoAvels of the first class (a sounds) were rarely indicated when not

final, and not uniformly even when final.^

^ See note 2, p. 8.—The above statements regarding the so-called voivel-

letters are genei-al; their use can hardly be understood without a know-

ledge of the history of the language. 1. It is probable that they were

used at first chiefly at the end of words, e.g. to mark pronominal suffixes

(§ 19) and inflectional tei'minations, which were important for the sense.

2. In the middle of words they Avere chiefly used where iv and y were

elements of the word, e. g. formed diphthongs afterwards pronounced as

vowels, or characterized the root (Ayin Vav and Yod verbs, §40). 3. Later

their use was extended to mark long vowels in general.—There is thus

a great Avant of uniformity in the usage. In general they are most em-

ployed towards the end of words, and when the same long vowel occurs

twice in a word it is usually only once written fully.—The representation

of final a by AJcph is mostly late (usual in Aramaic), Num. 11. 20. Is. 19. 17,

Ez. 27 31 ; 31. b ; 36. 5, Ru. 1. 20, Lam. 3. 12, Ps. 127. -2., Dan. 11. 44.
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EXERCISE. WRITE THESE WORDS IN ENGLISH LETTERS:

,^bib ,rTJip ,lb^TiD ,rj^7j ,rj ,-pb ,-pb ,lb ,''b ,nb ,j-i^ ,«D

,irmbip ,bip ,nr::i<n ,"n^nin ,0x10 ,n3?^i2:in ,p^rn ,n^TD

ni-bin ,^s^b^ri ,112:^21^ ,rp3J

Write these Hebrew words, expressing the vowels by

vowel letter's:

shiir, shor, shir, shirim, sus, susothenu, shatim, qoQ, li, 16,

lu, me, meshibh, moth, helil, hul, hila, §iph, meqig, tobhe,

niri, hoshibhu, riu, holikh, helikhu, lule, meniqothenu.

§ 3. EXTERNAL VOWEL SIGNS. THE. MASSOEETIC
POINTS.

L So long as Hebrew was a living language, the helps

to vocalization described in § 2. 3, though scanty, might

be found sufficient. But when the language ceased to be

spoken and became unfamiliar, fuller representation of the

vowels was needful for correct reading. This necessity, in

combination with the literary activity of the time, gave

rise to the present very complete system of vowel signs.

As the pronunciation of the language was not expressed by

signs but handed down by tradition, this tradition became an

important branch of study. The word for "tradition" is Massorah,

under which term was embraced the whole Textual Criticism of

the Scriptures, including the vocalization and reading. Hence

Ihose who employed themselves about this have been called

Massoretes, and the new system of vowel signs introduced by

them is named the Massoretic System of Points.

The history of this system is difficult to trace. The names of

its authors are quite unknown. So complicated and perfect a

machinery of signs could have been matured only very slowly

and by successive generations of labourers. The system probably

dates from the sixth and following centuries; neither Jerome

(d. 420) nor the Talmud (c. 500 A.D) appears to know anything

of vowel sig7is. Being the result of a formal scientific effort to

express the pronunciation of the language, it is, like all systems

of vowel notation arising in similar circumstances, completely

phonetic ; the new signs, however, are not regarded as integral
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parts of the word and are not placed among the consonants, hut,

with rare exceptions, beneath or above them, outside the word.

The names given to the vowel signs probably have some

reference to the action of the mouth in uttering the sounds.

These sounds are contained in the first syllable of most of the

names. The signs have probably all arisen by various modi-

fications from the single point or dot.

a
o

0*0

;^ -Si

Ph
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1) The vowels in the English words annexed probably

pretty well correspond to the Hebrew vowels, e. g. -;^ =
the a in small; -^ = the « in fat &c. The notation «, a, «,

t', e &c. in the above Table is the same as that in Table

§ 2, p. 3.

2) Lo7ig and Short signs. There are five short signs, viz.

^, -^ (short), -7-, -::-, and — ; and five long, viz. — , -^

(long), -^ or -7- (long), -77-, and -^. When this Table is

compared with that in § 2, to which it corresponds, it will

be seen that the Massoretes invented only one sign for any

long vowel sound, expressing a pure long, diphthongal,

and tone long sound by the same symbol.^

The representation of the vowels i and u was also

peculiar. In the case of the vowel i the one sign -7- was

thought sufficient to represent both its long and short

sounds, as wvp^n hish-?m-dhdm (he destroyed them). Short u

is expressed by qibhuc, as ]nb^ shul-hdn (a table). Long u

was usually already represented in the text by vav.^ in

which a point was inserted, forming shureq, as Dip, qum,

pointed Dip (to arise). When vav was not already expressed

u was indicated by qibbiic, as Dp, qiim, pointed Dp.^

3) Indistinct vowels. Sh^va simple and composite. The

name sh'^va, a word of doubtful meaning, was given to that

indistinctcst of all sounds resembling the swift e in believe^

§ 2. 1. 4). Its sign is two perpendicular dots. This shVa
is so indistinct that the class of vowel to which it belongs

cannot be detected, and hence it is common to the three

classes. See § 6, Table d.

The other three indistinct vowels approached so much
towards distinctness that the class of vowel sound to which

tliey belonged could be detected, though they did not reach

the rank of full vowels § 2. 1. 4). They thus seemed to

^ In other words their system was phonetic simply not etymological.

^ It is considered an anomaly by the punctuators when short m is re-

])resented in the text by x:av, and attention is drawn to it in a note, e. g.

Gen. 2. 25, Is. 51. 4, Ps. 102. 5. The same is the case when short is re-

presented by vav, e. g. 2 Sam. 13. 8, Is. 18. 4, and also when short i is re-

presented by yod, e. g. 1 Sam. 17. '6b, Pro v. 30. 17.
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stand midway between the simple sh^va and true vowels,

and are indicated by signs compounded of simple sli'^va

and the three short vowels, -^, -7:7, — . Hence they are

often named Coj/iposite sh^vas. Being also vocalic sounds

perceptibly of the nature of the short vowels they are often

called swift or hurried short vowels: Mieph palhah^ hfiteph

fghol, hdtcph qamec. This peculiar degree of vowel sound

was heard chiefly in connexion with the consonants called

rjutlurah, § 8.^

Rem. The sign of simple sli'^^va is also put under every consonant

without a vowel of its own, if it be sounded and not final, § 5. 6. The

sh'^va in this position is called silent^ having no sound.

4) Position of the vowel sign. The vowel sign stands

under the consonant after which it is pronounced, as ^5 &«A

not, "i»i namcr, a Jeopard; with the exception oiholem^ which

stands over the left corner of the consonant which it fol-

lowS;, as D'l dohh, a hear, 'p'Q qciton, little, and shureq, which

has the compound sign, as DID sus, a horse. Final kaph

occurs only with qamec and sh^va, and these it takes in its

bosom, as
?J2, "^JSi, ¥khd, bdkh, in thee?

A holem preceding shin coincides with its point, as nty'lS

tnoshe, Moses ; a liulem following sin coincides with its point,

as Xity sone, hating. The figure W will be sho at the be-

ginning of a syllable, and os elsewhere, as "loti^ sho-nwr,

keeper; tysnn tir-pos, thou treadest.^

Rem. Besides the defects referred to in 2. 2) of this §, another

defect in the Massoretic system is its failure to distinguish by sign

^ Ordinary consonants, however, Avere occasionally pronounced with

the opener sound of the hateph: 1. when a letter is repeated the sh'-'va

under the first is usually hat. path, as Gen. 9. 14 "'iiyS when I bring a

cloud. Is. 1. 23. 2. After a long vowel, Gen. 2. 12 SHt^l and the gold, Gen.

3. 17 ; 27. 26. Also for euphonic reasons, Gen. 32. 18. Cf. § 36. Rem. b for

another case.

^ Final a is occasionally written defectivel}^ after n, thus JjJJvlIlPI, Gen.

41. 24, cf. Gen. 19. 33. 3G; 37. 7, Ex. 1. 18, 19, Ru. 1. 9, 12. The form ]J^Oiy

Gen. 4. 23 (Ex. 2. 20) is further contracted.

^ When holem precedes the letter N as a quiescent the point is placed

on the right apex of the letter, as N3 bo', when it follows, the point is

on the left apex, as I3fc< 'obh. When the K is not quiescent the holem

occupies its proper places, as DS3 bo- dm.
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the long a and short o, vowels cognate in quality but different in

quantity. By attending to the rules for the syllable (§ 5) and for

Metheg (§ 10. 2), the learner will generally know for which of the

two sounds the sign stands in any place.— 1. The rules for the syll.

(§ 5) shew that where — stands in a shut unaccented syll. it is o,

as DJ^'1 vay-ya-qom, and he arose, DJ^ri"72 kol-ha-am, all the people

(§10.4), '?D«""l2l^': lish-hor-'okhel, Gen. 42. 7. 2. The rules for Metheg

(§ 10) shew that nDDH is hokh-mah, tvisdom, (HODn hd-kh^mah, she is

wise) &c. 3. Only a knowledge of forms will teach that wVB is po-olo,

his work, cf. § 29 with § 36 and § 31. The Jewish Grammarians

maintain that -^ in such instances is a, but contrary to the analogy

of the forms in the regular strong root (see Baer-Del. Job pref. p. vi).

EXERCISE : TRANSLITERATE THE FOLLOWING HEBREW WORDS
INTO ENGLISH, AND ENGLISH INTO HEBREW WITH MASS.

VOWELS.

,bbis? ,C]p ,^2? ,1'n ,T|^ ,1^: ,£]!^ ,Dj? ,D^T2: ,b? ,D5 ^P'n ,|n ,\t

gam, gobh, bor, bosh, shur, sliir, shor, sham, hoq, 'ira, 'im,

noph, 'am, har, robh, ruQ, harogh, gel, mashal, m'^shal, qotel,

yarug, qomam, yo'omar, 'esoph.

§ 4. COALITION OF THE MASSORETIC AND TEXTUAL
VOCALIZATION.

The Massoretes are supposed to have abstained from

any alteration of the written consonantal text. The rud-

imentary vowel system expressed by the vowel letters re-

mained untouched. At the same time their own system was

not a mere supplement to this but a thing complete in

itself. It thus happens that in all those cases where a

textual vowel already existed, there is now a double

vocalization, the textual and the Massoretic. When the

consonantal letter is present the syllable is said to be

written fully {scriptio plena), when it is absent the syllable

is written defectively. See also § 9.

Rem. When vowels are written fully the Massoretic point stands in

its proper place under the consonant which it follows, except hdlem

which is placed over the vai\ e. g. y^ bin, ]''S ben, ]'i2 bon.

Exercise. Write the words in Exercise § 2 witJi the Masso-

retic as well as Textual vowels.
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1

§ 5. PRINCirLES OF THE SYLLABLE. READING.

L Hebrew is a strongly accented speech, and the Accent

or Tone to a great extent rules the various vowel changes

in the language. The accent usually falls on the last

syllable of the word; in certain cases it may fall on the

penult.^

2. Kinds of syllable. A syllable ending in a vowel is

called open, as
J5

qd; one ending in a consonant is called

shut, as ^j^ qal. Every syllable must contain a vowel, and

the sh^vas or indistinct sounds are not sufficiently vocalic

to form syllables.

3. Vowel of the syllable. The vowel of an open syllable

is long; it may be short if it has the accent, as n^talp

qo-te-leth. The vowel of a shut syllable is short; it may be

/ long if it has the accent, as 'jiajptp miq-taL^

4. Another kind of syllable, not uncommon, is the half

open. It has a short unaccented vowel, but the consonant

that would naturally close it is pronounced with a slight

vowel sound after it, and thus hangs loosely between this

syllable and the one following, e. g. VcJips hiqtol, in killing;

which is not biq-tol nor bi-q°tdl. Half open syllables are

generally the result of inflectional changes or composition

(§ 6. 2 d).

5. Beginning of the syllable. Every syllable must begin

with a consonant. No syllable can begin with more than

two consonants. When a syllable begins with two con-

sonants these must be separated by the slight vocalic sound

indicated by sh*'va simple or composite, which is placed

under the first, as ^tip q^tal, ""jp'^n hdlo-mi, my dream.

Thus the place of sh^va vocal, simple or composite, is under

the first of two consonants that begin a syllable.

^ It is understood that the tone or accent is the stress of the voice, and

the tone-syllable is the syllable of the word on which the stress falls,

e. g. in the noun present the first syllable is the tone-syllable, in the verb

to present, the last syll. has the tone.

^ Observe that we speak of long and short vowels in Heb., but not of

long and short syllables; the syllable is shut or open.
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6. E?i(l of the syllable. A syllable may end in a vowel or

consonant, that is be either open or shut (No. 2). None

but a final syllable can end in more than one consonant;

and a final in not more than two, and the two cannot be

a double letter.

Simple sh'va silent is placed imder the co?isonant that ends

the syllable, if the consonant be sounded and not the last

letter of a word, as "^ispD miq-tdl. A consonant not sounded

(i. e. quiescent) does not take sh°va^ as rc^t^"] re-shith; nor

yet a single final consonant, except kaph which takes sh'^va

in its bosom, as w& shfwi, but "rj'? lakh; but two sounded

consonants at the end of a word both take sh'^va, as ptyp

qosht, ptyi yashq.

Rule for placing Sh^va. The rules in 5 and G regarding

sh^va (simple and composite alike) may be put briefly thus:

S¥va (simple or composite) is to he placed under every con-

sonant without a full vowel of its own, if the consonant be

sounded (not quiescent) and not the single final letter of a

word. When two consonants end a word, the last has

sli^'va only when the first has it (by first part of the rule),

as ^^'p qosht., but nMnp"? liq-rath.

Rem. a. On 1. If the accent be on the penult, either the un-

accented final or accented penult must be open.

Rem. &. On 3. The vowels ^ and u cannot stand in a shut syl-

lable before tioo consonants even with the accent. On the other hand

the secondary accent Metheg (§ 10.2) has the same effect on the syl-

lable as the main accent.^

Rem. c. On 5. There is one case of a syllable beginning with a

vowel, when the conjunction vav is pointed u (§ 15). But Shemitic

shewn a tendency to pronounce tv ?/ as u i even at the beginning

of words.

Rem. d. On 6. A double letter falling at the end of a word be-

comes single. This arises from the strictly phonetic character of the

vocalization (see § 7. 3. Hem.), a true double letter necessarily re-

quiring a vowel after it. There are perhaps a pair of exceptions,

r\K thou fern. (§ 1 2) and riHi tJiou (f.) hast given.

From the last part of the above rule is excepted according to some

Edd. 2 fern. perf. of verbs «"^ and T\"b, e. g. n'^^'i) 2 Sam. 14, 2, 1 K.

^ On short vowel before gutturals see § 8. 4 Rem.
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17. 13, Ez. 5. 11. In a few words, e. g. ^<tp^ sin, i^l.^l «"fZ he saw,

N^2 valley, the aleph is otiose {hct, vay-yar, gay).

If a word end in two sounded consonants, the second mnst be a

mute, that is one of the letters bgdkpttq. Words ending in

two consonants are rare and chiefly either contracted or foreign.

Examples on the Syllable:

hh\> qu-U'd; ""ribOj^ qd-tdl-ti; Dri'p^p q^tal-tem; n''T\'2 k^ru-

hhi'm;
^^J>'\3\

tjish-qHu'; b'^^in hahh-cli'l; riDboO mam-lc-kheth;

n^iay 'dbhd-dhim; ^J^n'pN 'elo-he-khd; i'7'''pi ifli-dhe; ptl'" ynshq;

"ib^;; ye-d-mer; U^^'^^T tj^ru-shd-ld-yim ; ^ibn huld-ye-nu.

EXERCISE. WRITE THE FOLLOAVING WORDS IN ENGLISH,
DIVIDING THEM INTO SYLLABLES:

/r}")S5< ,"jribn ,b'inn prrrq ,nnj:/^ ,^^i|! ,^i-on ,^br| ,D^ri'bN

,n^"Dbn xP^b ,n^i:ip ,^5'?jp .mi-j ,'cr^'i'^i^ '°^'^^'-^ '^^i?^?

.b^t:pn ,nbt3pn ,D^u:2i5b ,Dn^niLi^ ,^d'^5\^ .ir:?^ .sry^ic^

Write these Hebrew words: qotel, qam, qtal, 'eshqfit,

nerd, maqum, zcrem, vlo, mizmor, qitlu, shamayim, qu'mu,

Iminehu, ulyamira, yereq, lilqot, mamlakha, Ishalom,

shmonim, shne, yashlikh, mqomi, yorshim, nilham, yisra'el,

mizraq, shmo, na'ar, Idhibhrehem, hamorim, 'ahikhem,

le'esoph, 'amaltem, yishb.

Note. In the above English words simple sh'^va, silent or vocal, is

not expressed: the exercise is set partly for practice in placing it.

The accent, unless marked, is on the last syllable, both in the Heb.

and English words.

§ 0. THE VOWEL SYSTEM AND THE TONE.

The following table gives a pretty complete view of the

various vowel signs. It is the same as that in § 2, though

the classes of vowels are placed in a different order to

shew better some points of connexion between them.^

^ Some signs are omitted to avoid confusion e.g. e ''—^, a sound difficult

to classify, being generally of diphthongal origin but of sharp short sound.

The principles of this § are of fundamental importance but not more than

1, 2 should be read at first.
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A class.

a) naturally long vowels —
b) pure short (^^) -^

c) tone-long —
cl) vanishing of tone long —
e) under gutturals -^

I class.

-(-)

U class.

1. Unchangeable vowels. The vowels in the first line

being naturally long, whether pure or diphthongal, remain

unaltered in all forms of the word. They are the vowels

a I u e 0, Table cd., § 2. The pure short vowels also, stand-

ing generally in shut syllables (§ 5. 3), are from position

unchangeable. They are a i u e o. Table ab, § 2.

2. Changeable votvels. The most important vowels in re-

ference to inflection are those in the third line called Tofie-

long, a, e, o, Table ^, § 2, that is vowels not long by nature

but from occupying a certain position in relation to the

place of tone (§ 5. 1, and footnote)., and therefore changeable,

when their relation to the tone alters, by change in the

place of accent.

With the tone-long vowels, which are vowels long through

their relation to the place of tone, must be taken the sh^vas

or imperfect vowels * « e o § 2, which are short from their

relation to the tone. And the pure short vowels when
they do not stand in shut syllables, come also into con-

nexion with the tone long. The following particulars will

here suffice:

a) There are only three tone long vowels, a e o, one for

each class ; a tone-lengthened hweq is not hireq but cere,

and a tone-lengthened qibhuc is holem, Table b c.

In like manner besides the simple sli^va common to all

classes, there are only three composite sh'^vas, which are the ex-

treme short sounds, a e o, oi the same three vowels a e o, oi

which the tone long are the extended sounds, Table d e.

b) Tone long vowels are produced by proximity to the

tone, and are found in the open syllable immediately before
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Second,in opposition to law 2 c the indistinct vowel stands in certain

cases next the tone. This is so characteristic of verbs, that it may be

named the verbal law of inflection (§§ 20, 30). Thus the noun inflects

1D"n,n'13'l dd-bhdr, d^bhd-rah; the verbals'!, ITIl'^ dd-bhar, dd-hh^rcih.

Eem. d. On 2 d. When two indistinct vowels come together and

the first becomes a short vowel, the second retains so much of its

vocalic quality that the syllable formed is usually not fall siiut but

half open. Such a syllable has these peculiarities : first, as it is not a

shut syllable, one of the B^ghadhk^phath letters following it will not

receive Dag. lene (§ 7. 2); second, as it is not open, its own vowel

will not usually receive Metheg (§ 10. 2).

Half open syllables having a special emphasis, as those arising

from the H of interrogation, §49; the Article § 11, not unfrequently

are marked by Metheg.^

§ 7. DAGHESH. THE LETTEES "BEGHADHKEPHATH".
(ASPIRATES).

1. The word Daghesh is from a root whicli possibly ex-

pressed the idea of hardness. The sign of Daghesh is a

point in the bosom of a letter, and this point was used to

indicate both a lighter and a heavier kind of hardness.

When it indicates the lighter hardness it is called D. lene,

when the stronger, it is called D. forte.

^ These half-open or loose syllables are important in Hebrew; a list

of the chief of them may be given in a note for reference merely. First,

such syllables are those arising by composition; e. g. 1) •wliQxi particles or

short fragments of words are prefixed to other words, as the Interrogative

n, §49; i\ie Article and Yav Convcrsive, when their Daghesh is omitted,

§ 11 Rem. a, § 26 Rem. rt; the Inseparable Frepositions, § 14. The prep.

b to generally unites so closely with the Infm. Cons, that the syllable

formed is shut, § 31. 2) when fragmentary particles are affixed to words,

as the consonantal suffixes to nouns, § 19; and all suffixes to the Infin.

Cons, and Imperat. qal of Verbs, § 31. In all these cases the feeling of

the diversity of elements remains, preventing complete coalescence of the

word and attached particle. Second, of this kind are the new syllables that

arise when vowels are lost through change of place of Tone in processes of

Inflection, e. g. a) in the Imperat. qal of Verbs, as »']'T1
,
pi. 1D"I"! ,§21;

b) in certain forms of the Guttural Verb, as nb^^ pi. nnj;^ § 34. Rem. 6;

c) in Nouns, particularly in the cons, plur., § 18. 1 Rem. b, and in the

feminine with affixes, e. g. ''?'?0, ''ri313 malkhc, birkJidtJn. Third, the first

syllable in a few fern, nouns in -Cith, Pfi'lhl^ kingdom, nnbl j'Otrf/i, T\n2)l

service, and in several other individual words, as 1'^'^ garment (when in-

flected), ^Zl'IX Arabian.
2
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2. Daghesh lene. Hebrew has not two sets of consonants

for the sounds h g d k p t and their softer forms hh, gh,

dh &c. It distinguished the sounds by means of the point

Daghesh (§ 1. 3). The harder sounds it expressed by insert-

ing the point, as 2 &, r\ t &c., leaving the unmodified con-

sonant to express the weaker, hh, th &c. The softer sounds

were natural or easy only after vowels; hence the rule:

The six letters n D 3 1 5 2 (ire hard and therefore have

Daghesh lene whenever they do not immediately follow a

vowel sound, iDt zd-khar, "i2r yiz-kbr.— Hence these letters

receive the point: always at the beginning of a sentence or

clause; always in the middle of a word after a shut syll.;

and generally at the beginning of words.

Rem. The rule put as above is exhaustive ; it may be put

thus: The six Aspirates are without Daghesh 07ili/ ivhen they

immediately follow a vowel sound. The least vowel sound, e. g.

simple sh^va vocal, preceding, suffices to enable the letter to

have its softer sound, as "lit z^khor. One sound is not con-

sidered to follow another immediately, if such a pause intervenes

as is marked by a distinctive accent, as IS IJ^ilH t^'"?"! Gen. 3. 3,

where ^7 has a conjunctive, but ^))IT\ a disjunctive accent.

See § 10. 3e.i

3. Daghesh forte. Hebrew does not write a double con-

sonant. To indicate that a consonant has that kind of

^ The diphthongs e. g. ai, oi, ui, are considered to end in a con-

sonant, andtheB''ghadhk'^phath letters immediately following them receive

Daghesh. See § 9. Cf. Gen. 16. 8, Lev. 2. 14, The divine name mn\ being

pronounced 'adhondi, is followed by Dag.—The above rule in 2 ia liable

to modifications in words beginning with B^ghadh¥phath though imme-
diately preceded by words ending in a vowel sound, when euphony
would suffer through several aspirates coming together. The prefixes

3, D (§ 14) when pointed with simple sheva and forming combinations
such as D2, D3, D3, and according to some ttB, receive Dag. lene con-
trary to the rule, cf. Gen. 39. 12, Jud. 1. 14,1 Sam! 16. 6, Is. 10. 9, Josh. 8. 24,

Ex. 14. 4, Ps. 34. 2, Gen. 32. 11; 40. 7. Dag. is inserted in other cases

irregularly to avoid the concurrence of aspirates, e. g. Ex. 15 21,

Deut. 32. lo, or uneuphouic combinations of sounds (see Baer-Del.,
Prov., pref.).
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hardness which is duplication, it inserts in it a point, as

^Vj5 qal-lu. When so used the point is called D. forte.

Rem. Of necessity a double letter must be preceded by a vowel,

and as it always forms a shut syllable, the vowel before it is gener-

ally short § 5. 3. In this way D. lene which is never preceded by a

vowel can hardly be confounded with D. forte. Much of the beauty

of Shemitic pronunciation depends on the extreme strength with

which it enunciates the double letter. The Arabic double letter, and

no doubt the Hebrew too, is more decided than the Italian. In

Hebrew a long vowel is long, and a short vowel, short, and a double

letter is a double letter. But see note below on 4.

4. D. lene is peculiar to the six B^ghadhk^phath ; any letter

may be doubled, and have D. /or^e, except the gutturals

§ 8. 4. When in the B^ghadhk^phath, D. fo7'te includes

D. lene: it doubles the hard sound of the consonant, as 1?^ =
shih-her}

^ Some additional details regarding It. forte must be given for reference.

a) Omission of D. forte. The language shews a tendency towards a

softer enunciation by dropping the characteristic duplication in the

middle of words from consonants not supported by a fiul vowel i. e.

pointed with sh'^va vocal. This softer utterance occurs very frequently

with yod and the liquids, I, m, n, and the letter p, but is not confined to

these, and may occur even with the so called Aspirates or B'^gliadhk'^phath

e. g. Lev. 23. 24. The syllable that arises by loss of the duplication is

half open §5.4; e.g. H^iO? lamnar-Qeah, for 'fib lam-m^na^-reahf

D'l^i'jpno m^bhaqshhn, for b"*^'|?nD m^bliaq-q'^shim. Gen. 27. 28, Ex. 2. 3;

S. l,Jud. 8. 2.

h) Insertion of D. forte. D. forte dirimens. The opposite tendency to

the above in a) sometimes shews itself, viz. the tendency to pronounce

half open syllables more distinctly. The loose consonant is more firmly

grasped in utterance and the two syllables between which it hung are

sharply disjoined, so that a doubling of the consonant is the effect. The
Dag. marking this has been called D. dirimens or separative Gen. 17. 17.

Deut. 32. 32, "^2^)} {cons.pl., note p. 17), 'inbhe, with Dag. dir. ^^i^J?

in-n^bhe. This duplication occurs properly only in half open syll., but

a more refined pronunciation may make a real shut syll. half open (as

fc<B^"jri Gen. 1. 11), and such a syll. may then be further subjected to the

influence of D. dirimens, as tJ^nj?)?; Ex. 2. 3 ; 15. 17, Gen. 49. 10, 1 Sam. 1. 6;

10. 24, Job 17. 2.

jD. forte conj^mctivum. In continuous discourse monosyllabic words

or words penacute are often attracted to the end of preceding ones, or

words accentually weak fall forward upon those following them. From
2*
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5. Mappiq (extender). The same point is used in the

letter He, when final, to indicate that it is to be pronounced,

and is not a mere sign of a vowel. When so used the point

is called Mappiq, as r\b.

6. Raphe (soft). Raphe is a small horizontal stroke put

over a letter to indicate the absence of Daghesh or Mappiq

in places where these points might have been expected

rightly, or not unnaturally, though wrongly, as fb notn^;

no'l not niS^l Gen. 7. 23.

EXERCISE ON DAG. LENE AND FORTE.

Write these Heirem Words.

1. gab, gam, kol, dam, ben, 'et, mot, par, pat, kap, tiktob,

bku, Ibad, blektka, mishpat, midbar, btok, malki, yabdel,

kokabim, kbadtem, tikbdi, kaspka, helqka, midbrekem,

laredet, yirb, yibk, gdolim, vtagel.

the determination of the accent to the end and the accentual fall of

preceding syllable, the beginning of the second word receives a strong

utterance, which causes its first consonant to be doubled. The dag.

marking this has been called conjunctive. There are two cases. 1. When
a word ending in H^:- accented, or a word ending in H— (or —^) ac-

cented and immediately preceded by vocal sh'^va, is joined by Maqqeph
to a following word which is monosyllabic or penacute, as Gen. 2. 23

n«rnnj?'?, Gen. 27. 26, Num. 23. 13, Gen. 11. 4; 43. 15. The pronouns Ti]

and no (§ 13) when joined by Maqqeph always so affect the following

word, Gen. 38, 29, Hos. 10. 3, Num. 13. 27.—2, When a word ending in

a or e, accented on the penult, is followed by a monosyllabic or penacute

word, as Gen. 3. 14 r\ii^ C^J^' ^^"' ^^- 1^5 ^^- ^9; 3^. 5. If ordinary

Metheg (§ 10) would stand on the preceding word the tone may be re-

tracted to it to effect the junction, Gen. 19. 38; 21. 23; and in impf. and

partt. of verbs H"? the retraction takes place though Metheg could not

have stood, Gen. 31. 12, Ex. 21. 31, but with Maqqeph the Metheg remains.

Gen. 1. 12. The union may take place if the secondary accent Metheg
stand on the first syll. of second word, Gen. 49. 31, Ex. 15. 1. The B^ghad.

letters are excepted from this last rule, Gen. 2. 4; 24. 31. The second

word, monosyllabic or penacute, may begin with two conson., the first

having sh'^va, Gen. 12. 5; but if the first letter be one of the prefixes D,

D, h, "I (§ 14, 15), it is not doubled. (Baer-Del., Pref. to Prov.). The
junction occurs also when the first word ends in u, Gen. 19. 14, Ex. 12. 15,

Jud. 18. 19, 1 S. 16. 6.—The first of tliese two cases is technically called

P'^OT thrust, compressed, the second p^HlD "'JIS, coming from a distance.
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2. mg[attel, mrakkeb, dibber, mdubbar, mhaqqshim,
mullal, sappdu, misped, hallon, bkaspkem, shabbat, mibbne,

^ippor, ykatteb, bqi^rkem, baddam, bodud, yittnu, limmadt,

hammayim, vayyinnagpu, Ibaddo.

Note. In this ex. the B^ghadhk^phath are expressed by ordinary

b;u d letters, and sh^va is not expressed as the ex. is set for practice

on the syllable.

§ 8. THE GUTTURALS.

The letters y n n N are called gutturals. They might

be called spiritals, being strictly breathings. The j; is a

firmer sound of the same kind as i<, and n a firmer sound

of the same kind as n. The last two are much stronger

letters than the other two. Being but breathings these

letters approach a good deal towards vowels, and this

feebleness in consonantal power causes the following pe-

culiarities :

1. The gutturals prefer about them, particularly before

them, the guttural or a vowels, and a final guttural must

be preceded by pathah or qamec.

Pathah furtive. Any short vowel before a final guttural

becomes pathah; and between any long vowel (other than

qameg) and the final guttural there steals in, in utterance,

the sound of short a. This short a is therefore called path.

furtive. Thus "jj^o but n'po; '^"'^K'«1 but H'^'pti^n hish-liah.

2. The gutturals cannot take simple sh^va vocal, they

require the composite sh'vas; in many cases they dislike

simple shVa silent, preferring the composite, e. g. Iij5 but

^. "lbs? ; 'by\ but 'h^'^.

"^3. A guttural letter points itself and the consonant

preceding:—that is a guttural with a hateph turns a pre-

ceding simple sh'va vocal into the short vowel corresponding

to the hateph; e. g. ni^"? becomes "ibyb.

4. The gutturals cannot be doubled. In this jpeculiarity

resh agrees with the gutturals. Hence the short vowel that

would precede the guttural were it doubled (§ 7. 3 Rem.)

falls into an open syllable before the undoubled letter and

becomes the corresponding tone long vowel (^5.3; §6.
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Table be); e. g. insn hak-kehhedh but nnj;n M-ehTiedh,

^\^ but m^, '?^j5 but ^ni.

Rem. a. On 1 . The sharp vowels i, u, falling before gutturals

not final, are generally depressed to e, o, as nearer the a sound

(§ 6. 3 Table d). The depression happens less regularly when

the vowels follow the gutt.; e. g. b'^r\\ for h'T>\] nVij; for nb^J?.

The letter t^ (being a quiescent also, see §9.1 E,em. a) is

excepted from this rule. The letter "1 often agrees with J^nH

in desiring pathah before it when final, but it is not subject to

the rule oi path, furtive.

The sign of path, furtive is written under the final gutt., but

the sound is heard before it, as nn ruah, spirit. Path, furtive

is not counted as a vowel, and, of course, disappears when the

gutt. ceases to be final; e. g. ri''7!i^n has only two vowels,

i and i; its fern, is T\'^,'h^l^. So ^ni"! mp spirit.

Rem. b. On 2. By far the most common hateph is ^—

.

Initial S is fond of -^7- immediately before the tone, but at

a distance from the tone it reverts to ^-, as 'h^ but DS'^bs.

The hateph that takes the place of silent slfva always corres-

ponds to the preceding short vowel, as "hV"^ (for ^bj^S)-

The second half of the rule applies chiefly to syllables not

in the tone, and the process is facilitated by the law stated

in Rem. o whereby the gutt. depresses i li, io e 0, e. g. *1!2Ki =
Ifit^i =s "l^Ni. This softer enunciation shews itself chiefly

with the weak gutturals J^ t^, the harder H H often retain the

simple sh'^va silent.

Rem. c. On 3. This rule and the second half of rule 2

really go together and might be compressed into one in the

words of the old grammars: ^'littera gutturalis punctat se et

praecedentem" et vice versa. The words vice versa form the

second half of rule 2. Rule 3 applies greatly to prefixes,

e. g. ^1«^ = 'IK"? to a lion.

Rem. d. On 4. As the cause that produces the tone-long

in this case is permanent, the vowel is unchangeable.

Before the stronger gutt. H H, the short vowel is very often

retained, and sometimes even before the weaker y S. To

prevent the special emphasis of the short vowel in this case
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from being neglected it is often marked by Metheg (Rem. d

p. 17).^ In a few cases "1 takes Dag. forte, e. g. 1 Sam. 1. 6;

10. 24; 17. 25. Prov. 3. 8; 14. 10; (?11. 21; 15. 1). Song 5. 2.

Jer. 39. 12. Ezek. 16. 4. Otherwise the vowel is uniformly

prolonged before it. This probably points to a double way of

pronouncing the resh.

EXERCISE: CORRECT THE FOLLOWING WORDS.

,^bnb ,TJW ,n?JS3 ,TQTp ^p^l'nri p^^'^_ ,';]'nn ,'qirn': ,Tjr)

§ 9. THE QUIESCENT LETTERS.

The letters m n X shew the same kind of feebleness that

the letters h w y, that correspond to three of them, have

in English: they frequently coalesce in various ways with

the vowel sounds about them."

1. They are real consonants at the beginning of a syl-

lable , but at the end of a syllable after a full vowel they

generally surrender their consonantal jiower and are silent;

e. g. "10« 'd-mar, but nfiN" yo-mar; ^a'' ij^me, but 1013 I)i-?ne.

They do not modify the sound of the vowel before them
when silent, though it is often lengthened, particularly if

it be of the first or third class. Sh^va is not placed under

the silent consonant (§ 5. 6).

Rem. a. The letter fc< may be silent after any vowel sound,

either medial or final.

^ When the short vowel remains before the gutt., Dag. forte is then,

in the language of many Grammarians, said to be implied in the gutt,

(Dag. forte implicitum). The punctuation, however, appears to treat

the short vowel as forming an open syll.. Is. 1. 4 !|2»Ni theg despise.

Zeph. 1. 17 D''"1"!J^3 as the blind. In a few instances, where charactei'istic

duplication is not omitted, the strong gutt. admits a short vowel before

it, e. g. nnS! one, "ins, pi. D^nX other, "in?3(?) swift, D'^HS brothers.

^ The facts stated in 1 suffice for the exercise; 2, 3, 4 had better be

passed over and read only when referred to.
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The letter H is silent perhaps in a pair of cases when

medial, and when final is the mere sign of a vowel sound

(§ 2. 3).

Rem. b. The letter "I is silent after the o and u sounds (tJiird

class), and generally after the a sound (first class), with which

it coalesces and forms the diphthongal y (§ 2. 1. 3)). In a few

cases 1 is consonantal after the a sound, as 1^ r av. The suffixal

form V—^ is sounded uv (§ 19), as VD1D su-sCiv. After vowels

of the second class (i, e) ) is sounded, as IT ziv.

The letter ^ is silent after the i and e sounds (second class),

and generally after the a sound, with which it unites to form

the diphthongal e (§ 2. 1. 3)).

In a few cases ^ is consonantal after a, as in the suffixal

form "I-:— (pausal ^-7-), which is sounded ay (dee), as "'DID,

su-sdee (§ ID).

After vowels of third class (0, u), "• is sounded, as ""IH hoy

(hoee), ''r?^ gdluy (gd-loo-ee).

2. Even at the beginning of a syllable immediately after a consonant

these letters can hardly maintain themselves: they generally surrender

their vowel to the preceding vowelless consonant, and quiesce after the

vowel which they have given up, or even fall out of the form altogether,

thus yaqwim=ya-qim, yaq7oum=ya-qum, hiishwnb=hu-shab, yehaqtll=

yaqtil, r^'dshim= rashtm.

3. When the letters w y stand between two vowels they many times

are lost in the vowel stream surrounding them; they disappear and the

two vowels are represented by that one which being characteristic of

the form was the stronger, which is generally the latter of the two; or

the two vowels coalesce and form a new sound. Thus, qawam=:qum,
maiveth= meth, qanmm= qum. So h sometimes, st(sahic=susd.

4. One of the weak letters V) y may be changed into another under

the influence of a strong preceding characteristic vowel resolved to

maintain itself: the weak letter passes into another homogeneous to the

vowel, yivrash—yiyrash =yt-rash,

EXERCISE: PRONOUNCE AND WRITE OUT IN SYLLABLES
THESE WORDS.

,u^'i:n ,^^<n ,nij<n22 ,nt:^: ,^"ibiD ,in^r^ M^ ,b.s ,r5<^nip

p'mi2 MT^^: ,^^^^!|^b ,ni5iN: ,«^b): ,«^b ,55'^3 ,n^irH-]n

,^^D3 ,vnsb'j ,^ni<^2p^ ,nD^bjn ,ri3"s ,n53bi2: ,D\>s3is ^'^m^
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§ 10. THE ACCENTS. METHEG &c. PAUSE.

1. Use of the Accents. The accents have three uses:

1) they mark the tone-syllable; 2) they are signs of logical

interpunction, like our comma &c. ; and 3) they are musical

expressions. In the first case they are guides to the pronun-

ciation of the individual words; in the second they arc

guides to the sense, being a kind of commentary; and in

the third they are guides to the proper reading of the text

as a whole, which is a kind of recitative or cantillation.

The last use, of course, embraces the other two.

2. The secondary accent {Metheg) and the Tone. The main
accent or Tone falls generally upon the last syllable of the

word (§5.1); in one class of nouns (the Segholates § 29),

and in some Verbal forms, it falls on the penult.^

a) According to the natural rhythm of the language the

syllable immediately before the Tone has a fall, but the

syllable second from the Tone a certain emphasis or ac-

centual rise. To prevent this emphasis or anti-tone being

neglected the syllable was often marked by a sign called

Metheg (bridle), a small perpendicular stroke. An open

syllable was most apt to be hurried over, and hence: the

second full syllable from the Tone, if open, is uniformly

marked by Metheg, as ^b:«, ri"iDp,, Q^nn.

b) When the tone syllable begins with two consonants, the

indistinct vowel under the first is strong enough to bear

the accentual fall, and the preceding open syllable is marked
with Metheg, n^'DtJ 'd-kh^ldh, she ate. In such positions

Metheg indicates that the slfva is vocal, and thus serves

^ Of the accentual signs some stand above, and some below the word;

when above, the sign stands upon the initial cons, of the accented syll.,

as D''b ; when below, it stands after the vowel of the syll., as 0"*^, except

in the case of holem and shureq, when it is placed under the conson.,

as UV, nn. "When the accented syll. begins with two conss. the sign is

put on the second. A few signs are restricted to particular positions,

such as the initial or final letter of a word, and do not indicate the

Tone syll. For more information on these and other points see my
Outlines of Hebrew Accentuation.
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to distinguish between a and o, and between i and /, and

u and m; e. g. n'jSS 'okh-lah, food\ !i«T yi-r^'u, they will fear
\

Wl.l yir-'u, they will see.

If the vocal sh\a in this case be a hateph^ the preceding

vowel though 5^or^ has that distinctness that requires to

be preserved by Metheg, '^'f^..

Rule for placing 3Ietheg.—(1) The second full syllable

from the Tone, if open, receives Metheg. (2) Before simple

sheva the five long vowels aiu e o have Metheg ; and before

a composite sheva all vowels have Metheg.

c) If the second from the Tone be a shut syll., it will be

pronounced with sufficient distinctness without the aid of Metheg

;

in such a case, if there be an open syll. fiu'ther from the Tone, this

is felt to require Metheg to prevent too hurried utterance, as

]nnVntt1 Gen. 4. 4; Ezek. 42. 5.

d) If the word be long the Metheg already placed may be

taken as a new tone, and another Metheg may fall two syllables

from it, as niilD^nnOil Ezek. 42. 5.

The conjunction ^ and, being a weak sound, very rarely takes

Metheg.^

^ The above rules give the main facts about Metheg. The results of

a very full investigation into the Massoretic laws of Metheg have been

given out by S. Baer in two Articles on Metheg-Setzung in Merx's

ArcMv i,i\, 1869. According to Baer Metheg is of three kinds; first,

light,—the object of which is to secure to vowels their full breadth of

sound; second, heavy,—the object of which is to ensure to a syllable its

special emphasis; third, articulative,—the object of which is to ensure

that a consonant be enunciated distinctly and not run into another.

Again, light M. is of two kinds ; first, ordinary—placed on the second

syll. from the Tone, if the syll. be open, i. e. not followed by Dag. forte

nor any Sh^va. See the exx. above in No. 2, a. To this ordinary M. applies

what is said above in 2, a. Second, stationary (feststehend)—placed on
the five long vowels (§ 6, Tab. o) wlien followed by simple Sh^va, and on
all vowels, long or short, when followed by a composite Sh'^va.

Examples of heavy M. occur in the case of the Art. when its Dag. is

omitted (§11. Rem. a); with the H of Interrogation (§ 49. comp. Rem. d
p. 17). This M. may stand on simple sh'^va, e. g. Hj^nii Ps. 2. 3.

Examples of the articulative M. in Gen. 28. 2 &c., DIS Hi'^D. These laws
are not observed in printed Edd. but are followed in Bacr's Ed. of

Genesis, Psalms, and Isaiah, &c.
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3. The Accentual system. The Accentual system is very intri-

cate and in some parts obscure. A brief outline of its uses as a

means of interpunction will here suffice:

—

a) The text is broken into verses, P^suqtm, and the end of

each Pdsuq is marked by the sign i, called Soj^h pasuq (end of the

verse). The accent on the final word is called Silltiq, its sign being

like Metheg.

iyi^n Gen. 1. 1.

b) The greatest logical pause within the verse is indicated

by a sign called 'Athndh ''breathing", or "rest".

:psn n\l'bN Gen. 1. 1.

c) If there be two great pauses in the verse the greatest or

one next the end of the verse is marked by 'Athnah, and the one

nearer the beginning of the verse by sign called $^goltd, as,

:)3 V:p^!l TOO • • • • Gen. 1. 7.

d) If the clause of words lying between Silluq and Athnah,

or between Athnah and Segolta, or between Athnah and the be-

ginning of the verse, Segolta being absent, requires to be divided

by a pretty large pause, this is in all these cases marked by a sign

called Zdqeph qdton, resembling simple sh^va placed over the

word,^ as

tniD"? 'p^^ntt D1»n n\i'^« Gen. i. g.

e) A distinctive of less power than Zakeph is Tiphhd, which

marks a pause wliicli the rhythm requires as a preliminary to

tlie great pauses indicated by Silluq and 'Athnah. Its sign is a

line bent backwards, as

:n«0 • • • • D'W'"^ • • • • ^V^^. • • • • 'l^^^l? • • • Gen. 1. 1.

f) These are the main distinctive accents, and by stopping at

them, as at the points in modern languages, the reader will do

justice to the sense. There are several more distinctives of lesser

force. There is also a number of conjunctive accents or Servants,

as they are called, to the disjunctives, accents which are placed on

the words that stand immediately before and in close relation with

those on which distinctives are placed. It would seem to follow

^ The sign called z. ffddhol, of the same distinctive power, is used

when its word is the only word in the accentual clause.
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from the variety of the conjunctive signs that they had musical

significance, otherwise one connective might have served all

distinctives alike. The two most common conjunctives are Merkhu

— , which serves Silluq and TipJiha, and Mundh —^, which serves

'Athnah and Zaqeph. See Gen. 1. 1,2.

g) The books Job, Proverbs and Psalms have an accentuation

in some respects different from that of the other books, called the

Poetical. The end of the verse is marked as in Prose by Silluq

and Soph pa§uq; also the great distinction next the end by

Athnah ; but this is not the greatest distinction in the verse, which

is that next the beginning, marked by a sign called Merkha

Mahpdkh or 'Ole v^yoredh, thus

jnB^; n»j; ^^yi^'^, Ps. 1. 1.

4. Maqqeph (binder). Part of the accentual or rhyth-

mical machinery is the Maqqeph or hyphen, which binds

two or more words together. The sign indicates that all

the words so joined are pronounced in the rhythmical

reading as one word. The occurrence of two accented syl-

lables in immediate succession is contrary to the rhythm,

and this conjunction is avoided by throwing several words

into one. All the words joined by Maqqeph lose their ac-

cents except the last, and in consequence of this their long

vowels, if changeable, become short (§ 5. 3), Dj;n h'^ but

DJ^ri'^S) ^^^ the people}

5. Pause. The great pauses just described (in 3) are

naturally accompanied with certain changes upon the ordin-

ary vocalization. In general only the two greatest Prose

accents (viz. Silluq — , marking the end, and ^Athnah —

,

marking the middle of the verse), and the three greatest

of the Poetical, throw vowels into pause. The effects are

mostly as follows:

a) A short vowel in the tone becomes long, as wb^
pause D'lb; and if the short vowel had been modified from

another it is the long of the primary sound that appears,

n« p- m-
* Unchangeably long vowels are usually marked by Metheg, as vTiB'

Shdth'li.
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b) Occasionally the tone is shifted from the last syllable

to the penult, which is lengthened if it was short, nnj;

p. nnjr.

c) Perhaps the commonest pausal effect is what looks

like a combination of a b. In verbal forms with vocal

shVa before the tone, this shVa becomes the tone long of

the primary sound whose place it had taken, and the tone

is then shifted to it, as niDti^ she dwelt p. n^bu, from rzv^:Tin * r " T ' l-T

nny sta?ul ye, p. ni5j? from nby. A few nominal forms

follow the same method (see § 45).

Eem. Sh'^va before the suffix kha becomes e, ^JDID p. IPID. In

some cases the weight of the Pause doubles the consonant, ^v^n

Judg. 5. 7 ; there is also a fondness shewn in many cases for the

sharp d in pausal syllables.

6. Q'ri and KHhihh (read, written). The K'thibh is the

consonantal text as it lay before the punctuators, being

held inviolable. When however for any reason, whether of

grammar or propriety, the punctuators preferred another

reading, the vowels of this reading were put under the

K^thibh in the text, while the consonants, which could not

find a place in the text, were set in the margin. This re-

commended reading is the Q^ri. Attention is called to the

Margin by a small circle placed over the K^th'ibh^ thus:

ns?in Gen. 24. 14,—which means that for the (w«s.) form

ngan of the text the form vr^iy\ {fern.) is to be read.

OF WORDS AND FORMS.

Roots may be considered to be of three classes : firsts

the simplest and instinctive interjection^ expressive of mere

feeling, as ah! second., the higher demonstrative, expressing

locality, direction, and distinction between one object and

another; and third, roots embodying thoughts, noiitis and

verbs. The first class, being uninflected and individual, do

not need any separate treatment. And of the others it is

better to begin with the second, which is next in simplicity.

V. 14. 'p n-ij;:n.
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§ 11. THE ARTICLE.

Hebrew has no indefinite Article, though the numeral

one^ particularly as the language declined, began to be

used with the feebleness of an Article.

The Definite Article, properly a demonstrative pronoun,

is bn. This is an inseparable particle, prefixed to words;

and, like the in English, suffers no change for Gender or

Number.

PARADIGM OP THE ARTICLE.

Before ordinary conss. — n, ^lj?n

Before gutturals \ ^ ' ^ '-' '4
*'

[ n, n — n, nnnn

f

n, % — n, Dj;n

I 0,(0) — n, nint)

Before gutturals I
'^' '^ *' .."Z,

with qameQ ' '' " • •"•

«) The / of the Art. is not written, but assimilated to

the next consonant, which is thus doubled, as bip voice, blpH

the voice.

b) Before gutturals (which cannot be doubled), the pathah

of the Art., falling in an open Syllable, expands to qamec

(§ 8. 4), as t^\s?n the man. This expansion is universal be-

fore « and 1, and general before j;. Before the strong gutt.

n and n, pathah usually remains (§ 8. Rem. d).

c) The rule in h) applies to « and "i with any vowel.

But when n, y, n are pointed with qamec, the punctuation

of the Art. varies:

—

Before n and j; in the Tone, the Art., falling in the pretone,

takes a (§ 6. 2&), as "inn, the mountain, D^n, the people.

Before n, j; not in the Tone, the Art., falling before the

pretone, retains the short vowel (comp. § 6. 2 c), which by
a law of euphony becomes e {fghol), as D'^^nn, the mountains

;

^bj;n, the trouble. Before n (Jui) in all positions the Art.

takes fghol, and also before n, D300' ^^^ ^^^^> ^00? ^^^ feast.

Rem. a. Not unfrequently a softer pronunciation omits the Daghesh
from letters pointed with Sh'aa, by § 7 Note a. The somewhat great
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emphasis of such a syllable, which still remains, is many times

marked by Metheg, as ]3D?pn Is. 40. 20. Metheg is not put befoi-e \

nor yet immediately before the Tone.

Rem. h. The hal is ^al in Arabic (though the Bedawin are said to

pronounce lial), as 'Al-Qor^dn. Perhaps this form is seen Gen. 10. 26.

man li^^K woman n^i< morning "1|52

day D"!"" night rfrh light mx
darkness "^B^ri firmament V^^Tl ^^^^^ "'^J^

water, waters D^.O pi. great bns good D1t3

high DT upon "7j^ and
\

The conjunction and is a particle inseparably prefixed to

words, l^i^l and a man.

To day Dl'n A good man nitD tS^^K T/ie ma?i | li^^«n niD

(o ni^/ji nb'V'n the good man nilsn ty^«n is good j nitO B^^^n

E,ule 1. The adjective when it qualifies stands after the noim.

If the noun be definite the adj. has the article.

Rule 2. The simple adj. when a predicate oftener precedes

the noun than follows it. The predicate does not receive the art.

The copula is, arc &c. is not usually expressed.

EXERCISE: TRANSLATE.

To day. Tlie morning. The night. The light is good. The good

light. The lofty firmament. The darkness is upon the waters.

The man and the woman. The great darkness. The good man.

The firmament is high. A great day. The night is good. The dust

is upon the waters.

§ 12. THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Sing. Signif.parf. Plur. Sig.part.

l.pers. c. ^^, ^pbi< I i, ?ii, ki ^STO, ^DTOy; we nu

2. 2}crs. m. HFlSJ? thou ia DFlS; ye ieni

f. 7% „ t nrns, "^ris^ „ ten

3. 'pers. m. U^^H he v, hu ^^^^\^ 0*!] they m
f. iiTj she y, {lid) nsfl, "jn „ n
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The above forms of the Pers. Pronouns are used only

to express the Nominative or as Subject: they must not be

put as oblique cases after a verb or preposition. When
not expressing the Subject, the Pers. Pronouns become

attracted in a fragmentary form to the end of other words.

These fragments (the significant parts above) are named
Pronotninal suffixes. See §§ 19;, 31, 49. Comp. § 20. 6.

Rem. a. On 1 'pers. In pause the accent is retracted to the penult

(§ 10. 5 b) "li^ and ""DilS!. A plur. !|i« occurs once, Jer. 42. 6, and

nahnu six times, e. g. Gen. 42. 11, Ex. 16. 7.

Rem. b. On 2""^ pers. In pause HriX. The mas. is occasionally

written PlX 1 Sam. 24. 19, Job. 1. 10, and three times P\i^, Num. 11. 15,

Deut. 5. 24, (?Ez. 28. 14). The form 'attd is for 'an-td, and 'att for

^anti, which is seven times spelled ''F[^, Jud. 17. 2, 1 K. 14. 2 &c.

The plur. ^attem is for \ittum. The fern. pi. ^atten occurs Ezek.

34. 31, the MSS. waver between ^atten and ^atten.

Rem. c. On 3'"'* pers. In the Pent, as usually printed fc^^H is of

com. gender, NN"T occurs only eleven times. Feni. p)l. ]n is actually

found only as suffix.

6ye ]"iy f. hand H^ f. mountain "IH disease vH

earth ^"3^^- heaven D'^ttB^p/. evening ll"}^ people DJ^

sword yf]f' Grod ^'Vhvf.pl. palace ^DNT wise DSn

powerful DI^J^ bad, sore J^"l very ^^<p very bad "li<D yi

The mountain ^T\T\ the people D^H the earth f'^^J^

Rem. d. The Article sometimes prolongs the pathah of mono-

syllables to qanicg. The word earth appears as above with the Art.

The people is wise DJ^H DDH or J^IH D3n DJ^H.

E,ule. The personal pronoun of 3. pers. is sometimes used to

express the copula. It generally follows the predicate when in-

definite, and precedes it when definite.

EXERCISE: TRANSLATE.

wS^n nns 4 : y^vn nit: 3 : ^iara w^ i^'^n ^nn 2 : bs^nn on
T - V V T : T T T T •• - T

: n^n on^^ 7 1 ni3?n-b:? ^^n n^rn 6 : nuj^n nu^ 5 : a^rrb^nT T v - T T IV
- •.•.•- T • IT : - • •-•: IT

:r?ni. th 10 n«^ D^^y j^^n o::."?! 9 :bi-.-i dt 03? 8IT.T-
; T TT t:t-

TTW ":&< 13 :bii3m Dii:s5n dj-'h 12 rp^rii u^mn 11
T ' "• - : T IV T T

I V T T :
• - r -

5DDnn
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The eye. The hand. The mountain is very lofty. The dust is upon

the waters. I am the man. We are the people. The sword. The

good man is the wise man. The good and powerful people. The

morning and the evening are the day. The darkness is the night.

The lofty mountain. The darkness is very great upon the earth

and upon the waters. Thou art the woman. It (/".) is the eye.

They are the heavens. The great and sore disease.

§ 13. THE DEMONSTRATIVE AND OTHER PRONOUNS.

Sing.
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Rem. c. In pointing mah the niaqqeph is not always inserted.

Tlie pointing with s^ghol occurs in other cases besides the one

specified. Occasionally HD unites with the following word, W2v^

what mean ye (to you)? Is. 3. 15, Ex. 4. 2.

king
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EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

n'^:^ n^6|t Di^n ht 4 nxr^rj nbf^n 3 inrn ^12 2 tDns "53

:bipn-PK i^^'Jir ton; nb^n rj 6 injn Q-iisi^'n nyn 5 in^nbs

-iu:j5 TT^xn xn 9 ns^rrbj irbrn rns^ 8 :^b^5-r,N ib^ ^:a 7
V -: • T r T T V - I v V - -t v ••

•.• -t

D^rib^i j^n^ 11 'Trjri nm nito-n:? 10 :p5jn"b? D^^ri i\mD

^"iij? "153!^'] •^.^b^5 ni ^'y) 12 :y"ixm mi n:^^n m
:nTbn ^w ^2? u :n"^nri-n!!5 Tjb^in npb 13 inin"/

Who are these? What are ye? Who is yonder woman? I am the

great king who is over (uj)on) the land. That day. This is a good

head. This is the good head. This head is good. This good head.

This is the bad boy who spilt the water upon the earth. This

woman. What has the man done? This mountain is very lofty.

What are these? These are the heavens and the earth which God

created this day. This is the wise king. That^ sore disease. He
sat by (upon) those waters. How great is that palace!

§ 14. THE INSEPARABLE PREPOSITIONS.

1. Prepositions and similar words in Hebrew are usually

nouns, sometimes entire, but oftener worn down and frag-

mentary. The following three fragments used as prepo-

sitions are, like the Art, inseparably prefixed to words:

2 in, by, with; local and instrumental

3 as, like

b to, at, for; sign of dat. and in/in.

a) The usual pointing of these light fragments is simple

sh'^va.

b) Before another sh®va this becomes hireq, by § G. 2 d.,

forming a half open syllable, SDb, DDba.

c) Before a hateph the sh^va becomes the corresponding

short vowel, by § 8. 3, nx, "'1N3="'"1N3, ^i^'e a lion.

d) Before the accent, the prep., falling in the pretonc,

often has tone-long qamec (§ 6. 2 b.), as n'^ob to water.

^ For this name the reader substituted ^i'lfc? Lord, the vowels of which

stand in the text. Possibly the word was pronounced HIH^ Yah-veh,

^ In sing, ii^'nn, in plur. UTViu
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e) In words with the Art. the weak He usually surrenders

its vowel to the prep, and disappears, by § 9. 2., nj;ri, Viyh

to the people}

2. The short word "p used as a prep, in the sense of

from, out of, is also a worn down noun and generally used

as an inseparable particle.

a) The weak liquid w, as in other languages, is assi-

milated to the next consonant, which is doubled, nilSD from

water (as im-movedble).

b) Before gutturals, the short vowel expands in the open

syllable into the corresponding tone-long, ^j;d from a tree,

by § 8. 4.; and occasionally hireq remains by § 8. 4. Rem.

c) Before the Art. either li) is followed; or oftener the

prep, is prefixed entire to the word with help of Maqqeph,

|>j;«"10 or ^j;il"|P from the tree.

Rem. The prep, is occasionally found entire in other cases.

book
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To a lion. The man wrote in the hook. God gave tlie woman to

the man for wife. In the morning. In these heavens. In the

earth. In that day. In the lofty palace. The lion cried like an

(the) ass. God called the firmament heaven, and the dry land

called he earth. He gave the sword to the king. Man is dust

out of the ground. He ate of the tree. The wise joeople rested

on the seventh day. To the dust. In (at) pain. On (in) the

high mountain.

§ 15. THE CONJUNCTION &c.

1. The inseparable conjunction ) and is pointed very

much like the inseparable prepositions in § 14.

a) Its ordinary pointing is sh^va, nris"! and llwu.

b) Before the hatephs it takes the corresponding short

vowel (§ 8. 3.), ii«5 and I.

c) Before simple sh^va and the Labials (*) D "1 3) its point-

ing is ^, ]ni and a son.

d) Before the accent, especially if disjunctive, it often

takes qamec (§ 6. 2 b.), :j?ni and evil Gen. 3. 5.

Eem. Before yod with sh^va the pointing is lih-eq after § 6. 2d.,

and yod is silent (§ 9. 1), ^D^l and the days of—. Even before a labial,

the law d) of the pretone may prevail, as ^n5l, Gen. 1. 2. Naturally

the conj. does not cohere so closely with the word as the prep, and

does not displace the He of the Art., as DJ^HI and the people.

2. The verb. The root of the verb is held to be 3. sing,

perf. act.., which is the simplest form. Verbal inflection for

persons is made by attaching to this root the significant

elements of the personal pronouns (§ 12).

^. sing. mas.perf. he ruled, has ruled &c. 'jb^o

2. „ „ „ thou hast ruled &c. Pi'pK'O ia of pr. ihou

2. „ fern. „ thou hast ruled &c. r\bB^l2 t „ „

1. „ com. „ I ruled, have ruled &c. ir^bB^o ?i= ^? of pr. 7

\.plur.com. „ we ruled, did rule &c. li'pB^D nu of pr. we.

EXEECISE. TRANSLATE.

I said to the man. The man and the woman. A lion and an ass.

We rested on the seventh day. And of the tree we have eaten.
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God destroyed from the earth man and cattle. And on that day

I wrote in the book. People and king. Who spilt the water upon

the earth? I heard the voice in the garden. Thou hast said, holy

is Jehovah. And these who are these? Dry land and water. Night

and morning. Thou (/".) hast ruled over this people.

§ 16. THE NOIJN. INFLECTION.

1. Stems in Hebrew are considered to contain three con-

sonantal letters. The noun may be regarded as expressing the

stem idea in rest, and the verb the idea in motion. Hence the

vowels of the verb are lighter than those of the noun. It is con-

venient to consider the verb as the root out of which other parts

of speech grow, though there are many nouns not traceable to ex-

tant verbal stems. Nouns are thus primitive or derivative. We
may on the other hand take a noun or particle and set it in

motion, that is verbalize it; such verbs are called Denominatives &c.

as to dust.

2. Inflection in Hebrew takes place after two modes, an out-

side and an inside mode. Both modes are to be observed in most

languages, e. g. bo?/, hoys, by the outside inflection ; man, men, by

the inside ; so fear, feared, but tread, trod. The Shemitic languages

have a preference for the inner inflection. This prevails greatly

in the Heb. verb, though it has not gained great footing in the

noun, the inflection of which is external. But in Southern She-

mitic internal nominal inflection is also very common. Great

alterations do occur within the noun in Heb., but these are due to

movements of the Tone and differ altogether from such changes as

appear in foot, feet. At the same time as the accentual changes

take place to a certain extent on various principles, they afford

means for classifying nouns into several Declensions. The external

changes may be called Inflection.

3. Inflection, external modifications in Nouns.

In Hebrew there are trvo genders: mas. and fem.

There are ^^ree numbers: sing.^ dual, and plur. The dual

is now very much in disuse, being employed mostly to ex-

press things that occur naturally or by use in pairs, as

hands, feet, shoes.
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The fern. sing, is formed by adding ah to the mas.

The plur. mas. is formed by adding im to the sing. : and

the plur. fern, by changing ah into 6th, or by adding 6th to

the 5m^. if it has no fern, termination.

The dual is formed by adding dyim to the mas. sing, for

the mas., and to the original fem. sing, (see Rem. h) for

the fem. Thus:
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The dual perhaps properly expresses a pair, or one or more pairs,

but it is now used as a plur. of things occurring in pairs, as

D^Di? tl^^ six loings. In usage the dual is employed, 1. for

organs and features in men and animals that are double, as eyes,

ears, hands, feet, lips, teeth, loins, horns, wings &c. 2. For

things that are double, as shoes, door-leaves, fetters. 3. A few

nouns still use the dual to express two, as day, year, cubit,

hundred, thousand. 4. The Numerals employ the dual to ex-

press times (repetition), § 48. When terms properly dual are

transferred to inanimate objects as liorns (of altar) they are used

in fem. plur.

Rem. b. The original fem. ending is ath {T\-^r)- When the

word stands independently this is softened in the tone into ah,

the present ordinary termination, but when the word is in close

connexion with what follows, or has any addition made to it,

the original ath reappears. By loss of the a this ending became

th. This simple th could most easily be attached when the

word ended in a vowel, or in a single conson. preceded by a

changeable vowel, as nny, nnny, nO^O, ni»^». It could not

be added at all if the word ended already in two conson. (§ 5.6),

nor readily if in one cons, preceded by an unchangeably long

vowel. In these cases the termination ah was added. Thus the

fem. endings may be: \) t ov th, lP}\t Gen. 16. 11, which gener-

ally assumes the form TCp^ (§ 29). 2) ath or ath, tm Ps.74. 19,

n"1tj^ Ps. 60. 13, both archaic and passing into 3) ah the ordin-

ary ending. Sometimes this ah may be represented, as it is

usually in Aramean, by 8 (§ 2. 3). In a very few cases ah is

deflected to eh (s'^ghol).-^

^ The Shemitic fem. being in t the apparent analogy between the fem. a

in Latin &c. and the ordinary ah of fem. nouns is no real one. But a new
analogy arises between the Heb. fem. and the neuters in Lat. Enghsh &c.,

so many of which end in t, id, quid, illud, it, that, what. Possibly the

mas. in Shemitic included both the mas. and fem. (comp. fc^lH com.) and

that which was once dedicated to express the neut., this having been

dropped, has been appropriated to the /oh.
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probably from neighbouring tribea, there appears the termination

u. (The nom. in Arabic ends in u or un.)

Second, the Genitive. This is a relation of two elements,

of which the first is always a noun, while the second, though

chiefly a noun, may be a pronoun cr even a clause. The first

member of the gen. relation is said to be in the construct state.

It is a question whether this first member had any distinctive

termination. It appears occasionally in i} The second member has

no special termination. (The Ar. gen., which is the second member,

is in i or in.)

Third, the Accusative. Neither is this case expressed ordi-

narily by any specific termination. But there are here quite visible

traces of a case ending, though it is not easy to say whether the

traces should be considered remains of a full development now in

decay, or merely a rudimentary commencement. This accus. ending

is a. (The Arab. ace. is in a or an.)

Thus so far as case endings can be suspected they are the

three sounds a i u. Three cases may seem to form a meagre pro-

vision for expressing the relations of nouns. But the use of the

Accus. is very wide, it serves often as a locative, and sometimes

almost as an instrumental, and as a general modal or adverbial case.

And the use of the Gen. is also extremely free.

2. The construct state. When a noun is so connected in

thought with a following word or clause that the two make
up one idea, the first is said to be in the construct state or

in construction. A word not so dependent is said to be in

the absolute state; e. g. in son of the king, great in power,

the words "son" and "great" are in the construct, "king"

and "power" are in the absolute.

The const, relation corresponds most nearly to the Gen.,

or to the relations expressed by of in English. Now the

first half of a relation like son of— , forming no complete

idea of itself, the emphasis of the whole expression lies on

the second half. In this way the cons, or first half is

uttered as shortly as is possible in consistency with the laws

^ See Gen. 49.11 &c. and such proper names as Gabri-el, man of God,

Melchi-zedek, ki7i(j of righteousness. In a few cases the Cons, ends in o.
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of pronunciation in the language; any merely tone long

vowel within the word will be shortened or lost, § 18, and

any weak letter outside the word, elided.
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Rule 2, An adj. qualifying a noun in cons, state must stand

after the compound expression, and the noun in cons, being de-

finite, the adj. has the Art.^

Every day UV blS All the day ni'H ^i

All the hinges horses 'H ''D1D"73

Rule 3. The word all is a noun and used in the cons, state.

north IIB^ T^
""^

I b^h bed HtSD poor \V1^
force I

'

four J?5"l« daughter n? war n»nb» queen .13^0

wind ] law nnin wall HDIH city TJ?

spirit
I

" command HJ^Jp flesh lU'S understanding ^aU'

to go down liV to keep "lOB^ to review HJ^S

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

fi^^ri'i n^i^b b':^^^;* ni-^ npb 2 ni^^n ^52^ csri nnir jj^b

wrir &^b 4 :d^p^'i:2 on D^ri ^ji^:?j^ 3 :b5Tr nnit^ ntss:

nbian niiS533 lisn riw 5 ibi^^TS''^ ^nbx n^in^ n^in
I V V - ~

: • : T - T T •• T ; • ••.•: t :
-

vnxr.-bi ^nb5< niii/j nbt^ 7 :nibn u^b nin^ nninn^ 6
I V T T T •• :•: : • V •• T : T T t :

-
:

{Q^nb^^n TT^yt nt253-b:^ ib^n nsis 8 :n:Tri Qi^n ^n^rs niry:

:D^7ju5n nin^^ s^in^nsj^^:^ rij^n ^ns^^-Q^ biis b^n t^n 9

nin^ i23^>? nn y-i^jn nsb^j^ 11 :^-jan yrbs^j ^d^5« 10

ns^nn ins ^3 nr-^n::^ i^^ D'^n^^1 vnxn ns^n n^n 12 :b^nTTT "T • T;-;. -T T:~:JvTT TT TT "T

^ Abigail. ^ Israel. ^ Dag. in /i;aj9/t only in cons. * Observe the

pausal vowels iu 6, 9, 10, 11.

The great day of the Lord. The day of the Lord is great. The

good queen of the land. All the people of the earth. All the

king's good asses. The captain (prince) reviewed all the mighty-

men (heroes) of valour and all the people of war. In the two-

sides of the temple. I have gone northward. AVe are gone down

to-hades (Sh"'61). He went towards-the-mountain. "We slew the

^ The adj. agrees with its noun in gend. and numb, but not in state. Tlie

cons, is euphonic as well as syntactical and must be followed itumediately

by the word to which it subordinates itself.
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man's ass. The people did not drink from the waters of the rivers

for they tvere blood.^ The law of the lord is good. Thou hast not

kept the commandments of the God of all the earth. The spirit

of God teas upon the waters. God of the spirits that belong to all

flesh. I have broken down all the walls of the city. Thou hast

kept the poor of the land from all ill. Thou hast eaten of the tree

of the garden.

^ In dependent clauses with ""S for, that &c. the pronoun is put last.

§ 18. THE FIEST DECLENSION.*

Nouns may be arranged in Declensions according to

the internal vowel changes produced by alteration in the

place of Tone occasioned by Inflexion (§ 16. 2). Many
forms of Nouns, however, contain unchangeable vowels,

i. e. vowels pure long, or diphthongal, or unchangeable

from position, as "itas {gihhdr), a hero, ]"|^n« (ehh-ijdn\ pooi\

in both of which the first vowel is unchangeable by po-

sition, and the second pure long, and consequently un-

changeable by nature (§ 6. 1). Such Nouns, as they suffer

no internal change from inflexion, do not seem to require

classification; they are indeclinable.^

The forms that suffer change are those having tone-long

vowels. These vowels, having been rarely expressed by

the so-called Vowel-letters (§ 2. 3), may very generally be

distinguished from pure-long, and diphthongal, vowels,

which were very often so expressed (§ 2. 3 Rem.). In

general only qamec and cere are tone-long in nouns, holefn

being for the most part unchangeably long.

The forms with changeable vowels seem capable of being

generalized under three classes or Declensions.

* The principles stated in § 6 should be fully understood here; and it

should be remembered that, when words are increased at the end, the

accent plants itself upon the significant inflectional addition (§ 5. 1).

^ Such forms are those numbered 8, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23 in the Table of

Common Nominal Forms in the Appendix of Paradigms, and a number of

other Forms not given in that Table. These forms with unchangeable

vowels might be called a First Declension, in which case the Declensions

would amount in all to four.
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1. A large number of words are of the same form as the

perfect of verbs, and are chiefly participles or adjectives,

though many are substantives. With these may be classed

some other forms of words that are subject to the same

laws. Together they may be called

THE FIRST DECLENSION.

They are words having:

a in the pretone, or a in the tone, or a in both places.

Rules for declension. 1. With inflectional additions the

accent is shifted a place, and the tone-long pretonic « e is

lost, i. e. becomes vocal sh^va, by § 6. 2 c.

2. The very hurried utterance of the construct produces,

in addition to this loss of the pretonic vowel, a contraction

of the tone-vowel a e, that is the shortening of it in a shut

syllable {sing.), and the loss of it in an open one (plur.)

Plur, Cons. sing. Cons.plur.

n'bMi

Rem. a. Tone-long o does not appear much in nouns, but

see § 29. The forms 1, 2, 3 with vowels a—a, a— e, a—o, may

be considered the typical forms of this declension, see § 22.

The forms 4, 5 are pass, participles, and 6 is a less common

nominal formation. The forms 7, 8 shew that if the pretonic be

immutable there is no change except in Cons., rule 1 having no

application. A very few forms without a are similarly inflected.

See Add. Notes.

Rem. b. The form a—e, has a in cons, sing., as no other

short vowel can stand in the final accented shut (§ 6. Rem. b).

If it be desired to retain the e sound, the form
"IJ?]

with Maqqeph

can be used, comp. § 10. 4.

1) upright
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The new syllables that arise are half open (§ 6. 2 e), as in heart,

libhbhdth, No. 6.

2. Feminine nouns. When the distinctive termination of

the fern, noun is not final, its softening into ah cannot have

place, the real ending aih must be assumed as base, and

then the above two laws ajjply as to other nouns.

righteousness nj^n^ (^nj^n^) cons. (n|?'l3=) nj5ns

elder mj^t (=riij5|) cons. (nip|=) nijpt

righteousnesses nipn^ cons. (n"ipn^=) ri1p"l^

3. A few monosyllables with changeable v »wels {a e) in

the tone attach themselves to this declension. They are

probably real dissyllables which have undergone con-

traction. The chief are T hand, D'l hlood, :in fish, |^j; tree.

As they want the pretonic vowel the same law that applies

to star will apply to them. See Add. Notes to First De-

clension.

fish y\ cons, y^ 2)lur. n^y^ cons. pi. "^y^
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binDi n^mri ^npiDS ins b'lrt n^n fjDj^ 8 iD'^^j^n ^^ps

d^i^ni nps';.^ bip bipn pni:^^ issij 9 in^n nsis-b? ^tt^^

-b5< n^iTbj^n tt'^j^ nbnrnH ip-tn 5<^n3n ^ir: lo :to^ ^"i^
• v: T • - :• V )'"T - .T - rr t •• ••

:

^ Isaac. ^ Jacob. ^ Esau. Jli^jriH

The law of the Lord is perfect. The king saw the fat kine

upon the bank (lip) of the river. We have eaten the flesh of

fat oxen. The words of the lips of the Lord are upright. I am
not a man of words. Good words are the words of the law of the

Lord. The waters are upon the face of all the earth. We have

heard the words of the holy prophets of God. Thou hast kept the

hearts of this people from evil. Very great are the righteous-

nesses of God. Blessed are the upright of heart. The vengeance

of the people was great. The day of vengeance is in the heart of

God. The proverbs of the king are perfect. All the fishes of the

river. The desert of the sea.

§ 19. THE PEONOMINAL SUFFIXES.

The separate Personal Pronouns are used only to ex-

press the Nominative or as Subject (§ 12).

Hebrew has not largely developed the adjective; instead

of saying holy hill, silver idol, it says hill of holiness, idol

of silver, and the like. Similarly for mij horse it says horse,

of me. The possessive pronouns my, thy, his, our &c. are

altogether wanting. But the noun being placed before the

pronoun in the Genitive, two effects followed:

first, the pronouns had not the strength of nouns and could

not maintain themselves as separate words, and so became

attracted in the form oi Suffixes to the noun preceding them

;

and seco?id, the noun itself, which before an independent

word would have stood in the form of the Const., underwent

before these lighter fragments attached to itself a less

degree of shortening, only a few of the more heavily ac-

cented Suffixes having the power to throw it into the

Const, form.

Thus the Suffixes are divided into light and heavy; all
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are light, except those to a singular noun which express

your mas. and fern., and those to a plur. noun which ex-

press your and their mas. and fern.

The light suffixes affect a noun like the Plur. or Du. termi-

nation, the heavy throw it into the form of the Const, state.

Particles, such as Prepositions and Adverbs, are generally

Nouns in a fragmentary condition, and may take Suffixes,

which are attached to them precisely as to Nouns. See § 49.
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Rem. a. The suffixes of 2. j^ers. ha, h, kem, hen, are for ta, t, tern,

ten, according to an interchange of f and k frequent in language

(§ 12). No Dag. in h by Note p. 17.

In the other persons the fragmentary element of the pronoun may
readily be seen.

Rem. b. The helping vowel between the stem and the suffix seems

in all cases traceable to i or a. Comp. § 17. 1. In the 1st and 2nd

person the i sound prevailed as base, sns^, susehJia, susekh, susemt.

Forms with a are rare. Job 22. 20.

In S.pers. the a sound prevailed, as 3 mas. siisdhu=susaw=suso',

3 fern, susdh; 3 pi. susdhem or .'^iisdham (2 Sam. 23. 6)= susd')n.

Forms with e in fhu, eha are rare (§ 45). Gen. 1. 21.

Rem. c. Peculiarities are common. Sing, noun: 2 m. in p. ^DID,

Gen. 4. 11 ;
plenary writing, HDDiD Gen. 3. 9; 10. 19; 27. 37, Ex 13.' 16.

In 2 f.
"^3-:^, Jer. 11. 15, Ps. 103. 3. In 3m. old form rhlli^ his tent,

Gen. 9. 21; 35. 21; 49. 11. After vowels hu (§ 45, see Irreg. nouns);

otherwise, Gen. 1. 12, Jud. 19. 24, Job 25. 3. In 3 f. mappiq omitted,

Is. 23. 17, Ps. 48. 14. In some cases the fem. termination appears

dropped. Gen. 40. 10 H^i for Hn^i, Zech. 4. 2, Prov. 7. 8, Job 11. 9,

cf. Hos. 13. 2, Ps. 49. 15; 55. 16 (Ez. 32. 27?). Rarely in 1 pi. ami,

Ruth 3. 2, Job 22. 20; on particles cf. § 49. In 2 pi. f. kenah, Ez. 23.

48, 49. In 3 pi. m. 1?3^, Ps. 17. 10 (cf. ID*? § 49). In some cases ID

appears 3 sing., cf. Job 20. 23; 22. 2; 27.^23 (Is. 53. 8? Ps. 11. 7?).

Uncontracted form 2 Sam. 23. 6. In 3 pi. f. Hi—^, Gen. 21. 29;

42. 36 ; n^^, Gen. 41. 21 ; HiH^, 1 K. 7. 37, Ez. 16. 53. After vowels

hen (§ 45), and otherwise, Gen. 21. 28, Lev. 8. 16, Ez. 16. 53, cf. Is. 3. 17.

Plur. suff. often defectively written by omission of i/od, e. g. 3 m.

ID^ID, Gen. 33. 4, 1 Sam. 18. 22, Ps. 10. 5; 24. 6; 3 pi. m. Gen. 10. 5;

43. 11 ; 3 pi. f. Gen. 4. 4.—Peculiar forms are: 2 f ''^-^ 2 K. 4. 3,

Ps. 103. 3, 4, 5; 2 pi. f. kenah, Ez. 13. 20; 3 pil. m. 113^-^ Ps. 2. 3, ii,

Deut. 32. 37, 38; 33. 29; hemah Ezek. 40. IG; 3 pi. f. henah Ez. 1. 11.

My good horse Sitsn ""pID Your evil tvords Q"'J?'irf D3'''13'n

Eule. The noun with Suffix being really in the Cons, and de-

finite, the rules for the Cons, apply to it and its adj— it does not

take the Art. and its adj. does. § 17 Eules 1. 2.

face W'^ti son ]5 pi- CiS daughter HS pi. niiS

mg face ""iS the man''s face ll^'"i<n ""iS

before me "'is'? before the man ti^"'i<n ''iS?

after ''"inf? after me "^nfcjt
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EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

,D57^:!i ,'^"]m^ ,n^ipi2 ,D5"bTCX3 ,?j^Dn ,^t\'d'i^ ,rnsi2 ,in';in

,Dnnin ,ii^ ,^-;^ ,Dn^Di ,si3nnb ,^rn ,!?i^n2T23 ,"n^Dsb ,^3sb

x^ni -^rrrra ^i^^ bins'" ^Dn^ d^is^ inn -.sim 3?pn

T : -T T T : •
I

•• T T T : ^ v: t : •.•••:•

• : - T AT : • : - T ) v T • -:- • t •• :
• 'r : • : at •• :

Drit:hb nb;?s Tiri-b pizzi ^m tii'it: n^i ri'a :nni^* ^nb>5
• : - T : - r ! )•/ " • t : - t -.- -: J :

-
r t it - v:

rnn^is u^^n uvrrb^ sn^in^ 'ran^^ n^ jdi^^ ^sn n:;2 tin*
• T • • " T- J c T • : - r T T T •• : vv I^t

1 Lot. 2
i)^, of B^''K. See Table of Irreg. Nouns. ^ Ehud.

* Words in pause. See § 10. 5.

Your blessings. Her corpse. My commandments. Her lips. Thy

words. His face; her face; my face. And his words we lieard

out of the fire. Thy law is in my heart O my God. God has

redeemed his holy ones. He went down to-Sheol unto his sons.

The Cherub put out his hands. Thou hast heard my voice out of

thy temple. We sat before her. The words of thy (/".) lips M-e as

the sand which is upon the shore of the sea. He came and in his

hand a sword. Very good are the proverbs of his lips. TVe have

sold our asses. Ye are my sons and my daughters saith {perf.)

your God. My heart is in his law continually. I have kept all

his commandments. Thou hast kept their heart, O our God. I have

kept your hearts. The day of vengeance is in his heart. Thou

hast kept my law and my commands. He lifted his corpse upon

the ass. Their hearts are fat. Thy perfect law. This is flesh from

my flesh. By (in) all his great prophets.

§ 20. THE VERB.

1. Root. The root of a verb is considered to be the

Zrd sing. mas. perf. of the simpl- form (15. 2). This form

is called Qal "light", in distinction from all the other forms,
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which are heavy, being loaded by additional inflectional

letters.

2. Tenses. The verb has not Tenses strictly speaking. It

has two forms, which express not time but action ; the one

expresses a finished action, and is called the perfect., the

other an unfinished action, and is called the imperfect.

The perfect action includes all past tenses of other

languages, such as perfect and pluperfect (indie, and sub-

junctive), and future perf. The imperfect includes all im-

perfect tenses e. g. present (especially of general truths),

the classical imperfect, and the future. The first form is

often called the preterite.^ and the second the future., but

these designations are proper to Tenses and are too limited.

3. Moods. Both the perfect and imperfect may be indi-

cative'., the subjective moods (subjunctive, optative &c.)

are generally expressed by the imperfect and its modifi-

cations (§ 23).

Besides, there is an imperative which is also derived from

the imperf. And there are two forms of infinitive, called

absolute and constrvct, the latter being a gerund.

4. Degrees of the stem idea. The stem idea or meaning

of the verb is presented in three conditions or degrees:

the Simple, as to eat; the Intensive, as to eat ?nuch, often,

greedily; and the extensive or Causative, extending the

action over a second agent, as to make to eat, to give one

to cat.

Each of these three conditions of the stem idea appears

in three voices, Active, Passive, and middle or Reflexive,

though some parts are now lost. Thus:

Simple.
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5. Conjugations. What are called in other languages

conjugations, do not exist. The various classes of irregular

or weak verbs most nearly correspond to conjugations.

The above seven parts are all growths of the original

simple stem, which undergoes some modification, conso-

nantal or vocalic, to produce them.

6. Inflection. Inflection to express person takes place

by the connexion of the significant parts of the personal

pronoun with the stem (§ 12 and 15, 2); and the third sing,

as simplest is taken first, then the second, and finally the

first. In an action which is finished rather the action itself

than the actor is prominent: hence in the perfect the stem

is put before the persona] designations. In the imperfect,

or action going on, the actor is more prominent, and the

personal modification is prefixed.

TEE PERFECT.

Sing. Plur.

3 mas. boj^ he killed kc. 3 c. ^"::r:)^ they &c. Ol= D1

3 f. n^top^ she „ pi. of i^^rj)

2 m. ribtip thou „ 2 m. DribtSp ye {tern of ^attem)

2 f. I^b^p „ 2 /. -jribpp „ {ten of 'atten)

1 c. ^nbpp I 1 c. ^3b^p we

The terminations te7n, ten are heavy, and, removing the

accent, destroy the tone-long vowel in first syllabic (§ 6.2c).

Of great importance are the vocalic additions a i ii, which

bring out the peculiarity of the verb, thus:

In verbal inflection with vocalic additions the vowels a e 5

in the tone sijllahJe are lost, i. e. become vocal sh^va (§ 6.

Rem. c, p. 17).

formations, which may even have a pas.sive; at the same time from the

meaning of these forms thej' not unnaturally take the place of the pass.,

which they have altogether superseded in Aramean and Ethiopic. The
above scheme, therefore, though an accommodation to Western methods,

is not altogether without ground eveu from Shemitic usage.
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Uses of the perfect. The Perf. expresses

:

a) The Aorist (Past), he killed.

b) The Perfect, he has killed.

c) The Pluperfect, he had killed.

d) The Future Perfect, he shall have killed. (See § 40.)

Rem. For fern, ah, the original ath may occasionally be met
with, § 16. Rem. h, Deut. 32. 36; and for t oi 2 f. s. occasionally ti,

§ 12. Rem. b. esp. in Jer. and Ez., e. g. Jer. 2. 33; 3. 4, 5, also 2. 20

rightly read. Plenary writing in 2 s. m., Gen. 31. 30, Mai. 2. 14.

Compare § 31. For % of 3 plur. un is found in two or three cases,

Deut. 8. 3, 16, Is. 26. 16.—In pause Tbb]>, rib^]^ &c., § 10. 5.

covenant JT'IS statute l^ljJS latter end JT'lHii^ seraph f^
to fall ^Bi to burn ^nb> to fly

^Jj;
to forget HOB^

unto b^ unto me ''bs unto you 03'^^ behold HiH, ]n

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

sbip-nx 6 :DrT^nb^-ni^ Tsim 5 tnn^^nj^ miDt «b 4 rnnb

rb&5 ^y-au: ^ib bj^nia^ -^Din in nwa^ ^13^5 7 j^b^n-VJ ^52?i3i2J

T^n DnsiTS 10 :a^:23 0^7^-^ sissiij 9 H'^^ ^^2d n-^ab 8
• T V : ~ : • fT

~ • T : T I v t ; t t t

HK^a nitj ryT}] tiw ^ym-bTT^ D^nbK ni$i 11 tirjin

wpb ^D ^i^riT ^nnpb ^)j niu:-nj< D^ri"b>5 b^^^-Jtd^ n^asj^ 12

njDTfl:^ ^b n/J5$ Qijn-bsi nsb 'nripb -^^a n^a^ "'i^pi;?? ^52-n>^'i

n"^S)nian-|7a in^ -^bi^ tcj is in^a^^^'a ^^5< i^^j nnpb 5<bi t"<j5•t:~1- TV-" It t ;
• -'TiI-t :

jniiT^n b5>53 npb D^npb^n nsisi ii^n^-••:•- - • '-T • -It : V : at : • t :

^ Moses. ^ Samuel.

Ye did not keep my words. The woman stood before the king.

The fire of Grod fell from heaven. God set (gave) luminaries in the

firmament of the heavens. All the fishes of the sea perished in the

waters. All the males fell before the sword. The heavens of the

heavens are God's {dat.) and the earth he has given to the sons of

man. Thou hast fallen o {art.) city in the heart of the sea. Thou

hast kept the hearts of this people from all ill. I kept my tongue
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from evil woi'ds. These are the proverbs of the wise king of Israel.

We heard his voice from his temple. Their faces fell. AVe leant

our hands upon her head. The blessing of Jehovah be upon thy

children (sous). "We sat by (upon) the waters, of the great rivers.

Ye have burnt their city in the fire. Ye have not kept my law

and my judgments. She bare to her husband a sou to his old age.

Ye have forgotten my words and the proverbs of my lips. On the

seventh day God rested from the work which he had made.

§ 21. THE IMPERFECT &c.

1. Tmj)er/'eci and Imperative.

Imperfect. Iiiiperaiivc

sing.o mas. bt3p"] he tvill,fnay&c kiU,is.was,

killing &c.

bbp kill thou

3 fern.
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Uses of the Imperfect. The Impf. expresses:

a) The Present, he kills (especially of general truths).

b) The Imperfect, he killed (particularly of repeated past

acts).

c) The Future, he tvill kill.

d) The Potential, he may or can kill, might, could, tvould &c.

kill (See § 46).

Rem. a. The abstract noun which appears as infin. cons., may be

considered to lie at the root of the impf. and the imper. The pre-

fixes and affixes are fragments of the personal pronouns, though

rather more obscured than in the perfect. The terminations ^—;-

and ^— are probably worn down from ^—r and ]1— . The latter

is still common, both in 2 pi. and 3 pi., Gen. 18. 28, 29 ; 32. 20,

Ex. 9. 29. The termination ]1— has the tone; in pause the preceding

vowel is often lengthened, Josh. 4. 6, Ru. 2. 9. In 2 f. s. ]''—;- occurs

seven times, always with tone, 1 Sam. 1. 14, Ru. 2. 8, 21; 3. 4, 18,

Is. 45. 10, Jer. 31. 22.

Rem. b. The imper. is the impf. stript of the pronominal prefixes.

It has only 2nd pers., and has recourse to the impf. for all others.

The first syllable of imper. is half open. (§ 6 Note, p. 17.) Fern. pi.

is sometimes written defectively, Ru. 1. 9, Gen. 4. 23, Ex. 2. 20, so

in impf. Gen. 27. 1 ; 30. 38 ; 33. 6.—In pause the original vowel of

sing, returns, Zech. 7. 9; so in impf. Prov. 8. 15. § 10. 5 c).

Rem. c. The Simple Form or Qal has two Participles. The Pass.

Part, is the only remaining part of the lost Passive.

He left off counting ^SD? ^IH

He would not keep "lOB^ nn« «^

Rule. One verb subordinates another to itself in the Infin.

Cons., either simply, or more commonly in Prose by the Prep. 7 to.

to judge tasa^l to bury inj^j to watch "IttB^j to eat ^D«|

a judge part.) grave
^5i?.j

watchman part.] food 7Di<j

to buy "IDB^ to steal 3i3 to pursue f^ to cut VTO

dead no lord, husband, Baal ^J^5

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE AND PARSE.

,t]''n^3a ,ia^3 ,TO'^: ,^''ai2Jn .nb-^ ,T\)yq ,^52i2Jb ,^i2m

\ryr'p'qr\ .rr^'y^ j^ir-^'-n p'trp ,nbT ,^n3Tn ,^iip£n ,ni35
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D-"^:^ nhro ^Dn:&^ 3 :Dn^t:s:t-j-ns TO"::n ^b 2 :l::,r ^b

pn:: bys^ D^i2p "nbin in'^'n^ ^rin ib-^*'
""j 7 inin n"n

I V v •• . T '•• T : - : 1 : • • v - t t

nnhp-b? «ic3 &<b ns^n^ iDirrb? b:"! 5^b linrbs n^^^i nn'T]

nbnrn^^ ^nn]: 9 :np?:'-n^5 -^iapb Q'.^r-^^ y-^STj rci^* i^n 8

•• : :t t It • v: t • v -: v Iv " I'-t - -x -

b^^ni27brni^ ^b^^ yiip nn?i. 11 : b55<-n:^u;b'' ri^a':^22:a np:?;

-n^^ ntss'-o: x^n ns^-ni nm mim^-' 12 :bnT^j^^ ^nb^ ^b-'b<

T\'2 nr)i< nsn nb-bn nibn^ tib^j^nist'^-b^ n^n'bx n':« 13

iby:s nbys ;j<rii nnpb nidij^ nisijirTb:?
- IT - \ : • : T : I- T v -: x • t

^ Joseph. - Egypt. ^ See § 10.4. * Jezebel, ^ Deborah. ^ Abimelech.

I will jiursue after her. I promised (said) to pursue after thera.

Pursue after me. He set the stars in the firmament of the heavens

to rule over the night. Jehovah will judge this people. A city

sheddmg blood like water. In that day I will pour out my spirit

upon all flesh. Keep this man. Ye shall keep your hearts from

all ill. AVe have left off counting. They left off counting the pro-

verbs of his lips for they were as the sand which is upon the shore

of the sea. His commandments and his words will we keep. His

children (sons) will keep his covenant. Hands shedding^ blood.

But I would seek unto God. He came to shed blood. We will

burn your city with (in the) fire. Buiy my corpse in the grave

where^ the prophets are buried {part.).

§ 22. THE VERB TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE
(ACTIVE AND STATIVE).

(See Paradigm of Regular Verb.)

L The perf. Qal may end in any of the three vowels deo,

d taking the place of a (§ 6 Rem. c). Verbs are named

^ Verbs and adj. having r.o dual use the plural with a dual noun.

^ See Vocab. under "who".
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according to these vowels a, e and o verbs. Verbs ending

in a are transitive, verbs in e and o are intransitive, though

these terms in Hebrew do not quite correspond to the same

terms in the Western languages. The class of intransitive

verbs is very wide, embracing words that describe the

condition of the subject (as to he full, to thirst, to fear, to

love), even though capable of taking an object after them.

The term Sfative verbs, i. e. verbs of state, is used by some

grammarians.

Formation of Impf. The Perf. in a (Active verb) gives

the Impf. in o, b^'p^, "rbpl; the Perf. not in d (Stative verb)

gives the Impf. in «, nns, ^5^^

Formation of Imper. and hif Cons. The Imper. and Inf.

Cons, agree with the Imperf., being in 6 in Active verbs,

and in a in Stative verbs. But see Ptem. d.

Form of the Participle. The Active verb has the Part,

of the form •?£?(? ; the Part, of the Stative verb is the same

as the Perfect,
21J5

drawing near.

Rem. a. The class of Stative verbs is very numerous. It consists

of words which express a) a bodily or physical state, as to be great,

little, smooth, deep, short, old, and the like; t)) an affection of the

mind or act of the senses (except sight), as to mourn, rejoice, hate,

hear &c. ; c) actions intransitive, or actions in which the reflex in-

fluence of the action upon the subject is very prominent, as to die,

approach, ivear (clothes), heio wood &c.

Rem. h. Forms with e express a temporary state, those with o a

state permanent, but this distinction is not now observed in verbs,

though it is still quite prevalent in the participial adjectives derived

from them. Verbs in o do not now number over half a score, but

the e verbs are very numerous. Only a very few, however, have e

invariably, this vowel being usually sharpened, except when in pause

or in the open pretonic syllable, into d.

Rem. c. The o verbs retain the o throughout the perfect; in 2nd

plur. becomes o by loss of the accent. See Parad.

Rem. d. The rule given regarding the agreement of Inf. Cons,

with the Impf. is true in theory, but in point of fact the Inf. Cons,

even in Stative verbs is generally in d; the number of forms in a is

now very small in the Strong verb, e. g. ^Dtl' to lie, usually, Gen.

39. 10, 14, and others occasionally, Eccl. 13. 4, cf. Prov. 10. 21 ; SI. 4,

Is. 58. a.
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From both tj'pes of the Infin. Cons, a fern, has been formed, viz.

Th^\> {qdtlah) from "pbiP, and nb^J? (qiildh) from b't^^>. Both forms

are mostly used by Stative verbs. Gen. 24 36, Deut. 11. 22. Comp.

§§ 29, 31.1

To be great i

become great

to be able by
to be sweet pri)2

UlJ

to be holy ^"TiA to fear «n;| to be little p'^)

holy mipj fearing „ J
little „ j

to be old ]j?T to draw^ near 2^]^ to hear J^OU^

to be just p'Vi to learn HO^ to be hungry 3J^1

J am old ^mp_\ I knoiv '^n)!!']) I am able ^F\h'y

Eule. In Stative verbs the Perfect usually corresponds to the

English Present. (See § 46.)

EXERCISE : PARSE AND TRANSLATE.

,^mb ,b5Tr!^5 ,anb5^ ,rib^^ ,-^1^?} r?:ft:i^ ,nDbBT£n ,^5r

nin^ DID b'n.-'' 3 : n^niisn ^Ecb rbb^ i^b 2 : ^n>n 0^*^33t: ••":• -T- :*t;t i"t ••:

: n^bx nni -^sbi^ nuj^5 D'^^s'nrrbs-ns^ T2^ zrp 4 : Dbi>' -:'
I V •• •- • T V -: • T : - T V - : -1; t

1 It is interesting to observe that the vowel a is characteristic of the

Active, e (rarely o) of the Stative, and ti (or o) of the Passive,—that is,

the three Classes of vowels correspond generally to Active, Stative( Neuter)

and Passive. In the Perf. Qal the place of the characteristic vowel is in

the second syll., in most of the other parts it is in the fiiSt throughout.

In the Active verb the type of the Impf. was perhaps yaqtol (yaqtul),

and in the Stative, yiqtal] bat owing to the prevalent thinning of a to i

in the language (§ 2. 1. 1), the syll. yaq was pronounced (and of course

spelled) yiq. In favourable conditions, however, the a still remains, as in

Verbs \st Grift., ^Ayin Vav, and 'Ayin Doubled. The last class is particularly

instructive (§ 42).

The original form of the Act. Part, was perhaps ^^'p^, like the Perf.,

and many of the adjj. of this form may be Participles. The Part, qotel

is a newer formation and has not j-et made its way into all verbs. See

§§ 40, 41.
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^i<Q rbns ^tti^ n^n^ e : nni^ o'^rrbj^ ^n^ ^3 ^w^^ nn5> 5
: T :

- T - v: T : t it • :: •• : • ; -t t -

:npn^ D^>'i2Jn Diri n^'^nb p^'n:: iidt 7 :n^nb mn^ lin
iiT : • • T : •• : at t : • • • - v.- t ; it t t t :

nyb 9 : rr^^b ^nr nnpn n^jx ^^mirrbsi nin^ nni< ninp 8
••

: I V T : 'T • -•: • aV-" I v : • t : r : r - 'r

n^n'n nnb!) rribi^ nin-'-D:? obir in::b n%-! «b n"xibi2J^ wpT
• T ~ : • T v: • •• T T : t t ; -I; •

naci^b rcb^ i^ab r^n ^12^-b^ n^inn nsc^i trbisn 5<np^ 10
T : •

:

~ : •
I
~ ~

: at ~ : t t - v •• ; Iv v - t'; •

^b y:;]5<n-b5 ^nbiji n^Tl'^ rm iriijp 12 :rnbi< mn^-n!^

1 Solomon. nirs-b^ ?}^3sb pw
I cannot draw near. I will be great. Draw near. The young-

lions shall be hungry (pause). The God who made the heavens

and the earth I am fearing. Ye cannot keep my statutes with (in)

all your heart. Thou art little. Hear in order that thou mayest

learn to fear the Lord thy God. They are not able to pursue.

I am bereaved. I know that thou shalt reign. How should man

be just with God! I am sated-with burnt-offerings and the blood

of oxen I do not desire; cease to draw near before me for your

hands are full of blood (pi). How great art thou Lord! very

deep are thy thoughts.

§ 23. THE MOODS. VAV CONVEESIVE.

1. Besides the ordinary imperfect, which expresses the

action simply, there are certain modifications of it which

indicate the relation of the action to the speaker's will or

feelings. The speaker may throw his own feeling into the

word in two ways, either by a sharp, hasty utterance of it,

thus expressing peremptory wish; or on the contrary by a

lengthening out of the word, giving expression to the

di?'ection of the mind or action. The short form that arises

in the first way is called the Jussive', the other or lengthened

form has been named the Cohortative.^

1) The Jussive. The Jussive arises through a contraction

of the last syll. of the impf. ; but as in the regular verb

^ Both the Jussive and Cohortative are comprehended by Ewald
under the name Voluntative ; for Cohortative Bottcher prefers to use the

term Intentional.
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this can take place only in Hiphil (§ 27), the Jussive in all

other parts coincides with the ordinary impf. ; and in all

forms with inflectional terminations the juss. and ordinary

impf. coincide. The Jussive is found only in 2d and

3d persons.

The Jussive (as the name implies) expresses a command,

us y^p"'. iet him kill; or, less strongly, an entreaty, re-

quest &c.

—

may he kill; or, with a negative, a dissuasion,

as !i^ppp\"b« do not (ye) kill.

2) The Cohortative. The Cohortative is formed by adding

the syllable ah to the impf. The Cohort, is found (with

rare exceptions) in 1st person only.

The Cohort, expresses a desire or intention, as ^'?ttp^?

let me kill, I will kill.

2. The Emphatic Imperative. The same termination ah

is added to the imper. 2. m. s. to give it emphasis, as rh'^'p

Oh kill!

Eem. a. The sharp pronunciation of the impf. (by Avhich the

Jussive arose) vas probably accompanied by a retraction of the Tone

to the penult, with the effect of leaving a short vo-\\ el in the last syll.

As the Tone, however, could be retracted only under peculiar con-

ditions, e. g. when the penult was open (§ 5 Rem. o), the accent

usually fell on the last, the vowel of which it made tone-long (§ 6. 2 h).

The only formal effect, therefore, of the Jussive (except in verbs H 7

§ 45) was to change the vowels i and v, in 2nd and 3rd sing. impf.

into e and o.

Rem, h. The Emph. Imper. has tAvo forms H/^p and H^^p (qotldh,

qitldh, half open, § 21, Rem. b). The Emph. Imper. appears chiefly

in the Irregular Verb (§ 32).

3. r«y Cofiversive. The conjunction ) and is sometimes

used not as a mere copulative to join or coordinate clauses,

but with a certain subordinating power, so as to indicate

that what is now added is the result or sequence of the

preceding; as, he spake and (and so, and thus, then) it

was done.

The usage is this:

After a simple perfect events conceived as following upon

this perf. are expressed by the emphatic vav joined with
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the imperfect^ and conversely, after a simple imperfect the

events conceived as following on it are expressed by vav

with the perfect.

As in this usage the vav seemed to convert the impf.

into the meaning of the perf. and vice versa^ it was named
vav conversive. By modern Grammarians it is commonly
named vav consecutive.

Pointing of Vav with Imperfect, a) When joined to the

Impf. this strong vav is pointed exactly like the Article

(§ 11), as 'pbp*! and he killed^ V^pKI and I killed.

b) The Tone is usually retracted from the last syll. to

the penult., when this syll. is open (Rem. a above), as "i)2t;»i

and he said.

Pointing of Vav with Perfect, a) When joined to the Perf.

strong vav has the pointing of vav Copulative (§ 15), as

b^'\>\ ^^id he will kill; UP\h^^) and ye mill kill.

b) The Tone is usually thrown forward from the penult

to the last syll.., as tb'^'^y and thou shall kill.

On usage of vav conv. see particularly the note p. 63.

Rem. a. As the form with vav expresses the s^Deaker's feelivg of

the connexion of Avhat he now states A\ith the preceding, it is natural

to suppose that the forms of the Voluntative (Juss. and Cohort.) are

those lying at the basis of the Consecutive Tenses.^

Eem. h. The drawing backward of the Tone in Vav consec. impf.

very well suggests its connexion with what precedes, and the throwing

of it forward in Vav consec. perf. suggests its connexion with what
follows.

Tlie projection of the Tone is regular in 1st and 2nd sing, of Perf.,

but does not appear in 1st p/., and is not found anywhere in pause.

It is also avoided when it would occasion the concurrence of two

accented syllables, Deut. 14. 26, Am. 1. 4, 7. In weak verbs the rule

of projection is subject to modifications.

to growup TTiSs^ to be angry fj^j? to sell '^'2'Q toburn'^'lb^

to expire V12s^ to take (capture) 13^ to be sated y2^st. to visit 1j5B

to 7 to me "b^ sign of acr. ntj! me ''JIK^

^ This is denied by some. See Driver's Hebrew Tenses § 70 foil.

2 See Table § 49.
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Keep thou
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nibn s^pn-bN; 5 : ^in^-i-rj nin^ V|i2pn"bis 4 1 -^rsV-? 'm
Di^3 mi2 i^Tbi^ np?^ ^m 6 1 5<^n vi-p nzy^ Dip^n ^3

D-sn "jH nin-' n;a5< 7 : innzn-njj5 ib ni:52;i 'b ^^n-^bn-n^^

-^^^2 npbi i^^ nbir^^-p nP3>i s^ii^ nir: 3!t^ n^n'bij^B n^n
I

.. .. It: t -:•)•.• T -
: at t - •• • •• t t

V^^^n-b^ li^ti -j5^j ^nn-i D^^ni 8 : Dbiyb ^n- b5>ii D^^^nn
] VAT T- ; : :t •--: t: -t -t: .--

initxn bbi nrnnn^ ^r\T^ i^^ixr-b:? tonn nm-b3 ^*^j^iTTT : r-;- I TjvTT - "T TT T -;•-

^3 ^3>nir^ «"bi ^bij^i :rbb2?7j rb^ -n^pE^ iras oys nv.'^ 9
• at:* : :t: tt-;- tt •:l-r Iw"" tt tt:

^ See § 8. 1. 2 Conj. mv in pretone § 15. 1 fZ. ^ Impf. of nb^.

Thou shalt not lie down in that place. Let me lie down. Do
not (ye) draw near. May the Lord judge between me and (between)

this people. Oh hear my prayer O Lord! Let us draw near unto

the Lord that he may judge between us. Sell to me this cave that

I may bury my dead there. The man ate of the tree which teas in

the garden and God was very angry. And the calf I took and

burnt it^ with (in the) fire. Thus saith (perf.) the Lord: Behold

I will-give (part.) this city into the hand of the king of Babel, and

he will burn it^ with fire. Sarah bare to her luisband a son, and

the boy grew up. And God called the light (dat.) day and the

darkness he called night. And the children of Israel forgot the

Lord their God and he sold them into the hand of the king of

Mo'ab. And thou shalt keep his law continually. And I re-

membered his words.

§ 24. SCHEME OF THE REGULAR VERB.

simple. intens. caus. simp. intens. cans.

act. qal pi'el hiph'il b'JB b^S b^J^'SH

pass. — pu'al hoph'al — b^B bsSTl

refl. niph'al hithpa'el — b?SD b3?£lnn —
bpp bt?p b^ppn

— btop bppn

bt^pD btopnri —

'

^ riK with suffix § 49.
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1. The names simple, intensive &c. have been explained

§ 20. 4.

2. The word bj^B U) do formed the paradigm of the ori-

ginal grammarians. Now the language, possesi^ing no

general terms like reflexive^ intensive act., and such like,

made use of the parts of this verb that were simple re/lex.,

intens. act. and the like, as 7iames for the same parts in

all verbs. Thus the intens. act. of Paal is Pi el] hence in-

stead of speaking of the intens. act. of a verb we speak of

its Piel\ instead of saying cans. act. we say HipHil &c. ;
—

much as if we should speak of the amaho of a Latin verb

for the flit. act. &c.

The use of ^j;b as a Paradigm is inconvenient for a

learner, because, its second radical being a guttural, the

characteristics of several of the parts, such as the inten-

sive, are obscured; hence the word ^^j? (though poetical

and defective), is generally used in modern grammars.^

3. "Intensive" means that which is increased within, and

to express intensity the middle radical of the verb is

doubled. "Extensive" or causative means what is increased

without, and to express the causative a syllabic is attached

to the outside.

WORDS FOR PRACTICE ON THE ABOVE SCHEME.

to write iiriD to be great 71)1 to be heavy T^D to steal Dl"\

to rule 7Ji^I3 to pursue f)T1 to govern ']^0 to visit 1p3

to sell 13D to take HD*? to speak im be holy t^np

§ 25. THE SIMPLE EEPLEXIVE OR NIPB'AL.

The Niph'al is formed by prefixing to the stem the

syllable hin having reflexive force. This syllable is con-

tracted to 71 in the pcrf. and pm^t. and one form of the

infin., but appears entire in the impf. and parts connected.

^ The learner must not use 7^f? in Prose composition for "kill". The
word is rare in Heb. and in use only in Poetry.

6
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perf. 'p^pi /^'a?-/. ^lapi inpn. abs. "rbipi and ('?b(5in==)'?b(5n

infill, cons, and imperat. Crtpj^in =) 'pDj^n

imperf C^^lJ^ni= "^tpiPn^^ =) b\^^\

In meaning tlie Niph'al is properly the reflexive of the

simple form or Qal, as IDB^ to keep, "^^^^ ^^ keep oneself,

to beware \ but the common use of Niph. is as passive of

Qal, as nn*^ to break, 13^: to be broken.

Eeiii. a. The i of first syll. is probably a thinned a. Occasionally,

in parts connected with the imperf., a takes the place of e, particulai'ly

in the fern, and in pause, "7)3^5 Gen. 21. 8; 10. 9, Ex. 31. 17.

Hem. b. Infin. abs. TlSpi is chiefly used in combination with perf.,

Gen. 31. 30, Jud. 11. 25, 1 Sam. 20. 6, 28; sometimes it is of form of

inf. cons., Deut. 4. 26 (Is. 7. 4?), 1 K. 20. 39. The parad. shews that

in impf., imper. tone may be retracted, Gen. 24. 6; 25.21; Ex. 23.21;

inf. cons. Job 34. 22.—In a few cases the initial he of inf. is elided

with prep.. Is. 1. 12, Ex. 10. 3, Ez. 26. 15, Prov. 24. 17.

Hem. c. With the passage of reflex, into pass, compare the identity

of pass, and deponent in Lat. and of pass, and middle in Greek, and

the great disuse of pass, in modern languages, as It. 7ion si fa=non
fit, or fieri potest. The reflex, sense may pass into the middle, as

b^^^ to beg, or reciprocal, as IDStJ^i to litigate.

to be full i^bip\ to wean bcsl to hide oneselfV

to be filled iV^ip/«.j to be weaned Ni2)h.j to be hidden
J

to drive out t5^1J to fight Dn'?i\i^. to escape ^bi^N.

to repent DfliiV. to be corrupted nntS^iV^. flood 7l3?3

wicked yC^T violence DQn arm J^1"lt f.

EXEECISE. TRANSLATE.

,bpt3^ ,t2bi3nb ,nt:s^3 ,^nn3D ^-^zm ,DrnpSD ,tt9i2n ,nri2J5

jnDns-Tn ,"n/jrjbD ,Qnbrii

n5t2b'J3 ^Dri2y;i nniTD nsn 2 tn^trj ^^P.^ ^^'^T- ^^ t^'^'^ls?

D^ 10 4 :vm y-;'!!in xbiar'i D'rib^< ^?sb ynsr; nn^n:: 3

^n^nro G :b-^3^'^ "b^n bToi 5 ns^^ r2^ mj^m msn..-.• -.^._ VV~ ";•" T"T' T TTt TTT

HTcy ^3 n^n-; orrt'i 7 :^lnD^^ ?|":;s3't^ ^T7'^:^!
^'^ ^Tr. nrri
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T - • • T T T •• T •
J

.. T T ^ T ^ ..

in^bj Dnbnb bb^ i}<bi ^^yrl-b^^ ^-j^r:T IV r •• T • : T :
• T v • T

Jehovah is near to the broken of heart. I am hidden from the

face of Jehovah. Hide thyself from his face. Ye shall hide your-

selves on that day. Thou shalt escape from his hand. And the

earth was corrupted and all flesh was cut ofif by the waters of the

flood. The arms of the wicked shall be broken. And their city

was burnt with fire. Let me escape in the day of fighting {inf.

cons.). And the earth was filled with blood (ace). His dead was

buried out of his sight.^ Thus saith (perf.) Jehovah the God of

Israel: Behold I give (part.) this city into the hand of the king

of Babel and he shall burn it with fire, and thou shalt not escape

from his hand but shalt be captured and shalt be given into his

hand. Beware lest thou make a covenant with (dat.) the inhabitant

of the land, and take of his daughters to thy sons.

^ From before him.

§ 26. THE INTENSIVE ACT., PASS. AND REFLEX.,
PfEL &c.

The Intensive is naturally formed by doubling, both in

verbs and nouns, the middle stem-letter.

1. The Pi'el. Pi'el is properly intensive of Qal, that is,

it adds such ideas as often, much, for a Jong time &c. to the

simple idea of the verb, as "intt^ to break, "12^ to break in

pieces; or it implies that the action of the verb is done

by many or to many. Sometimes when the Qal is intransi-

tive the Pi'el becomes causative, as no'? to learn, ia"? to teach

2. Pu'al. Pu'al is the proper passive of Pi'el in its

various senses.

3. Hithpa'el. The Hithpa'el is formed by prefixing the

syllable hith, having reflexive force, to the root-form of

the Pi'el, as b^p^, b^pnri.

When the syllable hith precedes the sibilants D, V}, ly

the n changes places with the sibilant, as "isriK^n for

"IJSB^nn ; with ij the n further becomes to, as pimn from p^s.

With unsibilant dentals the n is assimilated, as ITl^T}

for 'tann.

5*
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In meaning Hith. is properly reflexive of Pi'el, as ti^ij?

to sanctify^ ^'%>J)T\ to sanctify oneself; but it very often

implies that one shews himself as, or gives himself out as

performing the action of the simple verb.

Eem. a. The i in first cyll. of Pi' el is a thinned a, cf. Gen. 41. 51;

a appears in parts after the perf. The final e appears as fixed sound

onlj' in imperf. and connected parts ; the perf. has often a, probably

the real vowel of the form, Q^^ Jud. 1. 7. In a very few verbs e

ifyhol) appears in perf., "12'^ to speak, D^? wash, "123 atone.

The infin. abs. is generally of lorm pa' el like cons. Ex. 21. 36, Jer.

12. 17, but cf. Ps. 118. 18. In some cases first syll. i-etains the i, Lev.

14. 43, 2 Sam. 12. 14, Jer. 44. 21 &c.—Inf. feni. Lev. 26. 18, Is. 6. 13,

Ez, 16. 52.
—

'With vav conversive Pi'el is pointed 7t3j^''T § 11. Rem. a,

no Dag. in Yod. Cf. § 7, 4, Note a.

Denominatives are often formed in the Pi'el, as IDJ^ dust, "ISy

to cast dust.

Many verbs are found in Pi'el of which the Qal docs not occur.

In Fu. may appear for u, Ez. 16. 4, Ps. 72. 20; 80. 11, Ex.25. 5.

In part. Pu. initial m in a few casfjs falls away, Ex. 3. 2, 2 K. 2. 10

(Ez. 26. 17 is perf.).

Eem. b. The syllable hith is a stronger reflexive prefix than hin,

and the Hithpa'el less commonly has the passive sense. It has even

a pass, of its own in a few cases. Naturally it has reflexive sense,

Gen. 4?. 1.

As in Pi'el the final vowel may be a, Deut. 1. 37; 9. 8.

Eem. c. Other forms of intensive. Though the intens. is most na-

turally formed by doubling the middle consonant, it may be formed

in other ways analogous:

—

1) By doubling the last stem-letter, pi lei (jnlal), pulal, qitlal,

qntlal, as ]3&?a^ to he quiet, Jer. 48. 11, Job 3. 18; pass, hhtl^^ 1 Sam.

2. 5, Is. 19. 8, Hos. 4. 3 (Ez, 28. 23, Ps. 88. 17 may be textual errors).

2) By doubling the last two letters, p^'aVal, qHaltal, as "irj*lDP

to pal^ntate, pass, "^!5"l!2^ to be much inflamed. Ps. 45. 3, § 44.

3) In some stems as 'A^/in Vav and Double 'Ai/in §§ 40. 42 doubling

the last two letters is equivalent to doubling' the whole word (with

omission of the weak letter), x>ilvel: as ^IJ^ fly, ')J^SV flutter, 73 roll,

7372 whirl, 7373 sustain, pass. 7372 (kolkal) from 7^3, comp. click-

clack, dingdong.

4) By adding a letter to a stem or by inserting a letter, so that

qnadriliteral verbs arise, most of which follow the Pi'el in the method

of inflection, e. g. T^l? to spread, Job 26. 9, DDI? to consume. Pass.

la'DK)"! Job 33. 2.5. Ex. 16. 14. Others in Uph. Gen. 13. 9. Is. 30. 21.

h) By broadening the vowel d of first syll. into d=d § 2, Poel,

pass. Pij'al. The proper force of this form is conativc, qotel to attempt
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to kill. The form is rare in the regular verh, hut is often used in-

stead of Pi'el in verhs 'Ain doubled ij
42. Exx. are ^"^ to strike

root, Is. 40. 24, tDSfc^ io contend in judgment, Job 9. 15, cf. 1 Sam.

21. 3, Is. 10. 13, Hos. 13. 3, Ps. 101. 5 (Baer reads Ps. 62. 4 as Pu. in o).

to break 15^ to break in pieces "13B^ to speak IST

to count "IDD to recount, tell, IDD to seek tJ'j?!!

to be holy t^lj^ to sanctify Pi. to sanctify oneself Hithp.

to be heavy 12^ to honour, harden, Pi. to get honour Hithp.

to be great, grow ^nS to bring up,magnify Pi. to magnify oneself Biii/j^,

to go "^ibn to walk Hithp. to hide oneself - -.^ >Hithp.

no, none ]";« except DK ^3 to rebel J^B'S

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

ni±)^ 2 rn vm nr^ ^rb^^ D^sn nsi n^^'n^ ^3 d^^^ ^y^j^tt; • ;T ••: •; — • -T A'** r; • • — t ;•

TT^pb nn^n Di^-ns ^npT 4 in^n-^? "^i-? Q^ncc/j D-.^c'sn 3

nin-' bip-nj^ waizi^i 6 tnrTi'-jinn^ D-ribxn-n^^ 5 nr.i<

n^Bir' D'ln Di< ^3 ri^ i\b^ rm a^b ^d^^ &^b y^5<bi 7

^ Pharaoh. ^ Bee § 10.4. ^ See niS'N in Vocab. * See note rt) p. 19.

These are the words which I have spoken. Harden not your

heart lest Jehovah thy God be angry. Seek ye my face; thy face

will we seek. Walk before me and sanctify yourselves. The

asses have been found which thou wentest to seek. I cannot speak

to this people for they have hardened their heart. We heard the

voice of Jehovah walking in the garden and we hid ourselves from

his face. He said unto the woman. Speak, and the woman spoke.

Keep yourselves from this great iniquity. And now behold the

king walketh (part.) before you, and I am old, and I have walked

before you from my youth until this day.
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§ 27. THE CAUSATIVE, HIPH'IL, HOPH'AL.

1. Hipliil. The causative is formed by prefixing the letter

h with i (properly a thinned a) to the stem, and expanding

the final vowel to i, ^""ppn.

Rule for inflection. The final i is maintained in open

syllables, i. e. with vocalic affixes {a i u) and has the ac-

cent; in shut syll. it becomes a in perf., and generally e

after the perf.

In meaning Hiph. is causative of Qal, as ij^s to oversee,

Tj?Bn to make one oversee, to entrust to.

2. Hoph'al. The Hoph. is passive of the Hiph. in its

various senses.

Bern. a. The i of first syll. appeal's only in perf., the real a else-

where. The t of final syll. is merely an extension of e, which itself

has arisen out of a. In inf. i sometimes remains in first syll., Deut.

7. 24; 28. 48, Jos. 11. 14 &c. The initial he may be elided after prep.,

Num. 5. 22, Is. 23. 11 ; 29. 15, Am. 8. 4 &c., cf. Deut. 1. 33, Is. 3. 8, Jer.

39.7. On the other hand the /ie sometimes remains in impf. 1 Sam. 17. 47.

Eem.6. The Jussive. The Jussive is 7h\>\, and with vav conv.b^^^Y,

in '- sing, the t generally remains, Am. 2. 9. The Cohort, is

n^''t?pS. The long imperat, is n'7"'tijpn.

In Hoph'al for o there is sometimes u in first syll., 2 Sam. 20. 21,

2 K. 4. 32. Imper. in Hoph. twice found, Ez. 32. 19, Jer. 49. 8.

Eem. c. The prefixed A may be a softened i, which appears in a

few cases, Hos. 11. 3, Jer. 12. 5, or from s or sh, an interchangeable

sound. Aramean has a caus, shaqtel, and there are some nouns,

though no verbs of this foi-m in Heb. For h the other dialects have

' (t=:sh=s=h=')-

fco be king, rule '^bo to make king Hiph. to cast ']7lt^ Hiph.

to be just pn^ to justify Hiph. to destroy IDU^ Hiph.

to dwell ]5tJ^ to place Hiph. to divide 712 Hiph.

to remember IDt to commemorate Hiph. there is ^l

he will hide his face V3S "T^HD^

may he hide his face „ irip^

and he hid his face „ ^np'l

hide thy face ^j^is HTnen, inpn

hide not thy face „ iriOri'/S

let me hide my face ''iB HTripS

he loill hide his face ViS I^HD^ inDH
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Rule. The ivfin. abs. expresses the idea of the verb simply,

without conditions of person, mode &c. ; hence when it precedes

the finite verb, there is first the idea bare and then the idea

modified; and the effect of the whole is to express with some

variety of emphasis the fact (not the quality) of the action as now

predicated in the finite verb.^

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

^Dbj^i 5 :nybn rn^ nm r^ b^-nnnb D^^tn >'^p^s
• r: t:it- 1-- "I" •:-: • - r - - >• . •

!rj^b5< "qbir:!: iirxn n.^ri 6 j^^nn Di^^ ^^b n^nci< ^ncr;

- • :

—

T : TIT V :';•- ::•" t - ":

r ~ 'TT .-J.. ..- tt-F*tt: "t;*

in-tn UTTi'^2 s":B-ni^ nrcn
V - T T ••

J V r V ••
: -

There is a time to keep and a time to cast away. And he rained

fire from heaven upon that city and destroyed it^ from upon the

face of the ground. Justify not the wicked. Let me hide my

face from this evil people for they have done-corruptly (hiph.)

before me upon the earth. The king said, Cast his head unto

us over' the wall; and they cast his head unto them. For he

will surely-rain (inf. abs.) fire from heaven upon that evil city

and will destroy it^ and it shall not be remembered more for

ever. I have been cast upon thee. They went down unto the

city to fight against it, but they could not destroy it. R'^'uben

said. Spill not blood, cast him into this pit which is in the

wilderness; and they stripped Y65eph and cast him into the pit

(ace. term.), and the pit tvas empty.

^ When the inf. abs. foUoivs force seems given not to the predication

of the action, but to the action predicated.

2 n« suff. § 49.
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§ 28. SKELETON PARADIGM OF THE REGULAR VERB.
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5. The passives usually have no imperative.

6. After Niph. the pret'ormative letter of the participle

is m, pointed as the preform, of imperf. This m is possibly

the pron. mi "who" used relatively.

7. Finally it is of much consequence that the learner,

before quitting the regular verb, should well remember

these points: where the first radical has sli^'va vocal under

it (2 pi. perf., inf. cons., imper. Qal); where the 2nd rad.

has sh^va vocal (all parts with vocalic affixes a i u) ; where

the 1st rad. has sh^va silent (at the end of a syll., imperf.

Qal, perf., part. Niph., all Hiph. Hoph.); where the 1st

rad. is doubled (imperf. Niph. and parts); where 2nd rad.

is doubled (Pi. Pu. Hithp.);— these and such points are of

importance in the irregular verbs.

EXERCISE: PARSE.

,-11312? ,nt2i2:3 ,yiyq ^nr^r. .nn^n ,n^2^n3 ,D^iniD ,^n2r|i

^qi-i ,b^';ri ,^"^3rj ,'^niriS! ,"^3•i^^ ,^y\y.. ,^^^"9 i^"?'"?n

:nr2-Tr ,n3i2:sbn ,111^^ ,irnD?j ,nps^

§'29. SECOND DECLENSION.

1. The words embraced under the first declension were

chiefly concrete worde, having a resemblance in form to

the perfect of verbs. A very large class of nouns have an

affinity in form with the imperfect., that is with the ab-

stract noun at the base of that form. They are thus them-

selves chiefly abstract nouns. They are properly mono-

syllables, but are pronounced and spelled as dissyllables

through the slipping in of a furtive vowel between the last

two radicals.

A class. I class. U class.

1) btaj^ qatJ ^tap qitl ^B]^ qotl primary form

2) blSp qatl 'pj^jb qctl "ptDp qotl under the tone

3) "ptap qetel 'j^p qetel "p^'p qotd present form.
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The words are monosyllables with a short vowel of one

or other of the three classes after the first radical. Under
the tone the vowels i o became e o, § 6. 2; and a few words

have remained in this condition, as «^a valleij, 'i"ii nard,

pB^p truth. But there was, as in other languages,^ a natural

tendency to separate two final consonants by a furtive

vowel, and a slight e (s'^ghol) slid in after the second letter.

The words thus became dissyllabic, though the tone-

syllable remained the same, now the penult. The furtive

e by a species of attraction depressed the primary a of first

class also to e. The dilated form of the words thus appears

only when the third letter is iinal.

A smaller number of words had the short vowel after the second

radical as qtal, qtil, qtol, under the tone qtal qtel qtol, 7Qp 7tP(P 7bp.

These forms are chiefly retained by verbs and eater into the imperf.

and related parts.

From the furtive s°ghol the words are often called

segholates, and according to the class of their primary

short vowel a i o, segholates of first, second or third

class.

From the presence of weak letters the s^ghols may be

obscured, but the invariable sign of this class of word is the

accent on the penult.

Rules for declension. 1) The cons, state is, of course,

like the absolute.

2) With all inflectional additions except the plural,

the word appears in its primary monosyllabic form, qatl,

qitl, qotl.

3) The plural both mas. and fem. assumes the form of

a word of first declension, with pretonic a, q^/dlim, q^tdloth,

as if from the form qtal. When the pretonic a becomes

lost, the primary vowel is resumed, qatle. qitle &c.

^ Comp. alarm and alarum; Gaelic tarbh= tarabh, Dutch Delft=De-

left &o.
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and with suffixes, and sometimes also in the abs.; and some words

seem to use only the §egholate form.

3. In general the plurals are formed regularly from the

ordinary fem. or from what would be the ordinary fem. if it

were found. Consequently the original mas. must be carefully

attended to.

Rem. a. By § 22. Note segholates of 1st class, having the a sound,

are from transitive verbs, and those with i o from intrans. verbs.

This law does not apply to the infinitives which end like their im-

perfects, in which the characteristic vowel stood in connexion with

the preformative, § 22. Note p. 59. In a great many of 1st class in

nouns and in all infin. of form qtal the a has been thinned to ^, and

the inflected forms coincide with those of 2nd class. Some words

have both vowels. See Add. Notes to 2nd Declens.

Rem. b. For i the alternative e sometimes appears; and also u

for 0.

Rem. e. Compare the cons. du. with cons. plur. ; the latter has half

open syll. § 6. 2 e. The du., however, sometimes has pvetonic a like

the plur.

Rem. d. The word n''hosheth shews that the termination t shifts

the accent just like ah (ath), of which it is therefore probably a con-

traction.

WORDS FOR PRACTICE.

way '^'T\ righteousness p'^^i valley HJ^JpS ear ])i^

knee "^"la i image tfyi foot by\ greatness Wil

^oy '1^!'. thrashing floor pi midst y\]> i vow "Yli

girl H'^b^ vineyard D^3 silver ^D3 wisdom HODn

soul ti'?^/'- memory IDT ransom IDlS tribe t3D^

food nVsK horn ]"!j5 holiness ^"p mantle T\y\\^

kingdom HS'jO)? war Httn'pD nurse nj5i"'» i maid nriDti^

a holy hill V^'ip nn my holy hill ^B^IJ? "in

an idol of silver f)D3 b'h^ my idol of silver ^SD? b'h^

his weapons of ivarfare inDn?^ v3

Rule. A suffix defining a compound expression is appended to

the last word of the expression.

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

My king. Our kings. His books. Her righteousness. Our

knees (du.) Thy feet (du,). Our horn. Their silver. My way
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is hid {perf. fern.) from my God. For all flesh had corrupted his

way upon the earth. And God created man in his image, in the

image of God he created him. And your ways are not my ways.

And all the people bowed-down ujion their knees before their

king. Let thine hand-maid speak in the ears of the king. I have

set^ my king upon Zion" my holy hill, God ruleth over the

nations, God sitteth upon his holy throne. The face of Jehovah

is against^ the wicked to cut off (Jiiph.) their memory from the

earth. And now inhabitant of Jerusalem and man of Judah judge

between me and my vineyard.

Her mantle. Her mistress. His kingdom is an everlasting king-

dom (k. of eternity). And they hid {hiph.) the boy and his nurse

from the face of the queen. I will cut o£[ their bow and all their

weapons of warfare.

§ 30. THIRD DECLENSION.

1. Besides the words resembling the perfect which form

the chief elements of the first declension and the nouns

having affinity with the imperfect and infinitive forming

the second, there is another formation which along with

the words that follow it may be called a ihir-d declension.

This is the act. participle Qal, qotel, probably a later deve-

lopment and not found in all verbs.

Thit^d declension. The type of this declension is the act.

part. Qal; and the declension comprises all words, whether

participles or nouns, ending in e (^ere) with a vowel un-

changeable (by nature or position) in the place of the pre-

tone.

Rules for inflection. 1) In words of this class the verbal

law of inflection is followed, that is, with vocalic additions

the vowel in the tone, the ^, is lost.

2) With consonantal additions the e being thrown into

an unaccented shut (half open) syllable, becomes the short

vowel, i. e. e or i; i particularly with labials.
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abs. b^p
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children of Israel ate the passover with (and) their staff in their

hand. Behold the head of thine enemy who sought thy life (soul).

The mourning of the dead nhall be in all vineyards. These are the

statutes and the judgments which ye shall keep in the land whither^

ye are crossing, thou and thy son and thy son's son. Their land

swarmed-with frogs (ace.) in the chambers of their kings.

' See Vocabulai'y under "who".

§ 31. VERBAL SUFFIXES.

VERBAL SUFFIXES TO HIPH'IL.

Perf.
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the simple verb with some circumlocution for self, must

be used.

The following principles will be found sufficient:

1. Before the suffixes verbal forms altered or rubbed

off are restored; 3 fem. s. ah becomes ath (§ 16 Rem. &);

2 fem. s. t becomes ti, and 2 mas. pi. iem becomes turn,

(§ 12 Rem. &), though the weak m disappears.

2. Verbal forms ending in a vowel append the suffixes

in their shortest consonantal form {ni, ka, A-, v, hu^ ha, 7ut,

kem, ken, m, w § 12) immediately to the vowel termination.

3. In forms having no apparent vowel termination a help-

ing vowel is used:

1) The suff. ka kem ken^ as in nouns, have reduced the

helping vowel to a mere sh^va, § 19.

2) All the other suff. have a full vowel. Now the verb

had originally three vowels both in the perf. and imperf.

In the perf. the final vowel was «, and hence with suff. to

the perf. the helping vowel sound is a.

3) In the imperf. some more indefinite sound ended the

form {e or u perhaps) and this appears as e with suff. to

the imperf.

The imperat. follows the imperf.

4) The inf. co?is. takes the suffixes of the noun.

4. Effect of suff. on preceding vowels. 1) The perf. Qal

of all forms, and imperf. and imper. Qal in «, follow words

of the first declension, preserving the tonic and losing the

pretonic vowel when it is changeable, § 18. In open pre-

tonic syllables a becomes « § G. 2.

2) The infin. cons, and imper. Qal follow the second de-

clension, the form q^tol being a segholate of third class.

(The imper. of the form b^J) follows the first declens. See

above 4. 1.)

3) All other parts of the verb (ending in e or o) follow

the verbal law, that is, with vocalic additions lose the tonic

vowel, and may be said to follow the third declens. § 30.

5. In the imperf. between the accented helping vowel

and the suffixes 7ii mi of 1st pers., hu ha of 3 pers. s., and
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ka of the pausal eka of 2 mas. s., the letter n, having de-

monstrative force, is often inserted, and this by its union

with the conson. of the suff. gives rise to forms enni (anni)

ennu, ennu ennah, ekka (for enhu, enha, enkd). Occasionally

forms appear in which the union of the n with the follow-

ing letter has not yet taken place.

Rem. a. On Perf. See remarks on nominal suffixes, § 19. In 3 fern,

sing, the termination ath retains the tone except with heavy suf-

fixes. The suff. of 2 fern. s. is oftener ekh; comp. Jud. 4. 20, 1 Sam.

25. 32, Ezek. 27. 26, Mic. 4. 9 with Is. 54. 6, 60. 9. In 3 'pl. m. 10—]-

Ex. 15. 10; 23. 31. Once 3 s. m. idhxh for to, Ezek. 43. 20.

Rem. h. On Impf. In the Impf. and related parts the sounds ewe,

tnu of 1 p., and em, en of 3 p., may become in pause or under special

phonetic influences, ani, anu, am, an (see § 10. 5 Rem.), cf. Gen.

19. 19; 29. 32, Ex. 29. 30, Deut. 7. 15. Suff. of 3 pi. m. in 10^, Ex.

15. 7, 9 &c., Ps. 2. 5; 21. 10, 13 &c. Exx. of enni (anni) Gen. 27. 19, 31,

Jer. 50. 44; of ekka Gen. 26. 3; 49. 25; of ennu Gen. 9. 5; 28. 22;

49. 9, 19, cf. 3. 15; of efinah Gen. 31. 39; 6. 16; 13. 15; 15. 8; Hos.

2. 5. In some cases the n is not assimilated, Jer. 22. 24, Ex. 15. 2,

Deut. 32. 10. In other cases pi. in ]1— is base of the form. Pro v.

1. 28, Ps. 63. 4, Is. 60. 7, Jer. 2. 24; 5. 22, cf. Job 19. 2.—The 2 and

3 2^1' f^*n. assume with suff. the form of 2 pi. m., Jer. 2. 19.

Rem. c. The infin. cons, uses the verbal suff. of 1 p. s. to denote

the object, me; but in the other persons the nominal suff. alone are

used to express both object and subject {him and his).

The suff. to the participle are also those of the norm, though in

the singular of partt. verbal suff. are also used in poetry, Gen. 4.

14, 15, Ps. 18. 33.

The infin. cons, with stffi'ces ka kem ken occasionally appears of

the form qHolkha instead of qotl^kha, Gen. 2. 17; 3. 5, cf. Deut. 27. 4;

29. 11. The inf. SD(P is inflected ""b^p, § 29 Rem. a. Gen. 19. 33.

Rem. d. The demonstrative n is occasionally seen in imperat. and

perhaps a single time in the perf. and part.. Gen. 30 6.

It may be repeated (foot note p. 17), that with sufl". the first syll.

of infin. cons, is half open; and that on the contrary tlie prep. 7 unites

with it so closely as generally to form a shut syllable. The imper.

is also half-open.

token he kept nOti^S when the man kept W'^\Xi\ IbC'!!

before he kept me ^rii< llJOtt^ "'iD?

before the man kept me "•nS l!'''«n "ibt^ ^is":

when I kept the man ^^Ht^TTm nOB^S or „ 'niOE^ "IK^«3

VMtil I keep the man „ n.DB^ nj; or „ lbB^« 1^« HK
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Rule 1. The infin. cons, has the government of its vex'b and

may take suffixes and prefixes. The usual order is infin., suLject,

object.

Rule 2. Instead of the infin. cons, with preposition the finite

form may be used with a conjunctional expression formed of the

prep, and relative.^

EXERCISE: TRANSLATE.

,'^:n^2iij^_i ,^3"i/^T^ ,f^'?"9^^^ ,^T^T;Jb ,ii/^Tr^ ,'?]''ri7^p ,^5r!"]:air

,^D^t23iii ;^^7ju:n ,^n".7jT2:'' ,ri3n^u3&5i pTiZ'm ,^D^sb^i

,^3^113^': ,n'i3T^.i 1^^^^7^^ ,Dn^5T r?t23^ ^^^sm ,D^t:5iD

,D''mnp'} ,D^sp ,'?j^np^ ;7j^n:3 ,01^253 ,"3'i'3]n ,iT3]n?

:?;^np^ ."^^^k^ ,^^^p^ ,V22np)j^

I have gathered thee. I will gather her from the sides of the

earth. And thou shalt keep me in thy way. Keep thou him.

Before she kept the man. These are the generations of the

heavens and the earth in the day of their creating (tiiph.). Judge

me according-to my righteousness. Bury me not in Egypt, but I

will lie with my fathers and thou shalt bury me in their burying-

place. Make-me-tread^ in the path of thy commandments for in

it I delight. Jehovah shall keep thee from all evil, he shall keep

thy soul. What is man that thou rememberest him or (and) the

son of man that thou visitest him? Thy word^ is proved and thy

servant loveth it. Before he cut off all flesh by the waters of the

flood. He promised to mention him before the king of the land.

1
^-ri hiph. 2 ^'^Q^^

§ 32. IRREGULAR OR WEAK VERBS.

1. The word b)}Q to do was used as a paradigm by the

older Grammarians. Now the first letter of this verb being

Pe, the first letter of any verb was called its Pe; and in

like manner the second letter was called its ^Ayin, and the

third its Lamed. This mode of designation is employed in

weak verbs.

^ Prepositions are really nouns in the coiis. state.
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A weak verb is a verb which has oue or more of its three

stem letters a weak letter. The weak letters are the Gut-

turals^ the Quiesce?its and Aim, i. e. the letters N n n y "i

'\ '^

|. Thus such a verb as ^si is called a Pe Nun verb; ih^

a Pe Vod verb ; Dip a 'Ayin Vav verb
; j^Dty a Lamed Guttural

verb, and the like. The letters 'Aleph and He being gut-

turals at the beginning of a word and quiescents at the

end have a double nomenclature, thus n'?:i is a Lamed He,

but 'f>T\ a P(2 (??/^^., KS!D a Z«m. '^/^-p^, but f]DK a Pe 6^m?^.

In a few verbs 'Aleph quiesces when first radical, as in idn,

these are called Pe Aleph verbs. If a verb have more than

one weak letter it is called after all the classes whose pe-

culiarities it shares, riT a Pe Vod and Lam. He verb. A
verb like hby whose second and third letters are the same

is called a Double Uyiti verb.

DESIGNATE THE CLASSES OF THESE VERBS.

,^^3 ,nin, ^pn, .^t" ,^b^ ,-pn ^ti^^t ,^nt ,ribi2: ,b5« ,Knp

,r|i-i ,ynp ,130 ,«13 ,bbp ,3?:5>n ,Ci3D ,Dr;D ,nnD ,bp-c ,n3y

§ 33. PE NUN VERBS.

The letter n in Hebrew shews the same kind of feeble-

ness that it has in other languages, when it is not sustained

by being followed by a full vowel its sound is apt to be

lost in that of the consonant after it, in-licio= illicio; yin-

gash == yiggash.

1. When n stands at the end of a syllable (imperf. Qal,

perf. and part. Niph., Hiph., Hoph.) it is assimilated to

the next consonant, which is doubled, Vsi";='?S';, '?''Sin=^^Bn

{yin-pol= yippol, hmpil=hippil).

2. When n not having a full vowel of its own begins a

word (imper., inf. cons. Qal) it often falls away altogether,

as ti*: for a^ii (gash for ti'gasfi).

3. When n falls away in infin. cons, this form assumes

the fem. termination ^, becoming a segholate noun having

i when inflected (§ 29. Rem. a), as nii'a. ^nir^3.

6*
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Rem. The n initial does not usually fall away in verbs imperf.

in o; and hardly ever in 2 pi. pert', in any verb. In many cases, esp.

in later style the n is not assimilated, Deut. 33. 9, Is. 58. 3, Jer. 3. 5.

—

The root B^IJ used as Par. is a defective verb really, see final

Note § 45.

The n is not usually assimilated in verbs 'Ayin Gutt., except niph.

of DHi to repent, and occasionally nPli to descend.

4. The verb ]rii to give assimilates its final n also in

perf. and infin. cons. It has e in imperf. and imper., |n%

]n. Inf. cons, is nn, ^nr\ (nin ^n^n).

The verb T]]>b to take assimilates the liquid / as if it were

n (in Qal, Hoph.), as impf. nj?''. for n'i>b\

5. Nouns from Verbs ]"B. Nouns with m preformative are

of the form ]pi», as bstt o/fal, nsD stroke.

to deliver ^SiEi. to tell IJilfe. to vow "ni to fall ^Si

to approach ti^ii to touch V:ii to set n^liflii. to look t33im

to smite *]!li to deceive i^'SliHi. to kiss ptS^i

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

pY^^ ,n5ri ,^bS3^.i ,b%i2 ,rib2in ,b^m ,w|33n ,b3D ,^nip ,in

itwjb ,bBjb ,t5:nr) ,^TBn ,-iBn ,C|3? ,^3'^fi

:rb^^ T\m^ rn^i^ ^&^"]^ 3 :ii2btpb nsirn-bij^ njn^b 115

n^inn njn': b^rn 5 :D"'nsi3in ^sp^ n^':53i2n i^rtosn 4

:nu3xb riDn npb nl2j^^ yb2ini rni:>b2i^j nn^5 np^^i D^i^n-b::?
T • : T T I- T V -: T •• - : t : - • |- •- t t t -

)"Tl* • t:T • 'T* T-T •.•-: T'T TTT "T

J: • t:t: t:t: Jvtt !••-:• t;- v t : -t

zlT/2 DbD nsni ±)T Dbn 8 :rDB b2? ninx bs^i nssnu^
T •. T •., •• • : I -;- ~T TT ~ t:- •" TV ; •.

^ See § 7 note on dag. forte conjunct, p. 19. ^ Abram.

Give thou. I will not give my silver and my gold. Tell it not

in Gath. Look not (/".) after thee lest God smite thee. Deliver

me for thou art my salvation. Give ye glory to Jehovah. "When
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I gave the woman to the man for wife, I will deliver thee and

thy tongue shall tell-of my righteousness. The serpent deceived

her and she took of the tree and gave to her husband. They

feared to draw near lest they should be smitten before the kings.

Thou hast caused a deep-sleep to fall upon me. And he brought

near the man and he took him in his arms and kissed him (dat.).

§ 34. PE GUTTURAL VERBS.

See the rules for Gutturals § 8.

1. By 2nd rule of Gutt, a gutt. requires a hateph for

simple shVa vocal (2 pi. perf., imper., infin. cons., Qal).

2. By 1st rule Rem. «, i before gutt. becomes e, and by

2nd rule the short vowel repeats itself under the gutt. in

a hateph corresponding to itself. Thus:

fiiph. ^^pi in gutt. b^ni and then Vani

hiph. perf. ^^pjpn „ ^^ann ,, ^^pnn

hiph. inf. "j^pjpn „ ,, h'^^nn

hoph. h^\)n „ „ b^nn

impf. qal. b^j>\ „ ^an^^ „ hmi

3. By 4th rule of Gutt. the gutt. cannot be doubled, but,

remaining single, causes the preceding short vowel to be-

come its tone-long (parts connected with impf. Niph.),

-i» • - 1 -

Rem. a. In Active verbs (impf. in o) the primary a appears with

the preformative (Note p. 59), as ib^^, and i in Stative verbs, as

SnSV Witb initial N the i appears even with impf. in 0, as ^b^J)';

but when rapidly pronouaced (as at a distance from the tone) the

sounds —^—— become ~—7- in the 1st Gutt. verb, Gen. 27. 41,

Numb. 3. 6, Jer. 15. 14.

Rem. b. The harder gutturals, while they always depress the

vowel {i, u to e, 0), often keep simple sh*va at the end of the syllable,

as DSn^ he will be wise. Exceptionally a appears in 7iiph., Gen. 31. 27.

Attention should be directed to the half-open .^iyllables in this

verb, e. g. in forms ending in a i u; e. g. ihVl pi. nD^^= niipj^',

§ 6. 2.d, e, of. Note p. 17.
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to dream dVh to leave DTJ? to stand l^)f to slay XliT\

to pass I to serve | to embrace plSH to count Dti^n

'
^

^ to be stronff<
to withdraw} to love nns to take m« [Y^i^

refrain ] ' to be wise DDPI to bind ^2T\ to believe ^Qi^Hi.

pass i Lu btJivt; i tu emuract; j^ji I tu cuunt Ju/I I

cross I
^ till I to sin Htsn , , , f pm^

-v

^ to be stronff< '
-

love nns to take mH
be wise DDH to bind l^^r

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

nDnas nto T^^^ r^sb ^1^5 ^ib D^sb^sn ^dtzj nsn 3 :riCr
:iT -: -.- I •• : t t : : t • t : - •• : •• • I

••

ptn 5 ly^.i^n-b? nbii3 rxn i^T^, nrn>? D^n'bsj; "I'sr.!! 4

ib nntsjn^i nin^n r:asn onn^^i 6 tonb nnb nnin^^bTV::

—

T -
I ' :: : r : - : v t •• t t -:-

:nb ^i:ni2:3b ^nnb nin^ ^Dnb^ 8
' T :

Abraham saw a ram taken by (Ld) his horns. And there shall be

mourning in all vineyards for I will pass in thy midst saith (perf.)

Jehovah. Pass not the river lest ye be smitten before your

enemies. Jehovah will not permit (give) them (ace.) to pass the

river. Our land shall not be tilled for our enemies shall stand in

the midst-of-her. Let me cross the river that I may make this

people inherit the land which Jehovah sware unto their fathers to

give them. Biram said unto the she-ass, Would-there-were^ a

sword in my hand for now I would slay thee (perf.). They said

unto him, To bind^ thee have we come down, to give thee into

the hand of thine enemies. And the people served (pi.) Jehovah

all the days of Joshua^, and all the days of the elders who pro-

longed* days after Joshua. And he made to pass his children

in the fire.

^ ty: h " np«. 3 J?K'in\ * Eiph. of I^IN.

§ 35. PE 'ALEPH VERB.

1 Pe kleph verbs are a sub-class of Pe Gutt. verbs. They

have one peculiarity,— in impf. Qal Aleph quiesces in the

vowel 0; in all otlier respects they are Pe Gutt. This 6 is

for a, -|0«^,=='«''=n)?K\
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The verbs belonging to this class are /?ye: ins to perish^

^5S to eat, ION to say^ riDS to he willing^ nsisi to hake, and

sometimes ms to take, and others.

Bern. a. The impf. is in a, but often, especially in pause in e.

With retracted accent ^5^''^ '^'?t'''l ««f' ^^e said.

Bern. 6. In verb to say the frequently used form of infin. with

prep, to is contracted ("lbS7=) lbS7 dicendo saying.

Rem. c. By § 8. Rem. b. initial N when next the tone r<-adily

takes hat. -fghol, but if the word be loaded at the end reverts to

hat. path. See imper. The imp. and inf. with prep, have oftenest

hat. s^g. ; infin. itself perhaps hat. path.

Rem. d. In 1st pers. impf. i< of the root is omitted after the

preformative S, as lOS I will say, Gen. 24. 33, cf. 32. 5.

The verb tHS to take usually follows Pe 'Al., and SHN to love,

occasionally, Hos. 11. 1, 14. 5. The o sometimes appears in niph.

Num. 32. 30, and in hiph. Hos. 11. 4, Jer. 46. 8, 1 Sam. 14. 24.--In

general, N is apt to quiesce, Num. 11. 25, or drop out, 2 Sam. 19. 14;

20, 9; Job 32. 11; 35. 11, 1 Sam. 15. 5. (Ez. 28. 16 may be Spfrf. Pi.)

2. Noufis from Pe Gutt. verbs.
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^3n ^b^ nn^oi^ m^n nmn n'jj^ni ti'"5-n"2 ni2J!<r-bi5
• : - •• T ; T ~ T • T V - UT - T • T V

i^snni ^sbs^iD'i T]5s™ ^Drn nnitri Di'^n n"b5< n:?j5i ^nb5^521

T ;

Ye shall eat of the fruit of your ways. Let us not perish for his

soul. And he called the people to eat and they ate. And the

children of Israel said, Who will let-us-eat (hiph.) flesh? Ye

shall not eat any carcase, to the stranger ye shall give it and he

shall eat it. And the woman said, The serpent beguiled me and

I ate. Give me flesh that I may eat.-' It shall not be eaten, it

shall be burned in the fire. The way of the wicked shall perish (/".).

And the dogs ate the flesh of my calf. And the man rose-early

in the morning and he told all these words in the ears of his

servants. And the king made (gave) the silver in Jerusalem^

like stones and the cedars he made like the sycamores which are

in the 2^hain.

1 Vav with Cohort. § 23. ^ q«jb^!|-|\

§ 36. AYIN GUTTUEAL VERBS.

1. 1) By 1st rule of Gutt. the gutt, prefers the a sound,

hence impf. and imper. Qal, and very often perf. Pi'el, end

in a', and even other j)arts may have a for e; as ^r\^\

2) By 2nd rule the gutt. must have a hateph as indistinct

vowel, hence with the terminations a i u the middle gutt.

is pointed with h. pathah^ as nttnil^.

3) By 4th rule the gutt. cannot be doubled, hence Pi'el,

Pu'al, Hithp. must omit dag. from the middle radical. The

preceding vowel becomes tone-long always before Resh., as

';)"|5 for ':j'?i3,—and generally before Uleph; with the rest

it usually remains (and i u are not depressed io e o before

the virtually doubled gutt.), as tona^, tanti^.

Rem, a. The form of imper. Qal in z m is by 3rd rule of Gntt.

—

The short vowel in Pi &c. is rare with J<; usage fluctuates with )},

which, however, takes o in Pa., Ps. 118. 12. Ez. 23. 3.—With suff.,

impf. ""ilpnty": &c., imper. M^/iijIB^, § 31. 4. 1.
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Rem. b. In verbs niiddle "1, as 'JJ'ia, rTlK^, ti^ia, the second rad.

takes liateph instead of simple sheva, as 1D^3. The Fu, of *]^2

does not occur in parts illustrating the peculiarity.

2. Nouns from 'Aijin Gulf. ve)'bs.

First declension. Second declension. Third declensiou.

"ij;i nns "^v.b nni pi)

)) n )) 55 ))

nn ^^ns 'hv^ ^ann ^:ni

(lad) (fear) (Avork) (breadth) (priest)

In second declens. the form ij^i (i. e. ij;i) corresponds to

the regular tj^o (§ 8. 1) ; hence there are no segholates of

2nd class with middle guttural. The s'^ghols appear in two

words, Dn^ bread, and nni womb. The form nyi is usual

with the weaker gutturals (§ 8. 2), with the harder gutt.

simple shVa remains, as I'nns my fear &c.

shig.
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Beyond the rivers of Kusli. Our feet shall stand in thy (/".) gates

O Jerusalem. And the priests cried unto Jehovah saying, We
have served the Baal (j;^-). Thou shalt love Jehovah thy God and

him thou shalt serve. Cut off is (hoph.) the offering and the drink-

offering; the priests, the ministers (part.) of Jehovah mourn. -^ And

your fathers cried unto me and said, We shall perish from the

violence of our enemies. Bless Jehovah my soul and forget not

all his mercies. And she said unto her husband, Drive out this

maid-servant and her son. And they forgot Jehovah and he sold

them into the hand of their enemies and they fought against^ them.

And they took wives from all whom they chose. And I will bless

(coliort.) those-that-bless-thee {part.).

^ "pas, perf. 2 3_

§ 37. LAMED GUTTURAL VERBS.

1. The peculiarities of Lam. Gutt. arise chiefly from the

first law of gutturals,— that all final gutturals must have

an a sound before them.

1) Long vowels take path, furtive between them and the

gutt., and the short vowel must be a (path.), as rxh^^

2) The long vowels e and o in certain cases may become

pathah, o does so only in the impf. and imper. Qal, but

regularly in these parts, as nb^l, tbj^.

As to e the practice is:

—

In parts naturally long,— infin. abs., participle,—the e

remains with path, furt., as vby^.

In parts naturally short,—imper., jussive, infin. cons.,

—

it becomes «, and generally also in other parts in con-

tinuous discourse, as n^^, Th2i\

In pause e is resumed.

3) Under the Tone the gutt. retains sh'^va silent, as

'^T\XJW'-> except before another vowelless consonant in 2 fern,

sing, where a furt. path, slips in between the consonants

without removing dag. from the 2nd, 7\Tbj^ shaldhat.

Rem. Final "1 usually has o in impf., except in stative verbs.

Infin, cons, is u.sually in o, occasionallj' in a, Num. 20. 3, Is. 58, 9.

Part, havf) a sometimes in cons, Lev. 11. 7, Is. 42. h.—With suff.,

impf. ^in"?^": &c., imper. '^^rh'^, § 31.4. 1.
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2, Nouns from verbs Lam. Guttural.

First declension. Second declension. Third declension.

sing. abs. yti^-j ni±f ynt v^^ non n?|p

cons. j?B^i nnb> „ „ „ nap
cons. suff. ?iyBi-i ?in»ii^ ^jyiT ?ix^Da^ ?jnon ?;ri?]p

cows, ^yi^^ -^na^ ^j;-it „ „ „

(wicked) (rejoicing) (seed) (report) (lance) (altar)

In second declension the final short vowel is « (§ 8. 1),

and in all the declensions the quasi-vocal slVva before the

consonantal suffixes ka &c. becomes a hateph.

to send vh^ to hear ytttS^ to be satisfied ynt^ to forget HDti^

to sow y"lt to plant VJ3i to take r\ph to halt yih'i

to rise (shine) niT to make grow ^^IHiph. to sprout na!!>

EXEECISE. TRANSLATE.

^"am r^Bi2 n"a^n ^'^^'2. ^y^-qb ^^Dsb ?^!!$b-j rbiB' ^Db5< nsn

:3>ir,: ir^nb^^ M^^nbi onV r^'^fi? li^^i ^ai^nij^ 2 :ibip:n

nj^n^b T^HD yrb| n^^xri""i53 roz^^^ --^n -rj nin"; 3?t2^i 3

n53!|?j-nx ^3?;!;i r'ly-nN'i rirD-ns npr n]?^;: 4 : bsyj^jb nit:^

pnii$^i :ib ^i2:^?!-n5< n::?!::! bn|n'n5< Q-^nyi^i nn]?^:! ipin:"-

5<b n7j5<^i nntjn nby -^3 ^Dnb^ t^ixn n^^^^ np:?^ D5 oi^^
V - - AT - r T ....;- . T / ' -:-

np?:: i^y '•\i2^_ ^5b Tj5$b^n ib n^^i^^^ : ^?n5^:?i d^^ "^s "iLib^^

^ On double accus. see Rule § 38. ^ Jabbok. ^ Penuel.

This song shall not be forgotten. In the day of thy being anointed

(niph.). And now lest he put forth (send) his hand and take of the

tree of life and eat and live^ for ever. I have heard thy report

^ •'0 § 42.
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O Jehovah. Jehovah will give you in the evening flesh to eat,

and bread in the morning to be satisfied {inf. Q,al). He caused

thee to hear his words out of the fire. Let those-loving (part, cons.)

thy salvation say: Let God be great! Behold I am sending my
messenger before thee, hearken to his voice. And he sacrificed

and was satisfied-with the flesh (ace.) of his sacrifices. And he

fought against the city all that day and he took the city and the

people that teas in it he slew, and he beat-downi the city and

sowed it with salt (ace). And my master made-me-swear (hiph.)

saying. Thou shalt not take a wife to my son from the daughters

of the Canaanite^ in whose land I am dwelling.

§ 38. LAMED 'ALEPH VERBS.

The irregularities of the remaining classes of verbs (ex-

cept verbs Double 'Ayin) arise from the presence of some of

the quiescents « i
"^ in the stem. Verbs «"B, in which «

quiesces in the imperfect only, have been already treated,

§35.
\. Verbs Lamed Ulepk. When s is third stem-letter, it

causes the following peculiarities:

1) At the end of a syllable « is silent after the preceding

vowel, which is lengthened (except e), § 9. 1. Thus a in

impf. Qal, § 37, Niph. &c. becomes a, as «Stt, N^»\

2) In perf. Qal of active verbs (those in a), the vowel a

remains throughout, as ri><S)2.

3) In perf. Qal of stative verbs (those in e), in all the

other perfects, and in all imperfects and imperatives the

a sound has undergone the common deflection into e, the

vowel being e in the perff., and e in the imperff. and imperr,,

as nxbo, n«sni, m«f»pi.

Eem. a. The letter 8, being silent, sometimes falls out in writing,

as "'n^O, Num. 11. 11, Jud. 4. 19, Lev. 11, 43, Gen. 20. 6. In 3 f. s.

old form in t is found, e. g. Gen. 33. 11, Ex. 5. 16, Is. 7. 14.

Rem. 6. This class of verbs has a considerable tendency to adopt

the vocalization, and even the consonantal spelling of verbs H 7

(§ 44): 1) vocalization, e. g. 1 Sam. 22. 2, 2 K. 2. 21, Deut. 28. 59,
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Jer. 51. 34. 2) spelling, Gen. 23. 6, 1 Sam. 6. 10; 10. 6, 25. 33, 2 Sam.
3. 8. 3) inf. cons, in t. Lev. 12. 4, E.k, 31. 15.

Rem. c. Only a single example occurs of a perf. pass, inflected in

a manner to indicate its vowel, nriNDH Ezek. 40. 4. The evidence

being so limited, it is perhaps better to retain e (fere) in the

Paradigm.

Rem. d. Vav convers. with the perf. does not usually throw the

tone forward in this class of verbs, as flKSOl, Gen. 17. 19; 18. 26.

Rem. e. With SM/f., impf. ''iS^a"; &c., imper. "'iS'Jip, § 31. 4. 1.

2. Nouns from verbs «"^.
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plements the description. When they become active (in Pi. or

Hiph. §§ 26, 27) they take Uvo accusatives.

Such verbs are those expressing the idea of fulness (to be full,

satisfied, to swarm, floiv with, be covered or clothed ivith &c.) and want

(to want, he bereaved, &c.).

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

,^ns!5£:a^^ ,;ib5np ,^h'^\^2 ."WT^, ,Di:i<t:ni ,i^"t2nri ,«nn3

Ti^ra nninn nso bi^sn psn n52>5 3 : 3>n Di< ^3 nit: ^b:?

-bs-n^^ izi^^'^ti "j^^ n'^H'' n^j« nb 5 iDni< v"^^^ u^b^ni
T V •:-•-: T : - t t ) v t t .. t •-

^b n^^iib T^^"^? 6 : nin| n^fri n:|r;-n^ ^O^^f.'^^ C]^.iBn

^ The rel. pron. is very often omitted, particularly if the antecedent

be indefinite.

Jehovah will hear when thou criest to him. I am full (perf.) of

the spirit of Jehovah and of judgment to tell to Jacob his trans-

gression and to Israel his sin. And the earth was filled with

violence. Hast thou found-me, mine enemy? and he said, I have

found-thee. Thou hast filled this house with thy glory. Thou

hatest (perf.) all workers of iniquity. And the spirit of Jehovah

lifted-me-up and cast me to-^Ae-earth. Lift-me-up and cast me

into the sea that it may be quiet from-upon you. Thou shalt not

hate thine enemy in thy heart. These are tlie journeyings of the

children of Israel who came out of the land of Egypt according-to'^

their hosts, and Moses wrote their outgoings according-to' their

journeyings. Unless ye had ploughed with my heifer ye would

not have found my riddle.
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§ 39. PE YOD AND PE VAV VERBS.

The letters w and y have become a good deal confused

in Hebrew, and in consequence of this confusion, roots

having 7V as their first, second, or third stem-letter, have

not remained distinct from those having y in the same

places.

Though the two classes V'3 and i"2 are a good deal mixed

up with one another, it is conducive to clearness to treat

them separately.

1. Pe Vav verbs. 1) When the first radical is initial it

always appears as y, viz. in Qal (except impf. and related

parts), Pi'el, Pu'al, and usually Hithpa'el.

All these parts may be said to use forms from v-^; and

the perf. Qal having y, verbs of both classes have the

general name of "'"D verbs.

2) When the first radical is not initial, and particularly

when it is at the end of a syllable, it appears as w, viz. in

Niph'al, Hoph'al, and usually Hiphll,

The to unites in these parts with the vowel of the preformative,

a or u, and there arises in Niph. and Hiph. the sound aiv=o; and

in Hoph. mv= ii, as n'"ti^'ir[= 3"'ti''in (hmv-shib= hd-sMb), ^B^U^-'li

(naiv-shab =nd-shab), 3^in=D^!in (}mto-sIiab= hu-shab).

These parts employ forms of V'D verbs.

3) The confusion is greatest in the impf. Qal and related

parts (infiu. and imper.). These parts are formed after two

methods:

—

a) In some verbs the initial letter falls out of the impf.

and related parts entirely. In this case the vowel of the

preformative letter of impf. is e, and the final vowel is also

e (or a beside gutturals); and the infin. cons, strengthens

itself by assuming the fem. t, as 2\^l. n^il^ {yi'shch, shcbeth).

b) In other verbs the impf. and related parts are formed

quite regularly, with y as first radical, which is retained

in all the parts, and merely quiesces after the preformative

i of impf. The final vowel is a. Thus ^y'\ &c. The niph.,

hiph. &c. are formed as in class a).

The paradigm shews that the impf. may be formed after

this method, while the imper. and infiu. may follow 3 a).
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2. Pe Yod verbs. A certain number of verbs have these

peculiarities:

—

1) In Hiph'il ij shews itself: the y then unites (just as

TV does) with the vowel a of the preformative, a{/=e, as

psyn=p"'i\n to give suck.

The Niph. and HopU. are wanting.

2) The impf. Qal is formed after 1. 3b) (and examples

of imper. and infin. cons, do not occur), as pii"; he will suck.

These seem examples of real v'g verbs.

3. Verbs assimilating the first radical. The initial w y
are subject to still another mode of treatment; instead of

coalescing with a preceding vowel (as iy=i-, urv=u, ay=e.,

aw=d), they may be assimilated, like ;«, to the following

consonant, which is then doubled, as pr to pour, impf. pji\

4. Nouns from verbs Pe Yod. The infin. cons, is inflected

with ^, §§29,31, ^riSB^ my sitting. The infin. is occasionally

of the form n3B^, and this form has been adopted by the

nouns, as {T\yr\_ to know) rrij; assembly, 7\^yi_ counsel, 7\)'^ sleep.

These words, however, inflect after the manner of the first

declension, § 18.

The nouns with m preformative, § 30, are of the form

n'?1D fem. rrpyo (§ 29. 2) from V's; n^^O from v-ej (i. e. mam
=m6, may=me^ as in Hiph.), and j;^)5 when the initial letter

is assimilated.

Bern. a. In Hithp. the syllable Mth is so distinct from the root

that it is scarcely felt to form part of the word. A few forms appear

with 10 as yninn from yi"* to knoio.

The Hoph. occasionally has 8 for u, as yilH, Lev. 4. 23.

Rem. h. Verbs forming the impf. and related parts b}' rejection

of the first radical do not constitute a numerous class, but are words

of very common occurrence. Those most frequently met with are:

—

J?*IJ to know, \T to bear, i<^^ to go out, T^ to go doivn, 2^^^ to sit;

and ^vH to go, which derives the parts in question from ^T, itself

not found. Impf. of VT* is J;T, imp. 'i^'^, inf. nVjH.^

^ The presence of the unchangeable e is not very easily accounted

for. It may have arisen from cry, although the g hardly ever appears in

writing (Mic. 1. 8); the t may either be primary, i. e. ig=i, or it may
have arisen from e by thinning.
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Eem. c. The form 3b) is the one proper to stative verbs; and

most verbs of the class are stative, though there are a few actives.

Examples are: ^2^ to be dry,
']J^J

to lie weary, ^^"l^ to fear, ^1^'' to

sleep, }*J^J
to counsel, Ij"?^ to burn (also 3 ;i), C^"!^ (also ya-resh) to

possess, inherit, TVV to throw. Inf. of N"!^ is HST.
Examples of infin. and imper. retaining the initial y are rather

rare, and are chiefly from verbs doubly weak, as the verbs to fear,

to throw. These parts rather follow the forms of 3 a), as ^y^ to

possess.

The rare infin. cons. r\75\ to be able, TWi^T to dry, Gen. 8. 7, is

met with in these verbs.

Rem. d. Proper ''"D verbs are: pi^ to suck, 7T (Hiph.) to howl,

rta"" (impf. and Hiph.) to be good, ]'Q'' (Hiph.) to go to the right, yp''

(impf.) to awake, and others.

Kem. e. Verbs assimilating the fii'st radical are: 315'' (Hiph.) to

place, y^J'' (Hiph.) to spread, IT^I to burn, &c. They mostly have a

sibilant as second radical.

The general remark may be made that the various classes of ^"S

verbs have become considerably confused, and in the impff. and re-

lated parts, and the Hiph. &c., shew a great tendency to borrow

forms from one another. The individual facts must be learned hy

reading or from the Concordance.

tobeableh'D) perf. Qal; impf. '?51^ (Hopli.?)

to add Pp) perf. Qal ; impf, *)^p1^ Hiph.

and she bore again
j

PTD IPIf^l

(lit. "added to bear", or -^ ri"]?? „

''added and bore") [ nbni „

EXERCISE: PARSE AND TRANSLATE.

^^'^i^!^ ,^^^i^ ,^<ti-'^ '^T^ 'P5'^ '^?^? 'f^^'^. ^^^- ^^T^ '^'11

P'ST^ .y^i2 ,y^n ,^mn'^i ,nDinn r^^'inn ,np^n ,ri:'i'^«'i

T •

. :
- ..

J
. .. .. ^. ... T :

- V T

n^n nin^ ^Dni< na^^^^ :nn"i^b mm •pMrn^« ^b rnb
T T -: A- - T : • :

-
I v t t v I :

^

^ The verb very readily subordinates to itself in the ace. its own

noun. 2 Uj, Qf ^j^g Chaldees.
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• T ~ T T T • ' -;- • : ;
- T IV T • • - ••

ib-irj3i n5< D^^b izj.^ri ^n D^^qjs^ -ii:?n2 n':asb ^Dn']bi:ab^ ^Db

^ lafin. abs.= the man asked (why the man lisked). The "straitly"

of E. V. is false, see § 27. ^ H particle of interrogation. § 49. ^ HD.

And the ark went upon the face of the waters. And we went

through all that great and terrible wilderness. And they said unto

her, Wilt thou go with this man? and she said I will go. And

we said, We cannot (impf.) go down. And thou shalt remember

all the way which Jehovah thy God made-thee-go in the wilder-

ness, to know that which is in thy heart. And the man opened

the doors of the house and went out to go on (dat.) his way. And

the women said unto her when she bore her son. Fear not for thou

hast borne a son. Behold I have heard that there is corn in Egypt,

go down thither and buy us a little food. And the Lord said unto

him. Go not down to Egypt, dwell in the land which I shall say

unto thee. Let them give to me a place in one of the cities of the

country (field) that I may dwell (cohort.) there, why should thy

servant dwell in the royal city (city of the kingdom)? And he

was afraid and said. How terrible is this place! And he said, My
son shall not go down with youi, for his brother is dead and he

alone is left, and should mischief befall^ him in the way in which

ye shall go then shall ye bring down my grey-hairs in sorrow

to Sheol.

^ DJ^ see § 49. - Vav with perf.

§ 40. 'AYIN VAV AND YOD VERBS.

The principles stated in § 9 should be well understood here.

By § 9. 3, such forms as perf and part, qawctm, maweth, tawoh,

§ 22, become qdm, meth, tab; so part, qawuvi—qum, and infin. qaicom

=qdm.

Again, by § 9. 2, forms like infin. q^wum— qum; impf. yaqwuni=
yd-qum; Hiph. hiqivim=he-qim, Hoph. huqwam=hu-qam.

These general laws explain the following facts:—
1. As in Pe Vav and Yod verbs the w and y forms have

become greatly mixed, those with fv having very much the
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preponderance. Except in impf. Qal and related parts the

forms with rv and y completely coincide.

2. The weak middle letter always either falls out or

unites in sound with the vowel of the form, hence the stems

form monosyllables with the same vowels in most places

as are in the regular verb, as perf. nj^, n», Hiph. D'^pn.

The Niph., however, has o, from wa, D1pi=D1pi; and in the impf.

Qal and related parts, the fundamental sounds of these verbs, u and

. t, ahvays maintain themselves, as Dip', ]^!2\

3. As the stem forms a monosyllable, the preformative

letters stand in the open pretone and have tone-long vowels

(chiefly «, as impf. Qal nip^, perf. Niph. D1p2; e froui i in

Hiph. D'^pn), which, of course, are lost when the tone shifts.

Hoph. has ii.

4. With inflectional afformatives (except tern, ten)^ the

compression of the stem retains the tone on the penult, as

nop she stood.

5. The vowels i u being so characteristic of these verbs,

a great effort is made to give them expression; but as they

cannot stand in a shut syllable with two consonants follow-

ing them, § 5. Rem. &, a vowel is inserted between the stem

and the consonantal afformatives, aud i u remain in the open

syllable. The inserted vowel is 6 in perf., and e in impf.

If no vowel be inserted, i. u become e («), o in the shut

syllable.

6. The ordinary form of the intensive is generally avoided.

The intensive is usually formed by doubling the final letter,

as DOip jt?^/.«6\ DOTp {arv= o). § 26 Rem. c}

Rem. a. In these verbs the infiyi. cons, is assumed as root, because

it is the simplest form in which the characteristic t or li is found.

Rem. 6. In Hiph. 1"^ and ''"J?
coincide; in the other parts, e.g. Niph.,

Po'el (and Hoph.?), the forms employed are exclusively those of \y.

Only in impf. Qal and related parts is there any divergence.

^ The supposition made above, that these verbs are triliteral roots,

with a weak middle letter, which sometimes falls out, and sometimes

melts into the vowels beside it, offers to appearance the simplest ex-

planation of their forms. It is not necessary, however to suppose any

historical period of the language, dui'ing which the words existed, even

under inflection, in the unabridged triliteral form.

- Several things, such as the analogy of other Shemitic dialects, the
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Rem. c. Px'etonic d is the ordinary preformative vowel in impf,

and Niph. The inti'ans. i (=e in pretone), appears only in tJ^I^^ (i. e.

tl^D"!); 1«;; 2 Sam. 2. 32 is probably iiiph., so Gen. 34. 15.

In Hiph. and Hoph. hiqqhn, hugqatn occasionally appear for he-

qtm &c., as n^iH from llli, to set, place, rT^Dn Is. 36. 18, Jer. 38. 22.

Hem. d. The vowel o is inserted in perf. Niph.; and generally in

perf. Hiph. Hiph. sometimes follows rag. verb, flSiH Ex. 20. 25,

Deut. 14. 28; particularly hiph. of HID, Numb. 14. 15, Is. 14. 30, Hos.

2. 5, Ex. 1. 16. The form flbj^n with e for t also occurs, Ex. 19. 23,

Num. 31. 28, Ex. 26. 30. The vowel e is generally inserted in impf.

Qal, and occasionally in impf. Hiph.

In Niph. the stem o becomes u immediately before the tone, but

6 sometimes remains, Ez. 11. 17; 20. 43 «&c.

The origin of the inserted o and e is obscure. Probably these vowels

arose out of the a and e sounds in Avhich the perf. and impf. originally

terminated. § 31.

Rem. e. The juss. in Kal is D|5^, in hiph. Dj^J; with vav Dj5*T and

Dj5'\ Final gutt. take a, yiM Is. 7. 2, ID^l Gen. 8. 13.—Inf. cons, is

sometimes Dip, Is. 7. 2.

appearance of such words as S^^K to be hostile to, f]||J^ to he weary, in

which y is moveable, and the existence of numerous primary nouns with

y as middle letter (§ 41), make the existence of the class of ^"^ stems

certain. The class, however, shews a great tendency to pass over into

1"y, and very few verbs can now be held with certainty to belong to it.

In addition to the two verbs just mentioned and some denominatives

from nouns ^"J^, the following words may be considered examples: I"*! to

seethe, |^^!J to glance, i^ty to grow gray, "V^ to plaster—besides others.

There is another class of verbs which, though sometimes reckoned "'"J^

words, are more probably verbs V'^ with certain abnormal forms. The

general peculiarity of the class is that they have a set of forms in Qal

and a set in Hiph., and the two sets are used without difference of signi-

fication. Perhaps the simplest explanation is given by assuming Hiph.

to be the primary form. The initial H may easily fall off, and the stem

then falls back into the Qal, and, not unnaturally, developes new Qal

forms. Thus ]^!in becomes ]^2l, and a new perf. and part. ]3 are then

developed in addition, and even new impff. of the form ]0\ In this way
the peculiar perf. inflection rili"'!|l, which two or three verbs exhibit,

may be readily explained—it is a Hiph. without the preformative letter.

See Ewald, Lehrb. § 127. A different explanation is suggested by Bottcher,

Ausfiihrl. Lehrb. § 1141 foil.

The principal verbs belonging to this class are the following, which

should be seen in the Concordance: ^2 understa^id, yi jxulge, ]v lodge

(the niglit), ^^"0 depart, n"*"! contend, Tl!^ sing, D"'t5^ lay, tVV^ set (also

b^i, h^n, b'^tS^ be glad, H^fc^ think).
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Rem. f. Very rarely the regular intensive is formed; in one or

two cases the middle letter becomes y, D'p. Sometimes the whole

stem is doubled. § 26 Rem. c.

Rem. g. In the perf. vav conv. projects the tone even in 3 f. s.,

and 3 c. pi., as HOJ^I and she will stand. The rule stated above in

4 as to the place of Tone does not apply to the Participles, Dp, nbp.

The emphatic imper, is HOIp, but in close connection with a follow-

ing word beginning with agutt. T[b\p, e.g. before mn'' (pron. ^udhonai)

Vs. 3. 8, cf. Jud. 4. 18, Ps. 57. 9. See Ex. 5. 22, Is. 11. 2, Gen. 26. 10.

to arise
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And they fled the way of the wilderness. Depart not from-

after Jehovah, but (and) ye shall serve him with all your heart.

And Noah went in, and his sons and his wife and his sons' wives

unto the ark. And he took not from his hand that which he had

brought. I will surely-return {inf. abs.) unto thee (/".). And he

said, Jehovah my God let the soul of this boy return. And he

arose in the morning and saddled his ass and went with the

princes of Mo'ab. And he called the man (dat.) and said unto

him, How have I sinned against thee (dat.) that thou hast brought

upon me and upon my kingdom a great sin? And his wife said

to him. If Jehovah had wished^ to kill us he would not have

taken -"^ from our hand a burnt offering. And the woman went out

to meet the captain of the king's host and she said. Turn in^ my
lord, turn in unto me, fear not; and he turned in unto her to the

tent. And Jehovah said unto his servant, Take all the heads of

the people and hang them up for Jehovah before^ the sun that

the fierceness of the anger of Jehovah may turn from Israel. And
it shall be if thou shalt at-all-forget * Jehovah thy God and go

after other gods and serve them, I testify^ against thee this day

that ye shall surely-perish.*

1 Perfect. ^ "I^D. ^ Hii. ^ Infin. abs.

§ 41. NOUNS FEOM 'AYIN VAV AND YOD.

First declension. See § 18.

1 nj? (qarvam) plu?-. n^b]) cons, ^oj^; fern. nb|5

2 n» {marveth) „ n''n»

3 nita (tarvob) „ D^nilD

4 liiD (sawur) „ &c.

5 D'^ii^ (sayim) „ &c.

8 nipO {maqrvam) „ nittlptt &c.

(i"!:iD „ ) „ nn.iiio &c.

niJD fem. nniiD (noii»), nin» (^ayin yod).

'05?
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The participles remain of the forms cited above under first

declens. A few cases occur which seem to shew the begin-

nings of a transition to the neAver forms, e. g. Dip 2 Kings

16. 7; DD Zech. 10. 5; comp. Is. 25.7; Ps. 22. 10; Ps.71.6.

olive
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offered the ram of the burnt-offering and the priests, the sons of

Aaron/ leant their hands upon the head of the ram. And the

men feared to return to their houses. Arise (/".), shine, for thy

light is come and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee; for

the abundance of the sea shall be converted^ unto thee and the

forces (siriff.) of the gentiles shall come unto thee.

§ 42. DOUBLE 'AYIN VEEBS.

Verbs Double 'Ayin so entirely resemble in their inflec-

tion verbs 'Ayin Vav, that it is best to treat them immev

diately after this class:

—

1) As in verbs 'Ayin Vav the stems are monosyllabic, ex-

cept where an unchangeably long vowel or double letter in

the form requires the presence of a third stem-letter, e. g.

participles and infin. abs. Qal, Pi'^el, Poel &c., as ni3D,

The vowels are those of the regular verb except that in

Hiph. the vowel has not risen to i but remains e (or a)\

see § 27 Rem. a\ e. g. Niph. npi, Hiph. npn.

2) Again, the stems being monosyllabic, the preforma-

tive letters stand in open pretone and have tone-long vowels,

precisely as in 'Ayin Vav, as impf. Qal nb^

3) The double letter shews itself with all inflectional

afformatives; and the tone (except in participles) is on the

penult,^ as npi /. n3W.

4) Before the afformatives beginning with a consonant a

vowel is inserted, viz. in the perfects 0, and in the impff.

and related parts, e, as niip.

5) The tone-long e 0, which under the tone maintained

themselves before the double letter, when they lose the

tone become the sharp i it, (See Table § 6. 3.), as 2 pi. fern,

imper. n3''3D-

6) The regular Intensive is quite common. Other forms

' There are exceptions to this law about the place of tone, particularly

in parts with vocalic terminations.
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of the Intensive are Poel^ and Pilpel, which are also much
in use. See § 26. Rem. c.^

Rem.a. Stative verbs. The stative e of perf. Qal is always sharpened

to a (see § 22 Rem. 6); a very few perff. appear with o, Gen. 49. 23,

Job 24. 24. lu inipf. final a and preformative i (i. e. e in open pre-

tone), are regular, as 7j!?|^, or with first rad. doubled /ffi^,. Gen. 16. 4;

47. 19, Deut. 19. 6, Is. 7. 4, Gen. 21. 11.

Bern. b. In Niph'al a is the ordinary preformative vowel, but i

(e when prolonged) also appears. Ez. 25. 3, Mai. 2. 5, Is. 57. 5. The

final e of Niph. is usually sharpened to a; but e is found, and even

extends itself to the perf. and part, Is. 49. 6, 1 Sam. 15. 9, Ps. 68. 3.

By imitation of verbs 'Ayin Vav the Niph. has occasionally o through-

out; and it may be remarked in general that the two classes 'Ayin

Vav and Double 'Ayin shew an inclination to adopt forms from one

another. 1) In impf. u appears, Is. 42. 4, Prov. 29. 6. 2) In niph. o,

Is. 34. 4, Am. 3. 11, Ez. 29. 7. 3) In hiph. ?, Ps. 33. 10, Jud. 3. 24.—

The perf. hiph. is often in a, Is. 8 23, 2 K. 23. 15; so with gtttt. Deut.

28. 52.

WORDS FOR PRACTICE.

to plunder
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EXERCISE : PARSE THESE WORDS.

,bp:'i ,2pb ,^Th ,:?'^n ,b3 ,"|n'^'i r^^^ ,Dri':>-'l ,^bi2 ,^3i-fn

onb nh^ niDn^ V"^^'^^ nhb mwsn bnn 2 inrnj^ T^j^^-n^^
« IV T : •-. T ) •.• T T T T T T • " " —

:

V ":

bb") -inb inij5 rr^in nbin pb^ nirjts Dt^n-i^j i:iirbn pb^

dt:i D^ppbrn nsp?j ^n^^i tntoV rs-js-b? y^^'-nirs

Dn^-^n-b:? ^yns o^n nn^ bbi t^i^ ni«-^ ^bir nn^E'^-bi<

li<np* ^7j?3=^ ^b JiDS-^pn-bi? irj-'bj?!. n52i<n^ 4 inrj ninpb

Dp^-i") ^psbn rii^b-j ni?;^ nt^^j ^b ^^^ n^^n ^3 sn^o ^b

•''mij*! ^n nDS? n'^'n^i^ ^5353 ^b r.Dxnpn n^b n^n^ ^snirn
- - :

• T T T - • T-T • r V I; . T T A •-••.•;

:'b y-'^t^.

^ Inf. Cons. nriB^ to (?nw^ § 44. ^ See nS Table of Irreg. Nouns.

^ No'omi. * Defective spelling. ^ Circumstantial Clause,—in which

the order is : vav, then subject, and last predicate. Vav would be trans-

lated here "when".

§ 43. NOUNS FROM DOUBLE 'AYIN VERBS.

These lines from Table § 6. 3 may be repeated:

—

Vowels in final accented shut syll. d(a) e o

„
unaccented „ a e o

„ non-final sharp (before double letter) a i u

First declensiou.

sing. mas. h^_ DH V'\ ^pn "^DO

fern. ii\\> nen nj;n

plur. mas. W% „ „ CSp^ ^- '^P'?

fem. T\^% „ „ ni3pO &c.

(light) (perfect) (evil) ^circle) (curtain)

cation of the first stem-letter, as, impf. 3b^ impf. Hiph. nO\ This method

of giving strength to these short stems is the ordinary one in Aramean.

See the Paradigm. On eitlier hypothesis the occurrence of full triliteral

forms like those of the regular verb jnay be looked for.



h^
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however, are not a numerous class; c) words of this class ending in

sound are distinguished from adj, and segholates of 'At/lnVav like

DftS and 7lp, § 41, Jjy wanting vai\

ligllt
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and I am not her husband. Thou shalt fall upon the mountains of

Israel, thou and all the peoples that are with thee. A child has

been born (pual) to us, a son has been given to us, and they have

called (sing.) his name With-us-God.^ And the captain of the

host sent messengers to the king saying: Make thy covenant with

me, and behold my hand shall be with thee to turn-round^ unto

thee all Israel. And he came into his house displeased and he lay

down on his bed and turned away^ his face and did not eat bread.

Arise, go down to meet the king of Israel and thou shalt speak

unto him saying, Thus saith the Lord, In the place where the dogs

licked the blood of Naboth shall the dogs lick thy blood, even thine.

§ 44. LAMED HE (LAMED VAV AND YOD) VERBS.

The He in this class of verbs is not a radical, but a mere

vowel sign.

The stems are properly V'*? and >"h^ though forms with

yod have acquired such a preponderance that only a few

traces of stems with vav now appear,

1. When the third radical is final it unites with the cha-

racteristic vowel, and forms a sound which in all cases is

represented by the letter n, except in the pass. part. Qal,

in which yod is written after u:—
a) This sound is in all perff. «, qamec. § 28. 1.

b) in impfi". and participles the broad e, s''ghol {irom dy)\

c) in imperr. the closer e, cere (from lighter ay):,

d) in infin. abss. the ordinary vowel of the regular verb;

e) while in infin. conss. the fern, t has been added, making

the termination oth.

2. When the third radical is not finnl but stands under

inflection:—
1) After a vowelless consonant it surrenders its vowel to

the consonant and disappears, § 9. 2, ^'''p3=:i^2 (or, it may
be held to lose itself in the following vowel).

2) At the end of a syllable it is silent after the pre-

ceding vowel, § 9. 1. Now this vowel being in all cases </,

the diphthongal ay arises:—
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a) This ay most naturally becomes 6', which prevails ex-

clusively in perff. pass., as Pu. ri"*^?;

b) but e in parts much used may be thinned to «, which

in perf. Qal is found exclusively, and in other perff.

alternatively with 6', as Qal ri"''?3;

c) in the accented syll. before ndh of imperf. and imper.

aij becomes e (s^ghol), as ni"*"?!

Rem. a. For traces of forms T'7 the Lexicon or Concordance may
be consulted on the roots 'b^ and Th^, Hij;, ^^\ '"int^ &c. and their

derivatives.^

Rem. b. The 3 s. f. is sometimes ri73, but usually it assumes the

second fern, termination, as in Parad., Lev. 25. 21 ; 26. 34, Jer. 13. 19.

The infin. abs. is occasionally spelled 1/3, Gen. 26. 28.

The infin. cons, sometimes wants the fem. termination, as Jl/H,

rarely spelled l^il, Gen. 48. 11; 50.20; 31. 28. The termination oth

may also be explained as from wath, or yath.

Rem. c. The thinning of e to ^ is said to be universal before nu

of 1 pi., and almost universal before tern of 2 pi. The third rad. yod

occasionally remains consonantal, esp. in pause and before term. ]1,

as Vbn Deut. 32. 37; 8. 13, cf. Ps. 57. 2, Is. 17. 12; 21. 12; 41. 5.

The verb TXQV) (IHtJ^) io hoiv down forms a very common hithpa lei,

ninritt^n, njnn^';, vav conv. ^innta^^i Gen. is. 2, piur. 42. e &c. cf.

Gen. 21. 16.

Rem. d. In perff. with vav conv. the accent is not usually thrown

foi'ward.

On suffixes see next § and the Paradigm.

WORDS FOR PRACTICE,

to be rrri to buiUl ni3 to reval, open Th^

to do ntyV to cover HDD Pi. to see n«T

to acquire Hip to increase nil to be fruitful iTlB

to count niO to drink T\n^ to command m^ Pi.

to weep HDD to conceive mn to rule mT
to blot out nnD to go up rhV to smite HDi Hiph.

he commanded the man to eat 7DS7 li^^KH'nS 7\V^

„ „ „ not to eat b'i^ "'^r*?? » "

' The forms of tliis class of words are perhaps to appearance most

easily explained on the assumption that tlift stems are triliteral with a weak

letter w or y as third radical. The explanation will not differ materially

iC the stems be considered biliteral with a vocalic termination, M i On
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EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

Y^i5 n^Ji" nto ur^ Di$"33r!^
V"^^^'l

^'•'^^'^ niibin n"!;S!<

•!••: — •: T tt; Jvtt tt t ••t; "rTTi

^j.y[ T\B 4 rn^iry ^irxs T'brn^? nisri^ lis? t|Di< 5<b 3

rn^nm niDtb M^n^^n^ -.yj^ nirpn nnri^ :-,!:?n niiipn
• • : :

• T • • : |t t •.• viv - t : t : K t v vlv -

!rjb HJS^h nm n-i:^?: yni<ri-brnx ^3 lni<"]ii !r|^:":^ sp ^w g

ir^i^ bDV Dii; nirs y^^sn ns^s *?|?':rr^^ ^ri'^'ia'i Jrir:n5^

^b;a i]b nsne ^^j^^^i 7 :n:i2^ ?j3>nT oa
Y"^^0

^s? ti'i^'^b

IW7JF1 ^:d ^nii<i nr^ ^3 ^ds nii<^^ !:]cri-b5? T^b n^^^^n

Behold I rain (part.) upon the earth and I will blot out all

that I have made from-upon the face of the ground. Behold

thy maid is in thy (/".) hand, do to her the thing good in thine

eyes. And they left off building the city. And his sons took a

(the) garment and covered the nakedness of their father, and the

nakedness of their father they did not see. I am not able to do

anyihing until thou come thither. And the waters increased very

much and the ark went upon the face of the waters, and the heads

of the mountains were covered. I have commanded thee not to

eat of the tree which is in the midst of the garden lest thou die.

For thou Lord of hosts, God of Israel, hast opened the ear of thy

servant saying, A house will I build for thee. And he sent forth

a (the) dove to see whether^ the waters were lightened^ from-upon

the face of the ground. And it came to pass when he saw her

that^ he rent his clothes and said, Alas my daugther thou hast-

^ n particle § 49. ^ Perf. hp. ^ Vav conv.

this latter hypothesis, ai has to he substituted for ay in the ahove I'ules;

and forms hive IvJ for 1^2 and others, in which y is mobile, must he

considered secondary, while on the first liypothesis they are remains of

the primary formations. The same thing may he said here as was said

in note regarding verbs V'J^, § 40.

^ When a letter is written twice and the first of the two has fih^va

vocal it is written in the best Edd. with Hat. path, as above. The word

^iin § 49 is excepted from this law.
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indeed-brought-me-low,^ for I have opened^ my mouth unto tlio

Lord and I cannot go-back. And he said unto the children of

Israel, J.^evening^ {ace.) then {vav conv.) shall ye know that Je-

hovah hath brought you out from tlie land of Egypt, and in-the-

morning {ace.) then shall ye see the glory of the Lord.

^ Hiph. and inf. abs. ^ n!JB. ^ The modal accus, embracing all

definitions of time, place, measure, and in general all expressions detining

the mode of the verbal action.

§ 15. APOCOPATED FORMS AND NOUNS OF VERBS
LAM. HE.

L The Jussive or shortened impf. and the imper. in verbs

Lam. He is formed by loss of the final vocalic syllable {He

and vowel sign); and hence is often called the Apocopated

impf. &c. The contraction occasions some alterations within

the word. Thus:

—

Th)\ apoc. (^y-=) ^r. or ^r]^*?:^; or ht.' § 29.

{by~) '?::='?5:.'
" § 29. § 5. Rem. d.

%\ § 5. Rem. d.

% «

^Vl, V^\ &c.

NT &c. With vav conv. 3 s- m. alone

Sin; ^ /• «lf)5, 1 c. ^-m.

Bern. These contracted forms are used with vav conv., though full

forms with vav are not uncommon. The forms 2K*^., "^Il'l, Ht!''! &c.

with no helping vowel are possible only when last letter is a omte

(§ 5 Rem. d, end), otherwise the forms 73"! or 7^1 nuist be used.

2. The common verb n^n to be, has some irregularities,—

which may be given:

—

1) The gutt. when initial takes hat. s^ghol, as imper. n^n.

2) With amj prefixed letter the gutt., when without a

vowel, takes simple sh^va, and the prefix hireq, as impf. iTn\

3) Apocopated impf. is (Nl"!^) ^7\\, ""H^l, NTI &c. See nouns

ot' 2nd declens.

8

impf. qal
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The verb n'^n to live, has mostly the same peculiarities.

Rem. Vav before the imp. sing, takes —— as n*ni, and of course fc<

in 1st sing, impf., n^'HiJ. The preform, letter always takes Metheg.

3. Nouns from verbs T\"b-

First and third declensions.

ahs.
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however, is unable to bear. The regular form, as n32 weep-

ing, is rare.

2) When any afformative is appended the vowel as in

other segholates removes to the first syllable.

3) In the plur. yod is sometimes softened into 'aleph be-

fore another yod; and in the cons, the pretonic a, many
times remains.

Rem. a. On account of the thinning of a to i, which was to be

expected in these weak words, it is hardly possible to say whether

such words as fruit &c. belong to the first or to the second class.

See Add. Notes.

Rem, h. The short words hand, blood &c. which follow in their

inflection the first declension, and the words son, name &c. which

follow the third, appear to be contractions of forms dei-ived from

stems n"7. The words Dfcj! father; Htj! brother, fern. ninjSl sinter;

Dn fatlier in law, &c., are also shortened forms belonging to this

class of stems; in which, however, the rejected letter generally ap-

pears under inflection. See Table of Irreg. Nouns.

WORDS FOR PRACTICE.

work ntyyo appearance njfjnO cattle Hipp cheek ^rh

beauty ^D'' captivity '^2'^i affliction "'iy shepherd HJ^h

friend HJ^T butler nj?I2^0 covering riDDO butlership Hj^'^O

and they spake to one another ^i^V.T^^ ^''^
''*^?1^i5

and they smote one another VnSTIiJ ^'^^ ^3M

and they (f.) clave to one another nriinKD ^'^^ <^ii??"|f^5

EXERCISE. TRANSLATE.

• T ••:.• - T : !••-:• t : - : - t t iv •• :

' Haijar. ^ Imper. here expresses the consequence= and (so) thou

shalt be. ^ This contraction takes place with the three prepp. b, k, I

and conj. v. The contraction does not take place when the noun is in

thi3 sing.

8*
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Fiia.^i Dn3 nb :5>^vi 4 : mi^ri "^ps ^n^n riiri) ixr^^ nnnn

ns^b^ D^ri'bi^ ns: 5 tn'bn^^^ tjinia bsn^i ^^^^!] V.^H'p^

^in':i 7 : D^y-n-is^n-n^ byh) ^t nt:^ 6 : nw ^briijn jisir':']

^^j5< ri'n^'''] t:ib nDjpi; ^?h i^n^ o'lnj^ n:;^)2 ^?"-i -j^ia n^n

"bi^ nin^ i^^^i 8 :sr3^ ^-^^ ni^"^53 ^nn 5<rb!j5 ^rii'rbfi^
T--- Tiv T • : • : T - .......

m]^ nm "jn^.:! m^ri '^'}^'n-m -(nx ?jnTb nri<'>^ Dnnx

T •• V : • ~ T —

* For this suffix see § 2. 3. 3), § 19. ^ Japhet; Slieni.

And I saw in my dream and behold seven good cows and they

stood upon the bank of the river. And the man of God stretched

out his hand and brought up the frogs as the Lord had commanded

him; and Pharaoh saw the plagues and he feared with a great

fear. And Adam knew his wife and she conceived and bare Qayin

;

and she conceived again and bare his brother Hebel, and Hebel

was a shepherd of flocks ; and it came to pass when they were in

the field that Qayin rose up against (unto) his brother and slew

him. And his daughters spake one to another saying, Let us

make our father drink wine; and he drank and was drunken.

Walk thou before me and be perfect. And God opened her eyes

and she saw a well of water, and she went and filled the bottle

with-water^ and made the boy drink. And the captain of the host

said, Who ever shall smite Qiryath Sepher and take it, then {vav

conv.) I will give him my daughter to wife. And the watchmen

saw a man coming out of the city and they said unto him, Shew-us

the entrance of the city and we will deal mercifully with thee;^

and he shewed-them the entrance of the city, and they smote the

city with the edge of sword but the man they let go ; and he went

into the land of the Hittim and built a city and called its name Luz.

1 Ace. 2 Qj; -jgn nb^;;.

Note on doubly weak and defective verbs.

1. Many verbs have more than one weak letter. They are mostly

W? or n"? with some other peculiarity. Some common verbs are these:

—

1) «""? and ]'S. «^i to lift, impf. H'f^^ pi. I^fe^"; (§ 7 note 1);

imp. Kb^, sufif. !in«^,' ^^m'f^; inf. c. mW, n«b^2 &c., but n«b>9,

rarely «Vl
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2) »"h and VD. X^J go out, impf. «3\ imp. N3, inf. c. n«^,

nt<'ib. Hiph. «^^in, n«^in &c.

3)''«"^ and V'^- «"12 to come, perf. «3, n«3 &c., impf. Nin^^,

inf., imp. W13, part. S3. Hiph. K^^il, HSiin &c., but usually

rii<"'2n &c. before suflP.

4) h'b and ]"D. niSi ^o sfrefc^, impf. H^l, apoc. 12;|, tD'.l- Hipli.

HDi fo smi^e, HSn, impf. HS^, apoc. "JJ^, '^*T, imp. ^H, inf. niSH,

part. (130.

5) n'^ and «"D, n3S 6e tdlling, impf. n3K\ apoc. «3i^"VN,

Pr. 1. 10. n'?« to Si<;ear,' apoc. '?«M, 1 S 14. 24 (n^N"'=n^N^.). Poet.

nriK to come, impf. UriK^, T^T(^\, apoc. flS^l Is. 41. 25, cf. Deut. 33. 21.

6) 7\"b and ^"D. HT to casf, s/wof, impf. suff. DTiT Nu. 21. 30,

from 7\y\, imp. ni^_, inf. nilV Hiph. 7\y\7\, impf. nSl\ apoc. "ll'l,

2 K. 13. 17. 7\^\ he beautiful, impf. nS""";, apoc. 'j^^lEz. 31. 7, cf. 16. 13.

2. Stems composed of two strong radicals and any of the three

weak letters ^, 1, ], are often allied in meaning. Thus |^J^^, ^^ly to advise,

"li;, lli to /ear, 3^^, 32i to ^J^ace, HDi, H^S to blow, na]^, taj;; to coi-er.

Hence one root supplements itself often from another. In many verbs

also the forms in Qal have fallen into disuse, and the Qal supplements

itself out of the other conjugations.

1) 1^13 he ashamed, see Parad. § 40. Hiph. ^^^7} reg., and also

tr^^3in from ^1\
2) 3113 be good, perf., part., inf. 3113; but impf. 3^'*''. and hiph.

3"'B\*1 from 3t3\

3) 'Tj'^n to go, perf., inf. abs. ^iSl, part "^bll; impf. "^V^, inf. c.

TOb, suff. ^ns"?, imp. '^'7, hiph. "^J^blH, from ']'?\ Later style forms

impfs and inf. cons, from ^^H.

4) ni; to /ear, perf., part.'n^; impf. "l^ir, imp. 1^3 Job. 19. 29,

from id
5) Vb; be able, inf. abs. 'piS;, inf. cons. Tb^\, impf. ^3V (hoph.).

6) f)pj to orf<?, perf., part., in Qal; hiph. 'i^Din in perf., impf.,

and inf. An imp. ^DD Is. 29. 1, Jer. 7. 21 (from HSD? cf. Is. 30. 1).

7)
|^|5J

to atvake, only impf.
I'j^^l in Qal; hiph. }*''pn perf., impf.,

imp., infin., from |^1p.

8) btt'S to /a^^, perf., inf. abs., part., in Qal; impf., inf. cons.

from Niph.

9) B^ii to draw near, impf., imp., inf. cons, in Qal, but perf. and

part, borrowed from Niph., which has only these two parts.

10) nni to lead, perf., imper. in Qal; impf. and inf. cons, in Hiph.,

which has also perf. twice.

11) V|?: be alienated, perf. 3. /". Hj^jpi Ez. 23. 18, impf. 3. /*. Vp.T}

Jer. 6. 8, from yp\
12) "jni to pour (intr.), only impf. "^ril in Qal; in Niph. ^W perf.

and part.

1 3) nJlB^ to dr/ni, in Qal, but Hiph. t^jy^^ to give to drink, from HplS^.
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§ 46/\THE TWO VERBAL FORMS, PERFECT AND
^\ IMPERFECT.

In § 20 only so much was said regarding the Tenses of

the Verb as seemed absolutely necessary for understanding

the Exercises. A full discussion of the subject belongs to

the syntax; but the sections on the Verb can hardly be

closed without some additional notes on the simple verbal

forms.

1. The Perfect. The Perfect expresses a completed action.

1. Now in reference to time such an action may be:— 1) one

just completed from the point of view of the present (the

preter definite) ; as, Against thee only have I sinned ""ii^an

;

exx. Gen. 3. 11 eaten., 4. 1 have gotten^ Ex. 5. 14 have ye not

fulfilled? Or 2) one completed in the indefinite past (the

preter indefinite); as, In the beginning God created ^"y^^

exx. Gen. 4. 1 knew^ Job 1. 1. Or 3) one already completed

from the point of view of another past act (pluperfect) ; as,

And God saw every thing that he had made '7\^'^ ; exx. Gen.

2.2,3; 3. 1 ; 19. 27. Or finally, on the opposite side, 4) one

completed from the point of view of another action yet fu-

ture (the future perfect); as, I will draw for thy camels

also until they have done drinking ninc^V 1^? » ®^^- ^®^-

48. 6; Mic. 5. 2.

It will make no difference in the usage of the perf. if

the completed actions, instead of being expressed absolutely,

as in the above sentences, should be conceived and ex-

pressed conditionally, or if they should have no existence

except in conception: as, (1) Jehovah my God if I have

done this "'^''^j; n« Ps. 7. 4; (3) If ye had not ploughed with

my heifer DPiB'nn Jud. 14. 18; Would God that we had died

^ino 1^ Numb. 14. 2, exx. Judg. 6. 3 ; Is. 1. 9 ; (4) // Jehovah

shall wash away yrV) the filth of the daughter of Zion, Is.

4. 4; exx. Gen. 43. 9 &c.

2. The perf. never expresses any action but one conceived

as completed, but a difference in the manner of conceiving

actions makes the perf. used in several cases where the

present is rather employed in English:— 1) In the case of
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actions of frequent occurrence— actions which have been

often experienced or observed (perf. of experence) ; as,

The sparrow findeth a house n«:JO (E. V. hath found), Ps.

84. 4; exx. Ps. 10. 3; 33. 13; Prov^ 11. 2, 8. This usage is

naturally particularly common in comparisons, Job 7. 9;

and when general truths are expressed negatively^ Ps. 15. 3

foil. 2) In the case of the actions or conditions expressed

by stative verbs, § 22 Rem. a. What the language seizes

upon in this case is not the fact that the condition expressed

by the verb is one that continues^ but rather the fact that

it is a condition that has come into complete existence and

realization, and hence the perf. is made use of to express

it; as, I know ^r\VT that thou wilt be king, 1 Sam. 24. 21

;

I hate ""nw^ all workers of iniquity, § 38 Exer. ; so, I re-

wmZ^er, Wdt § 16 Exer. &c.; exx. Gen. 6. 13; 18. 13; 27. 14;

32. 10 (E. v.); Numb. 11. 5; Deut. 12. 31. To this class

belongs the verb to be, when am &c. is expressed. 3) A

lively imagination is very apt to conceive things which are

really future, especially if their occurrence be certain, as

already done, and to describe them in the perf. This

happens often in making promises or threats, and in the

language of contracts, as, The field give I thee inni Gen.

23. 11 ; And if not, I will take it >m\>b 1 Sam. 2, 16, exx.

Gen. 4. 23 ; 9. 13 ; 17. 20 ; Deut. 15. 6 ; Ruth 4. 3. This usage

is very common in the elevated language of the Prophets,

before whom the future lay so clear and certain as to

be made the basis of new exhortation (prophetic perf.):

Is. 9. 5 foil., 10. 28 foil.

Rem. As the language has no perfect or aorist participle, the

perf. itself is used in subordinate clauses -which serve for adjectival

or participial descriptions. Such clauses should be translated by

the participle in English.

The use of the perf. to express momentary actions, and for ex-

pressing the sudden, sharp, occurrence of any action, seems a variety

of its use in 2. 3), 1 Sam. 2. 16.

II. The Imperfect. The impf. expresses an action conceived

as entering upon, or goitig on towards, accomplishment.

1. Such an action may be:— 1) A single action, going on

and unfinished in the present (present); as, Whence come
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ye ^«npi Josh. 9.8; exx. Ex. 5. 15; Jud. 17. 9; Ps. 2. 4.

Or 2) A single action going on in the past, the two being

conceived as contemporaneous (presens preteriti),— in Prose

chiefly when the section of time with which the action

coincides and to which it is parallel and present, is pro-

minently defined by a particle \ as, Then sings Moses "i^B'i i«

Ex. 15. 1; exx. Deut. 4. 41 ; Josh. 8. 30; 1 Kings 16. 21.

'

2. The kind of progression or imperfection and unfinished

condition of the action may consist in its frequent repeti-

tion:— 1) Either in the present; as, It is said to this day,

1Di<2 Gen. 22, 14; Take of all food which is eaten^ § 35

Exerc. This usage is very common in comparisons and in

the statement of general truths founded in the nature of

things ; as, A wise son makeih a glad father niS^"' Prov. 10. 1

;

exx. Numb. 11. 12; Deut. 1. 31; Jud. 10. 4; 2 Sam. 5. 8;

Ps. 1. 2 foil. Prov. pass. Or 2) In the past; as, Thus did

Job continually V!^V\ Job. 1. 5. This usage is of very

frequent occurrence, exx. Gen. 2. 6 went up; 6. 4 used to

come in; Numb. 11. 5 used to eat; 1 Sam. 1. 7; 2. 19; Ps.

95. 10.

3. The imperf. is used for the expression of the future—
that which is conceived as entering upon accomplish-

ment:— 1) This may be a future from the point of view of

the real present ; as, A prophet will the Lord raise up unto

you D"'!?^ Deut. 18. 18, see § 21 Exerc. Or 2) It may be a

future from any other point of view assumed ; as, He took

his eldest son that was to reign ij'td^^ in his stead, 2 Kings

3. 27.

4. The usage in 3. 2) may be taken as the transition to

a common use of the impff. in which it serves for the ex-

Ijression of that class of dependent actions and those shades

of relation among acts and thoughts, for which we rather

use the conditional moods (esp. the potential). Such actions

are strictly future in reference to the assumed point of

relation, and the simple impf. sufficiently expresses them.

For ex.. Of every tree of the garden thou mayest eat ^3Kn

§ 35 Exerc. ; Could we (were we to) know ynill, that he

would say. Bring down your brother, § 39 Exerc. ; Six days
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shnlt thou (must thou) hihour^ Ex. 20. 9 ; How shall (should)

we siny'i Ts. 137. 4.

5. On the same ground the impf. follows particles ex-

pressing transition, purpose^ result, and the like, as, ])}bb in

order that, ]s lest, ^3 that &c. The actions introduced by

such particles are strictly consequent and future to some-

thing just stated.

When, however, there is a strong feeling oi purpose, or

when it is meant to be strongly marked, then, of course,

the moods are employed, § 23; just as they are employed

to express that class of future actions which we express in

the Optative &c.

Rem. a. As is the case with the perf., the impf. is verj- much
used in subordinate clauses, which give adjectival or participial

descriptions of the subject of the main clause. The participle itself

is very little used for this purpose.

Rem. b. It must be assumed that the perf. and impf. are entirely

distinct in meaning, and that the one is never used for the other or

to express the same conception of an act with the other. But it

may readily happen that two distinct conceptions may be entertained

of an action, which may thus be expressed either in the perf. or

impf. Thus any general truth for ex. may be conceived on the one

side as a thing completed, having been many times realized, and

this conception of it would be expressed in the perf., 2. 1); or it

may be conceived on the other side as a thing unfinished, ever

repeating itself, and to express this view of it, the impf. would be

used, 2. 1).

III. The consecutive forms have the same variety of use

as the simple forms, the consec. impf. corresponding to the

simple perf.; and the consec. perf. to the simple impf

§ 47. THE ADJECTIVE. COMPARISON.

1. Comparative Degree. The adjective undergoes no change

of termination or vocalization in comparison. The com-

parative degree is expressed by the positive followed by

the prep. ]p, as, Better than ivine \}yi nil3, lit. good away

from, or in distinction from wine.

2. Superlative Degree. The superlative is also expressed

by the positive raised into a position of isolation, as for
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ex. by having the Art. prefixed, or by being distinguished

by a suffix, or by being in the Gen. relation, as He is the

greatest^ bvi^i^ «in lit. the great one (among those referred

to), V33 (tap the youngest of his sons, Dbns the greatest

of them.

Absolute superlativeness is expressed variously, as by

the word ni<p, very, or IKOSl &c. ; or by the repetition of the

word expressing the quality, n^pl^ tS'lp holy of holies =
most holy, D'^nny 12)} the most abject slave.

I am taller than he I^ISD Oitj! HiS

he is taller than his tvife IH^SD SIH „

too little to be— nVnL ]bj5

his eldest son ^nSH lis

his youngest girl nSttprt WIl

EXEECISE.

And to Qisli was a son, and his name was Sha'ul, and there-was-

no man of the sons of Israel better than he ; from his shoulder and

upward loftier than all the people. And the serpent was more

cunning than all the beasts {sing.) of the field which God had

made. He has slain men more righteous than he. Thou art

wiser than Dani'el. A name is better than good ointment. And

that man was greater than all the children of (the) East. And-

Yisra'el loved Yo§eph more than all his sons for a son of old age

was he to him. And he lifted up his eyes and saw Binyamin, his

brother, the son of his mother, and he said, Is this your youngest

brother, whom ye mentioned (said) to me? And Laban had two

daughters, the name of the eldest ivas Le'ah, and the name of the

youngest Rah el. O {art.) fairest among (in the) women. The

greatest men of the city. There was not left to him except the

youngest of his sons. AVhat is sweeter than honey and what

stronger than a Hon? And their gain was too much for dwelling

together, and the land was not able to beai- them.
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§ 48. THE NUMERALS.

1. The Cardinal Numbers. 1) The numeral one is an aiij.

agreeing in gender with its noun and standing like other

adjj. after it, as inx B^"'K one man.

2) The number two is a noun, and agrees in gender with

the word which it enumerates, as D"'B^i« ^^'^ two men\ iriB^

D^B'i two women.

3) The other numerals are nouns and disagree in gender

with the words which they enumerate, the formal fem.

going with the real mas. noun and vice versa., as D"'i3 ntJ^'?d

three sons ; nii2i ^b\il three daughters.

4) The tens are the plurals of the units except ttventij

which is the plur. of ten, there being a distinct word lor

hundred.

5) The numerals 2— 10 which are nouns stand most

commonly in the cons, state before the word which they

enumerate, see above 2), 3); they may be used in apposition

with their word, and then they stand either before or,

chiefly in later style, after it. The other numerals viz.

those from 11 to 19 and the tens are used only in apposition

with their word, and stand chiefly before, though some-

times, after it.

6) The units require the noun enumerated in the plural;

the tens usually take the noun in the singular when they

stand before it, always in the plur. when after it (Gen.

32. 15, 16). The numbers 11 to 19 usually take the plur.

except with a few common nouns like day, man, year &c.,

and collectives.

7) In Numbers composed of tens and units such as 23

the order may be three and twenty, niB^ W^p] n\n^ sixty two

years. Gen. 5. 20, but also twenty and three, r\^^ \^b\^] Dntrj;

Jud. 10. 2, and sometimes the noun is repeated with both, as

three years and twenty year (by 6), as, nit!^ D"'J?^^'| D'i^ ^^^
seventy five years. Gen. 12. 4; or again n''iB^ ynu'l niB' D^lti'J^

twenty seven years, Gen. 23. 1.
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With the Masculine. With the Feminine.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Absol. Constr.

nB^"5B^

(

&c.

20 nn.^j;

30 n^pb^i

40 D^J?31«

50 D^B^Dn

HibB^

&c.

60 Q'^B^B'

70 n'V2p

80 D^ibB^

90 n^^B^n

Constr.

^riB^

tSf^B^

B^on

B^^

HibB^

100

200

300

1000

2000

3000

10000

20000

riKn fern., constr. n^5D, p/wr. niXO hundreds.

n\hHJ2 dual (for D^h«»).

ni«D B^'jB', 400 ni«D j;a"!«, &c.

Dll^K dual.

d^dVk riB^^B^, 4000 d^d'jn nj;5'i«, &c.

nna-i jy/. regular.

«inn pi. niNlm and iri^i.

Rem. a. The units after /?wo are abstract nouns in the fern,

gender, and the mas. being the ordinary gender of nouns, the

union of the two causes the apparent disagreement of gender.

The rarer was. of the numeral was joined with the rarer fern, in

the noun.
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Rem. b. The word Imndred may be used either in tlie cons.

or abs. in the sing. ; in dti. and phir. only in absol. The word

thousand is used in the cons, also even in the ;;/Mr.

JEiem. c. The form HIlIl'l myriad does not occur with a numeral

before it; the other forms are used either in sing, or plur., four

myriad or myriads.

Rem. d. The du. fern, of the num. is used to express repetition,

DTiJ^ZlB' seven times, Gen. 4. 24. A few take suffixes ^i^iU^ we

two, DriB^'jB^ they three &c.

2. 7%^ Ordinal Numbers. The ordinal numbers from 1 to

10 are adjectives and construed in the ordinary way. Beyond
10 the Cardinal numbers are used also as Ordinals. The
Ordinals are these:

—

First ]ltr«"! fejn.
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The punctuation of the important prepositional frag-

ments 2, D, b, p, and of the conjunction % has already

been given, §§ 14— 15. Another important inseparable

prefix is the interrogative particle n, the pointing of which

varies:

—

a) Its usual pointing is n, as T[)T\ is this?

b) Before simple shVa it is n, as t3j;pn is it little? fre-

quently followed by Dag. dirimens, in which case it is

not to be distinguished from the Art.^ as Gen. 17. 17;

otherwise it is not unfrequently marked by Metheg;

see last Rem. § 6 on p. 17.

c) Before Gutturals it is also pointed n, often marked

by Metheg, as "ilV^n sfiall I go ?

d) Before Gutt. with qamec it is n, as ptnn tvhether it be

str07ig?

3. Suffixes to Particles. The following Table will be useful

for reference:

—
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r tz n r:- it n-
rr\< *^- m:\~ »ti» #ti »:!

2 n p- »=~ p=~ '^ r:

S3
<u
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1

.

Many woi'ds take the suffixes of nouns without presenting

any peculiarity.

2. In small words is to be observed the fondness for the a

vowel in the tone, as, 2 fern. s. and 1 ^3/. c. ; and in the pretone.

3. After b is inflected n in, but 3 pi. m. is D3. The form 10*?

is probably sing, as well as plur. The suff. of 3 pi. f. is always

yrh (e), but ]n2l and ]niil, the latter broader sound in pause; a

similar distinction perhaps obtains in ]jp. Comp. the suff. of D.

4. A number of words take the suffixes oi plur. nouns. These

are to be divided, however, into two classes:— 1) Words that

are really plur., as "'"IHISt after {hinder parts), with which agrees

nnri and others; and 2) words like ^frj which are derivatives of

n"^ roots and resume their lost yod before suffixes. To this

class belong also HJ^ unto, and 7j^ upon.

5. Certain particles contain something of the notion of a verb

in them, as nSH ecce, ]^fc$ there is not, Vi'\ there is &c., and hence

not unnaturally take suff. denoting the accus. (verbal), and shew

a particular tendency to strengthen themselves by means of the

demonstrative w, § 31. 5.

The word as, like, uses the base lOD for light suffixes, with

which the accent is on the penult, with pretonic d\ and the base

D for heavy suff., with which the accent is on the last syll., with

pretonic a. The plenary spelling "'ilDS is usual, but the defective

form ^ib3 also appears.

It does not belong to an Elementary Treatise to enumerate

every variation in form; such variations may be found in any

good Lexicon.



VOCABULARY.
ENGLISH AND HEBREW.

A.

able be, h'2) ; impf. b^^^ § 39.

abundance ]lon 1^.

according to, 3 prep.

acquire to, ni|5.

add to, f)p^ perf. and part, in

Qal; other parts in Hiph. See

§39.

adversary, IS 2. § 43.

advise, (Sec counsel),

afflict to, my Fi; affliction ^iV 2.

§ 45.

after, behind, "in«, nn«; nn«
after me &c. See § 49.

afterwards, inw, ]?"^"3nN.

again, HIJ^; and she again bore

n^hT fjDhl &c. See §39; (still),

aged, V. and adj. ]j5t; old age

alas! t^'Q^'

all, •?>) 2."
§ 43.

allow to, ]rii, flcc. and inf.

alone, nnb 2. § 43. See 12 in

Lex. / alone ^12) ^i« &c.

also, D3 ; both . . . and also, Dil . . . D3.

altar, (sacrifice),

among, amongst, (midst),

and, 1, § 15; both... and, ]....]

(also),

angel, messenger, "^sbl? 1.

angry be, f)^}?; mn, used im-

pers. : he was angry 17 H^n.

anger, ^N 2 (f]i«).

anoint to, H^D; Messiah r\>pip 1.

another, "irUS ; one another... ti'^Jji

rn«. See § 45.

any, (all) ; not any, none, 73. .

.

is7.

appear to, Niph. of see.

appearance, nS")!?, § 45.

approach to, (draw near),

arise to. Dip, § 40.

ark, T[2P\, (e firm),

ark (of covenant), ]nK 1.

arm, J^lll f. (generally) ;
pi. im, oth.

army, Tn § 41, (force).

1 The figures 1, 2, 3 after nouns indicate the Declensions.

9
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arrow, yn 2. § 43.

as, 3, 1B^t<3.

asceud to, (go up).

ashamed be ti'lS, § 40.

ashes, ]^'^ 2. i.

aside turn to, IID, § 40.

ask to, bi^^, § 36.

ass, he-ass TittD; she-ass ]inS 1.

assemble, bT\p Hiph.; (gather).

assembly, JTTJ^ 1., i^'^iPP.

atone to, *1SD Pi. (perf. in e);

pass. Ph.; for 7)1.

avenge to, Dj5i ; Niph. be avenged,

avenge oneself,

awake to, yp'' perf. unus. ; impf.

Vi^'l; perf y^j>n Hiph. of y^p.

B.

bad, J?n 1. § 43.

bank, HD^ 1. (lip.)

bark to, n3i.

Baal, bV.% 2.

be to, n;n, § 45.

bear to, carry, H^^
;

(lift up),

bear to, bring forth, HT; § 39.

be born, Niph.; beget, Hiph.;

a boy n^:^ 2., girl .T^b^. 2.;

native land m^lD, § 29. 2.

bear a, D'l 2. § 43.

beast, n^n (cattle),

beauty, ^D"; 2. § 45 (fair),

bed, n^O (stretch) ; 23^rp 1. (lie),

befall to, SnjJ; n^j?.

before, (face),

beget to, (bear),

begin to , bhu Hiph. (bT\T\)
;
pass.

Hoph.; beginning n?nr\.

beguile to, «li^i Hiph.

behind, (after).

behold, mn, "[H 2. § 43; behold

I (me) ^iin ; behold tve (us) ^iiH.

See § 49. Very often followed

by the participle.

believe to
,

])2N Hijyh. ; b of pers.

belly ]im 1.; ]^3 2. i. (vromb).

beneath, instead of, rinn 2.
;
plur.

suff. ''J^inri &c., rarely sing, ex-

cept Drinri.

bereaved be, 7^^^ st.

beside, b^i}, —me ^"?S«, § 35. 2-

between, y^ 2., § 41 ; between mc

and thee 1^^5^ "'4"'?
5
between me

and you D3''i^31 —

.

beware to, Niph. of keep.

beyond, 13JJ[.

bind to, saddle, ^'in; "lp«.

bird, fowl, ^^V 2. ; "IIB?, pi. D^D^.

bitter, to be, "11? st, "lO;; § 42.

bitter, 10 1., § 43.

bless to, "J13 Pi.; pass. Pu. § 36

;

blessed, '^I'lS; blessing H^IS 1.

blind, "l^j; 3.

blood, D^ 1
. ;

pi. blood shed ; with

heavy suff. D30"n.

blot out to, destroy, nniS
;
pass.

Niph.

boil to, cook, b\i}'l Pi.

bone, D^J^ 2. f.; pi. wi and oth.

book, "IBp 2.

bosom, p^Pl 2., § 41.

both, D^iB^ (two) ; with Suff. both

of us, ioe both ^yy^ &c.

bottle, nm 2.

bow a, n^|5 2. /".

bow down to, ^13 ; trans, ^i^j/i.

bpy, (bear).
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bread, DH^ 2.

broad be, 2W\ st.; broad Sm 1.;

breadth nnS 2.

break to, 12^; pass. Niph.;

broken ISB'i.

break down to, |^"1S.

break to (of day), n*?J^, day break

-in^ 2.

breath, HttB^i 1.

brightness, HJi 2.

bring to, Hiph. of cow^e.

bring down to, Hiph. of ^o

dotfw &c.

bring out to, Hiph. of jo out.

bring up to, rear, 7T[2 Pi.; (go up),

brook, "jriS 2.

brother, HK. See Table of Irreg.

Nouns,

buck, he -goat, Ji^'^h 2., § 41.

build to, ni2, § 44.

burn to, ^"i^; pass. Niph.; with

fire, m^.
burnt offering JlblJ^.

bury to, 15)?; pass. Niph.; grave

inj? 2. l, ninjp b. place,

but, ^3; D« ^3, dViK § 21 Ex.

butler, njyf^Q § 15; butlership

same (drink).

buy to, acquire, nij5, (possess),

buy corn to, "liti^.

by, (of cause), p, § 14.

by (beside) ^j; § 49.

c.

calamity, T« 2.. § 41.

calf, b^v_2.]f. nby/, §35.

call to, cry, «1|5 dat.; he called him

Adam Dlfrf 1^ «"lp ; he called his

name Adam D"I« lOB^TltJ Kip;

he was called Adam mS l"? fc<^pi.

cuptain, lly (prince),

to captvire (a city), ID a

carcase (corpse),

care take to, Niph. of keep.

cast to, throw, ']b\il Hiph.; pass.

cast lots to, (fall).

cattle, Tll^^^ 1.; cons. s. 'HS;

c. pi. 'rj5.

cave, rrjJ^O I., a (o) firm.

cease to, blU, st.; he ceased speak-

ing nsn'? ^nn.

cedar n« 2.

chamber, "nn 2 wi.

change to, fpT\ Pi.

cheek, ill*? 2., § 45.

cherub, 2113.

child, ibl 2.; ^"jIV 1-; '^'^IV 3.;

children of Israel ^Kn^l ^:3

(son),

choose to, inS; ace, 3.

city, '\>)f 2. f.] pi. n^il.

clean be to, IHO sf. ; clean IIHD 1

.

cleave to, p^l st.; to 2.

clothe oneself to, put on, wear,

15^37 St., ace; clothe (another)

with— , Hijyh., two accus.

cloud, ]ij; 1.

cold, adj. *1|? 1. § 43; noun Ip 2.

colt, Tj; 2. § 41.

come to, come in, enter, go in,

K13; bring Hiph.; pass. Hoph.;

entrance fc<130 1.

comfort to, DHi Pi.; pass Pu.

command to, HIS Pi.; pass. .t*u.;

a command HJ^D L
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commit to, entrust (oversee).

compassion, to have, Dm PL,

(pity),

conceal to, (hide),

conceive niH; impf. ITiny, vav

cons. "inr)i.

confide to, trust, HttJlil; in D.

contend to, 3""^., § 40.

continually, H^PiJ.

corn, \y^ 1.

corpse, carcase, ilb^i 1.

corrupt to, nntJ^ Hiph. {Pi) : pass,

Niph.

counsel to, advise, |^J^^, imj)f.

XVy^.'i
deliberate Niph., Hithp.;

counsel n^j; 1., § 39.

count to, number, "IBD; HiD, § 44.

count to, impute, reckon, DB^n.

country the (field).

court a, ^^n 1. c, pi. im and oth.

covenant a, IT'^lSl f.; to make a

covenant—ni3 (cut); establish,

fulfil a— , —D"'pn (arise).

cover to, HDD Pi; pass. Pu.; a

covering HDD)?, § 45.

cow, mB (ox).

create to, t^'jS; pass. Ni2)h.

creep to, \i^^'), impf, in o; creep-

ing things, ti'tt'l 2., coll.

cross to, pass over, by, IDJ^;

Hiph., bring over, make go

through &c. ; a crossing, ford

"inX^tt 1.

cry to, (call).

cry out to, pj^^, pV.\'i ^ ^'"1

cultivate to, (serve),

cunning, DIIJ^ 1.

curse to, 1"1fc< ; 77p Pi.

curse a, ban, Q^H 2.

cut down to, cut, 1X^2
;
pass. Niph.

D.

darkness, "^tS^fl 2.

dash in pieces, K'tSl Pi.; pass. Pu.

daughter, HS 2. i.; my d. '^F\'2, &c.

plur. niiS 1. Irreg. nouns,

day, D1^ 2., § 41; pi. D^p>, ^0\

dawn, day break, iriB' 2.

death, njO § 41 (die),

deceive to, (beguile),

declare to, (tell)
;
(hear)

;
(count),

deep be, pQj; St.; deep adj. pbj^ 1.

Add. Note 5 First Decl.

deliberate to, (counsel),

delight in to, |>Bn st; impf.

fSn^ in pause }^S)n\

delight, pleasure, y^f] 2., § 35;

delighting in, adj. y^ll 1.

deliver to, 7Ui Hiph.; pass. iViip/j,

depart to, "l^D § 40.

descend to, 1"]) § 39.

desert, wilderness, pasturej^Sntt 1

.

desire to, HttH; i'.npf. "ibH^ (once

n»n^) pass. iVi;;/*.; |>Dn s^.

desolation, ri2in 2.

despise to, 7?p; to be despised

•^P
(Qal).

destroy to, nriB^ Hiph. (Pi.)
;
pass.

Niph.; 1^^ Hiph pass. Hoph.;

(blot out),

die to, niD; to kill, Hiph., Pol.;

pass. Hoph.; dead HD ^jorf.

;

death rj» 2., § 41.

disease, sickness, vH 2., § 45.

displeased, ^J^t 1.
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divide to, bl^ JSiph.; pass. Niph.

do to, (make).

dog, nb 2.

door, nb-n 2 f.

dove, nil^ f. pi. ?>H.

draw near to, approach, 2"!|5;

JT^j;/i. bring near, offer, pre-

sent; tJ'Hi perf. used in iVip/t.,

fl^fpA. bring near; near i1*lj5 1.

dream to, 0711; impf. DTH^; a

dream Dl/H, plur. S/A.

drink to, T\rX^; to give to drink,

water, np^ Hiph.; feast HriB'P,

§ 4 5 ; a butler, cupbearer, Hj^li'O,

§45; cupbearer's office, same.

drunk be, 13^^ st; strong drink

drive out to, ti'lJ PL, pass. iVtp/i.

dry be, ^2) st, § 39; nnri; dry-

land nt^n: 1.

dumb, ubVi 3.

dust, IDj; 1.

dwell to, 2B^; § 39; ]DB^ ijwp/".

in o; Hiph., to place ; tabernacle

]3B^P, 2?;. ofA (?m).

E.

eagle, IB'i 2. i.

ear, ]ti< 2 . /"., dw. ; ^ive ear, hearken,

]^TNn Hiph., denom.
;
(hear),

earth, land, p« 2 f.

earthquake, ^yr\ (shake),

east, Clp; on the east of —

eat to, '?5fc)t, § 35; give to eat,

Hiph.; meat, food, ("jSK 2.),

nbDK 2., "PDWO 1.

edge, nS, U'ifA <Ae erf^e o/" the

sword nnn ^dV. See Table of

Irreg. Nouns,

eggs, DT? 2., pi./-., §41.

EgjT)t,nn^J?/-., § 10. 1; Egj-p-

tian n^Jp, fem. n^—

.

elder, ]|5t 1., (aged); elder, comp.

= greater, (gi-eat).

embrace to, p2n Pi.

empty, Dpn.

end, ^p 2., § 43; latter end

nnn« f.

end, be ended, DR sf. § 42 ; Hiph.,

to finish, complete; perfect,

on 1., n-'pn i.

enemy, rX 3.; enmity nn^« 2.

enter to, N13. 3, *?«.

entrance, fc<13fi 1.

escape to, tS^tt iVtp^.; rescue Pi.

establish to, Hiph. of Dip arise.

eternity, (ever).

evening, 3"1J^ 2 e.

ever, eternity, D^iy 1 ., 1J? ;
/or ei-er

d'pIV'P; eternal hills y n_n;

never yb . . . ^b.

every, 7lD, every day D1''"73, (all)

;

they went every man to his

house in-'sb vi^^ dir\.

evil, adj. yn 1., § 43; evil, n. Vl,

n^'3 2., §43;n«2., §41.

except, D{< ^3.

extinguished be, ^^"1 st.

eye, ]'.j; 2. /". § 41. Jtt; p?. nirV

fountains.

F.

face, faces, 0"*^© 1. ^/.; before,

formerly D"'iB^; before me ^iD?

&c.; used both of time duxdiplace.
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fair, beautiful, HD^ 1
., § 4 5 ; beauty,

fairness ''S'; 2.

fall to, ^Si, impf. in o, § 33; let

fall, drop, cast (lots), Hiph.

famine, (hungry).

far to be, pnT st.; far, adj.

pini 1.

fot «na 1.

father, 3H irreg. See Table of

Irreg. Nouns.

fear to, KT si., § 39, impf. «T1;

inf. nyiT.; pass. Niph.; terrible

Wl'ii; fear n«T 2., XniD 1.,

§ 38; fear nns 2.

feast, (drink),

feast, to hold a (religious), HJn,

§ 42, a (religious) feast in 2.,

§43.

feed to, nj^^; shepherd ilj^'l.

field, nn^ 1., § 45, pi. oth (?m).

fierceness, (heat), ]nn.

fight to, Dn7 Niph.; with, against

3 ; for b ; battle, war HOn'pip,

nan'pD, § 29. 2.

fill to, (be full),

find to, ^^12; pass. Niph.

fine, pT 1., § 43.

finish to, n^D Pi.; pass, Pu. (be

ended),

fire, ti^« 2. /•., § 43.

firmament, expanse, J^'^p'l 1.

first, former, ]1t:^K*1; at first

fish,':^, m-l 1., § 18. 3.

flame, H^n^ 1.

flee to, nna; DU; to put to

flight, D-'in (fl2p7i.) ; a refuge

DliO 1., § 41.

flesh, "ll!>3 1.

fling to, (cast).

flock, "|«S 2.; Tlj; 2.

flood (of Noah), ^!|2».

foe, S|^j< (enemy).

food, n"73« (eat).

fool, ^^i 1.; bMN; folly n^JK 2.

foot, bT\ 2. /. '

for, conj. ^3.

force, forces, army, h'^t\ 2., §41

;

also, wealth, valour.

ford to, (to cross).

ford a, "inXftt.

forget to, nDB-'
;
pass. Niph.

fork, ibtJ? 3.; pi. ni:i'?|D.

form to, 1?;, § 39; impf "IS''\

forsake to, 3tJ^ (leave).

four, § 48; fourth, ih.

fowl, (bird).

friend, HJ^I, § 45.

frog, y.^-"!?^ 3., § 30.

from, out of, prep. )0, § 49.

fruit, to bear, be fruitful, niB;

fruit ns 2., § 45.

full be, ^'^O s«.; o/", ace. ; be filled

with, Niph., ace. ; to fill (a thing

with) PL, two ace, § 38 ; full,

fulness, «^»; full, adj. i6jp.

G.

gain to (property), tl^DI; gain,

property tyD").

garden, ]5 2., § 43.

garment, n23 2. f. See note p. 1 7

;

nhn'^ 2.

gate, nv.a' 2.

gather to, *)P«, § 34 ; assemble,
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gather themselves, and pass.

Niph.\ '^1-p Pi.

gazelle, (beai%), ^II^ 2. i., § 45.

generation, ^IT 2., § 41, pi. im,

6th.

genealogies, history, nlTbin pi. f.

(bear).

Gentiles, DMl ^13 nation,

girl, (bear), (lad),

give to, ]ni, § 33; dat.; gift

ino 1.

glad be, (joyful).

glorify to, 12^ Pi. (be heavy);

glory nns 1

.

go to, "^7)1. § 39; walk, Hithp.

go down, ']']) § 39; HiiJh. bring

down; pass. Hoph.

go in, Kia, § 40; bring in, HipJi.,

pass. Hoph.; followed by 2,

bi^, ace.

go out, HT, § 38, 39; bring out,

Hiph. ; 'pa.sH. Hoph.; of ]'Q, out-

going, exit «^10 1., § 38.

go up, T\h)l; bring up, Hiph.; an

ascent TwV^, § 45.

let go to, nb'^ Pi.

God, D\'i7S pi. (sing, in poetry

niVs); with insep. prepp. 't^"?

&c., but '«».

gold, ant 1.

good be, pleasing, agreeable, 2113

perf.; impf. 2^^\; do good to,

do right, Hijih.; well, very

n^^NT inf. abs. § 39.

good, adj. nita; good, goodness,

the best n!|D 2., at3"'» 1.

govern to, rule, over, b^ip, 2;

(king).

grass, Wa^T 2.; 2ii>j;2.; to sprout

grass (young) t<''^"in H^>/i.

(?enom.

grave, (bury).

great be, grow, ^"13 st; bring up

(a child) Pi.; magnify, Hijih.

(Pi.)] — oneself, Hithp.; great

7112 1
. ;

greatness ^"l-l 2.
;
great

nni., §43, pl.many.

greyhairs Hll'^li'.

groan to, PliK Nijih. § 34.

ground, nOlX 1.

grow up, (be great).

grow, of grass, (grass)
;
(sprout).

guilty be, DB^K st.; suffer, be

punished (as guilty) Niph.,

guilty, part.; guilt D^K 1.,

H.

Hades (She'ol).

half, '^n 2., § 45.

halt to, be lame, ybs.

hand, T 1. /•., § 18; t/our—
DDT.

hang up to, yp^ Hiph., J?^pin.

happen to, to, (befall),

hard be, TW^p/, harden, Hiph.;

hard, severe riB^p 1.; (heavy),

hate to, Up, § 38; hatred

nsity 2.

head, B^«n, § 41. pi. D^lt'S'l.

heal, NDT; pass. A^p/t.

hear, hearken, obey, PtStJ^; make

be heard, declare, Hiph.; (ear);

rumour, report V'?^ 2.

heart, nn"? 1
.

, n'? 2. , § 43 (pi.

vth in both).
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heaven, heavens, D^OK' 1. pi.

heavy be, 12^ st; make heavy,

harden; (honour, glorify) Pi.;

heavy, ^33 1.

Hebrew, nnj?, fern. 7\\— &c.

heifer, rby)l 2.

help to, llj;; help "llj; 2., § 35.

hero, mighty man, 1133.

hide to, inO pass., reflex. Niph.;

act. Hiph.; t<2n pass., reflex.

Niph., Hithp.; act. ITipft.

high be, Dll; lift up, Hiph.; high,

lofty Dl 1 . part.

hill, mountain, in 2., § 43.

history, (genealogies),

hither, here, adv. DDH.

ho! Mn.

holy be, tS^HJ^ s^; sanctify Pi.;—
oneself Hithp.; holy, saint

B^nj? 1.; holiness Vflp 2.; holy

place, sanctuary ^"Ip, ti^'^|?l? 1 •

honey, ti^?'^.

horn, ]n;5 2. f.

horse, DID 2.; mare, cavalry, f.

host, army, time of service i<3^

1. pi. m.
hot be, nn St.; hot DH 1., § 43;

heat Dh 2.

house, nil 2., § 41. ; home nn";|;

pi. D^na.

how! n»; ^^«.

howl to, b"?^ Ifip/i., § 39.

hungry be, 2y_-] st.; hungry, 2V_y,

hunger, famine DJ^T 1

.

hunt to, n^S ; venison T|S.

husband, (man).

if, n«.

ill, (evil).

image, D^S 2.

imagination, 1^^ 2. (form).

impute to, reckon, DB'n.

in, prep. 2, § 14; into, D, ^K.

increase to, T]2\

inhabit to, 1^^ § 39; inhabitant,

inherit to, ti^T § 39, dispossess

Hiph.; bni, give to inherit,

Hiph.

iniquity,
]J!(jt 2., § 41; (evil, guilt),

innocent, ''pi 1., H^|?i.

inside, midst, heart, 31|5 2. i.;

ivithin the city 1''Vn 'p3; — mc

^anpS (midst),

instead of, nPlh (beneath).

Israel b^'))^\

J.

Jehovah, nin^; perhaps 7W7\\;

usually read "'i'lM.

Jerusalem, D^K'nV

journey to, J^Di; journey J^Dl? 1.

joyful be, rejoice &c., nofc' sf.;

glad, joyful, part; gladness,

joy 7\T\'dp 2., also, ^'»il verb

and noun, § 40—41.

Judah, VrVX\\

judge to, t3D!2^; to litigate, im-

plead one another Niph.; a

judge, part. ;
judgment ISSB^D 1

.

just be, righteous &c. 'p'Ti st.;

justify Hiph.;—oneself, Hithp.;

just, righteous p^^^; righte-

ousness PI'S 2. i., npns 1.
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K.

keep to, watch, lOB^; keep one-

self, take care, beware, Nij)h.;

watchman, part; watch Itt^D

1.; watch, charge, n^lp^'l?,

nno— § 29.

key, nriDO 3 (open).

kid, ^-12, § 45.

kill to, ilH; Hii)h. of die (n^OH).

kindle to, Hiph. of r\T; l^)),

§39.

king be, rule ^TQi over 7^, i;

make one king Hiph.; pass.

Hoph.; a king "^7)2 2.; queen

na^O 2.; kingdom nsbo!? &c.,

§ 29. 2.

kiss to, pB^i, imp/", in a, (also o)

;

tfat; a kiss ni?"'B'l

kneel to, "^"^S s^.; to make (a

beast) kneel, Hiph. The other

parts in sense of "bless";

(bless); knee "^yi 2. i., f. du.

know to, J;^^ § 39; impf. yv,

imp. Vn, inf. cons. r\)ll; pass.

Niph.; inform, make known,

Hiph.; pass. Hoph.; knowledge,

L
lad, nj^S 2. ;

girl, damsel, /". Hl^i 2.

ladder, D7D.

lady, mistress, XT12!l 2. z. See

§ 29. 2.

lance, V^d^ 2.

land, (earth),

last, ]1-in«, (after),

law, instruction, n^W, (teach).

leaf, rhv^ 1., §45.

lean to, rest, press, act. '^OD; one-

self, Niph.; ]V^ Niph.; upon b)!.

learn to, 1127 st.; make learn,

teach, Pi., tivo ace.

leave to, abandon, 3TJ^ ;
pass. Niph.

leave off to, stop, (cease).

left (over) be, remain, ^JSIt!^; to

leave over, let remain, Hi})h.;

pass. Niph.

left (hand), '?1«Db^.

length, (long).

leopard, ^Qi 1.

lest, conj. "jD, joined with impf.

lick to, pj57.

lie down to, lie, 22^ st.; a bed

33^0 1.; to lie down (of

beasts) y^") st.; a stall, rest-

ing place |>aiO 3., § 30.

lie to (speak falsely), 3t3 Pi.;

a lie no 1.
T T

life, (live).

lift up to, bear, «b>i (high).

light be, shine, l!\i^, j^erf. in o;

give light, Hiph., § 40; light

ni« 2.; luminary, light 1"l«0

1., pi. oth (tm).

light be, swift, bp, st, § 42; to

curse. Pi.; lighten, Hiph.; light,

swift "^p. 1., § 43.

like, prep, 3. § 14.

lion, "'l.fcj 2., § 45; young lion

TB3.

lip, edge, shore, HDb' 1. du.

listen to (hear), ^K, 3.

little be, )bp st, § 22; lit

]bp 1., ]^p 1. — the first forr

is not inflected {once in cons.
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the second is inflected H^Dp

&c. See Add. Notes.

little a, some, a few t3j?p ; a little

ivater, food &c. b^i<, D";0 '0

;

a feio people 'fi ""ri^ &c.

live to, iTn, § 45; living ""n

(from root douh. ^Ay.); life "'n

chiefly pi. D"'*)!; living crea-

ture, beast n^n.

lofty be nna St.; lofty, high HiJ

1; loftiness, height H^il 2.

long be, 1J*3«
St.; to prolong

Hiph.; long 25«>*^. only in cons.

"TJ"1S (see Add. Notes to first

decl.), 1J'1«
1. infl. nsnS (see

Add. Notes); length "^nx 2.

look to, tani -Hiiij/t.

lord, ]n« 1.; takes pi. suff., ex-

cept in 1 st pers. s. Avhere it

admits sing, also (and rarely

in 1 p. pi.) ; Lord mn\
lot, Vnm 1., pi. oth.

loud, bnS (great).

love to, anS St., § 34; love

niinj;? inf. cons.

low be, b^^ St.; low b^'^; to

bring low Hiph. of ^51^ or ^13.

M.

maid, nnSB' 2.; ntt« 1., pi. ir-

reg. ninOi:; , see Table of Irr.

Nouns.

magnify to, (be great).

make to, do, Hb^J^; pass. Niph.;

to make one thing into another,

two accus.; work, deed H^J?)?,

§ 45; bys poet.; a work '?j;s 2.

male, nDT 1.

man, husband, ti'^K; man, man-

kind n-i«.

manner, '^'Tl 2., tOSB^O 1.

mantle, b^V.^; nn^«, § 29. 2.

many be, increase, nil"^; increase

to, act. Hiph.; many 3T 1.,

§43.

mare, (horse),

matter, (word),

measure to, T1I3, § 42.

meat, (eat),

meet to, N'1|?; infin. cons. HNI'lp,

to meet him IDX'lpb &c.

melt to, ilD, and Nip)h.

memory, "IDT 2.

mention to, Hiph. of remember.

merciful to be. Dm Pi., ace. pri;

mercy, loving kindness HDH.

messenger, (angel).

midst, IJiri 2., § 41; 7vithin the

house—^"irilll; (inside).

mighty man, (hero).

minister to, iVW Pi. (serve).

mischief, ]1DK.

missile (send).

mistress, (lady).

month, tS^nh 2., (new).

moon, rtT.

more, (still), *7lj;.

morning, "IJ^i 2.

morsel, fragment, flB 2. i. /". § 43.

mother, n« 2., § 43.

mouniaiu, (hill).

mourn to, *TDD; b2^ st.; mourn-

ing nspp 3.

mouth, edge, HS. Table of Irreg.

Nouns.

much, 21 1., § 43; (many).
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N.

naked, D'l^j; pi. D^JSI^j;, Add.

Notes; nakedness, HJ'lJ^ 2.

name, DK^ 3.; pi. niOB^.

narrate to, "12D Pf.

nation MH (people),

native land, n*]bll2 2. (bear),

near, Dl^j^ 1., (draw near).

neck, 'lfc<J^ 1 . sing and pi.

new, a^nn i.

night, '?•'.'? 2., § 41, usually nb^,*? 2.

no, not, fc<7 direct; 7H subjective;

no, none
'i''_X 2.

not to, ''i^^Il^ inf.

north, ]1SS 1.

now, nplj^.

number to, Hitt; (count),

nurse, nj^i^O 2. i. § 29.

0.

oath, nj^^nu^ (swear).

offer to, Hiph. of 31p r7ra?« wefrr.

offering, ]2l*1|^ ; meat— (i. e. blood-

less) nnin; drink— "^Oi 2 t.;

burnt—n"?^.

ointment, ]J3B^ 2.

old, (elder, aged).

olive, nil 2., § 41.

on, upon, 3, bj;. §§ 14. 49.

one, § 48; one—another, § 45

(friend), (brother).

only, pi, ?!«.

open to, nriS; pass. Niph.; door

nJID 2. i.; key nriD» 3.; to

open (of eyes) JlpD
;
pass. Niph.

oppress to, "^vh, HiV -P*-

or, IN; Di;?, DK"! in interrogative

or indirectly interr. sentences,

—shall u-e go or shall n-c for-

bear? bim DN (DNi)—"rjbin;

or no, or not iih DN.

other, "iriN, pi. D"'nn«.

out, out of, ]lp.

out at, in at, *1J^3 (properly "in-

terval" "distance"),

outside, pn ; to the outside n^^nil

;

on, at, the outside of the house

nis"? ]^!in».

over, upon, 7J^.

overflow to, overwhelm, fp^.

oversee to, visit, "IpD; commit,

entrust, Hiph.; an overseer

TpE 1.

ox, IS 2., § 43; cow, fern.; ^^ti}

§41.

pain, ^^n 2., § 45; nND».

palace, ^D\'l 1. pi. vw (5^^).

palm, (hand), f]3 2., § 43.

pass by, "^^J^ (cross),

passover, npD 2.

pasture, "13"])? (desert).

path, n^ni 1.

pay to, nb\i} Pi.

people, Dj; 2., § 43.

perfect, DH 1., § 43; D^»n 1. (be

ended),

perish to, 12^, § 35; destroy.

Pi., Hiph.

permit to, ]rii ace.

pit, prison, 1121 2., § 41, pi. oth.

pity to, pn, § 42.

place to, D^ty, n^lJ'; (set), (dwell),

(rest),

place a, DlpO I., jil. uth; (arise).

/
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plague, V5i 2.; HSD.

plain, nbsk
plant to, V^i ; a plant J^^i 2 i.

play to, sing &c., "Ittt Pi.

plead with to, in, ?, QJ^, § 40.

plough to, ts^^n.

plunder to, tl2, (spoil)
;
(take).

poor, ]VD«, bll.,% 43.

possess to, nij?, U'T; possessor

ni|5; possession HiipD, § 45.

pot, Tp, pi. 6th.

pour out, "^F)^ (spill),

powerful, niSj; 1.

prayer, nVsH.

precept, Tlp2, (oversee),

prey, Hlpb)? (take),

presence, in of, ^iD? (face),

priest, ]n^ 3.

prince, t^ 2., § 43.

prolong to, Hiph. of "JJIS 6e /o«5'.

promise to, *^)?^j!: ««/?w.

prophesy to, H^^ Niph., (Hithp.);

concerning, b, h"^', prophet

«'?? 1.

prove to (try), f\yi. ]n3.

proverl), 7B^I3 1.

punished be
,

Qal, Mjih. of DB'H

be guilt?/.

pursue to, ^ll.

put on, wear, ^27 ace; to clothe,

dress with, Hiph., tivo ace, § 38.

put out to, (the hand), PIvB^.

put to, place, set, ]ni

Q.

queen n37D 2.

quiet, ]:«B^.

quiet become, 'pT\X^, impf. o.

R.

rain to, "H^fi Hiph.; rain llpD 1.

ram, '?";« 2.

ransom, 'HBlS 2., (atone).

read to, S^j?.

rebel, revolt to, yB^S ; against S.

receive to, Hj?^. § 33.

redeem to, JTlD, 7^3 ; redemption

nnS; redeemer ^iS3.

refrain to, pn"] sf. (far).

refresh to, HJ^D.

refuge, (flee), (trust).

regard to, 7\yr^, •?«, (look).

reign to, (king).

rejoice to, (joyful be).

remember to, "IDJ ;
pass. Niph.;

call to remembrance, mention,

Hiph.; memory "I5I 2.

remove to, "TlD intrans. ; JTi^/j.

trans.

rend to, J^'lp.

repent to, DHi iVyj/t. Dill

report, H^^DK^ (hear).

rescue to, (escape)
;
(deliver).

rest to, riHB^; make cease, Hiph.;

n^li; give i-est, Hiph. n^iH dat.;

place, set, Hiph. n""!"!; resting-

place niiD, nniiip, § 4i;

sabbath natt' 1.

restore to, (return),

return to, DItJ'; restore Hiph.,

Pol.; return nn^lt^n.

reveal to, 7\7^.

review to, IpS, (oversee),

rib, side, yhi f- !•; pl- <>^'« C^'^)-

riches, "^in 2 (force); rich 'T^V..

ride to, M^ s^; to make ride,
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set on a horse &c. , Hiph.;

chariot DDn 2. i., iiasitt.

riddle, HTn.

righteous be, (just),

rise to, D^p.

rise early to, Hiph. DDB^.

rise to (of star &c.), nij; rising,

shining JTIT 2.

river, IHi 1. pi. oth and wi;

lt<^ (mainly of Nile and its

branches),

roll to, "pSj §a^, Hiph.; pass.

rule over to, (govern),

rumour, (report),

run to, }>1"1; make run, bring

hastily, Hiph.; runner, post,

s.

sabbath, (rest).

sacrifice to, n2J; sacrifice HST

2. t.; altar n3t0 3., pi. 6f/i

(offer, offering),

saddle to, (bind),

saint, (holy),

sake of, for, "B "112^3) — of me

nUV?; "bbn; see ISy, "t^:

in Lex.

salt, nSo 2.

salvation, (save),

sanctify to, (holy),

sanctuary, (holy),

sand, bin 2., § 41.

satisfied be, V?^ sf., t{;ifA, ace;

to satisfy with, Hiph., two ace,

§ 38; satisfied, V.?^ 1.; fulness

yair 2, ynb^ 1.

save to, yU/^ 5i7;/t., V.'^IH; pass.

Niph.; salvation, safety y^^l

2.; nj;^ty\

say to, promise, "lOK, § 35.

scattered be, |>1D (impf.); to

scatter, Hiph.; pass. iVzp/t.

sceptre, tribe, rod, I22p 2.

scribe, IDb 3. (count).

sea, D; 2., § 43, cons. U), -U), and

ni (only in ^^D"D;:).

see to, n«"3, § 44—45; pass.

Niph.; shew, let see, Hiph., two

ace; seer, riKT; sight, aspect>

face riNnO.

seed, Vnt 2., (sow).

seek to, enquire at, tS^^T; pass.

Niph.

seek to, typn Pi.

sell to, IDO; pass. Niph.

send to, n"?!^; send away, loose,

FL; a missile nbt^ 2. i.

serpent, B^Hi 1,

serve to, till, 12)1; P^^^. Niph.;

enslave, Hiph.; servant 12)1 2.;

service iTliJ?; to serve= min-

ister (mainly in sacred things)

rnt^ Pi.

set to, ]ni, D>^, n-'B'; ]!|3 IftpA.,

Po7.; pass. Nip)h., (place).

seven, seventh, § 48.

shadow, "P^ 2., § 43.

shake to, ^^T): trans. Hiph.; an

earthquake trj;"! 2.

shave to, vh^ Pi.; Hithp,

shed to, (spill).

Sheol, hades, blNB^.

shepherd, herdsman, T^yh (feed).

shine to, ^1fc<.
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shore, (lip),

short, 1^{5 1.

shouhkr, DSK^ 2. i.

shut to, lyO; pass. Niph.

sick be to, n^H; sickiu-ss 'wfj.

side, end, HDT (nDT?), dn.

(once siw^.); in cons, kuph liua

silent be, Ul st. (imj)f. also in o).

silver, ^03 2.

simple one a, ^JIB 2., § 15.

sin to, Kttn; sin «lpn 2., nHBH;

sinner (sing.) KOh jj«r<., KOn

(used iji plur.).

sing to, TtJ'; a song TB^ and

/Vw.

sister, ninS I. Irreg. nouns.

sit to, dwell, 2^1, § 3'J; make

to sit, place. Hiph.; pass.

Hoph.; a seat DIJ^ID 1.

slay to, iin (die),

slaughter to, IDnC^.

sleep to, jti'^ sf.; sleep, slumber

DU; sleep heavily DIT Niph.;

sleep Hil^ 1., no^ir^; heavy

(ecstatic) sleep HlS'l'iri, e firm,

smell to, nn Hiph.; smell nn 2.

smite to, f]?^; puss. Niph.; HDi

fii2)/i. n3n, pass. Hoph.; yji;

stroke, defeat 1122!?, HSD,

yji 2. i. (The word ,130 is

of general use, the other

two very commonly of divine

plagues.)

smoke ]B^J| 1.

snare, HS 2.. § 43.

sole (of foot), palm, ^^3 2 f..

§43.

some, (a little); ]P partitive.

son, ]3 3. Irreg. nouns.

sore, yi (bad).

sorrow, heaviness, ]'\y 1.

soul, C^Di 2. /".

south, n.^: 2.

sow to, ynt; bear seed, Hiph.;

seed yiT 2.

speak to, *13T Pi. (pcrf. in e); a

word, thing 121 1
.

; everything

13"1 "Pb, 7iO</ji«^ 1 ^3—«"?,

or '!—«'?.

spill to, '^BC'; pass. Niph.

spirit, wind, nn /'. 2.

spoil to, plunder, 7>^; spoil

•p^c^ 1.

spread to, spread out (hands),

trnS; yi^ Hiph., § 39. 3.

sprout to, no^; make to sprout,

Hiph.; sprout, branch no^ 2.

i.; (grass).

staff, "jiJO 3., pi. oth.

stall, lair, |^31D 3., (lie down).

stand to, IDJ^; set up, Hiph.;

steal to, 3ia §rtZ and Pi.; pass.

Pic, Niph.; thief, 3i2, a.

star, 3313 1.

still, yet, more, "11^; sw/f. as ]''8,

see § 49; s<i7/ alive V *11V;

(again),

statute (command); ph 2., § 43,

fem. njJn; (precept),

stone, inx 2.

stranger, sojourner, 13 1., § 41;

strange, foreign ^"133 (nokhri).

street, f^in 2.; pi. oth; p^B^ 2.;

nrri, /: pi. 6<a.
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strength, (strong).

stretch to, HDi, also Hiph.; (put

out) ; a bed HlSlp.

strip to, tSK'B Hiph.

strong be, ptn s^.; y^i< st.; streng-

then PI; D^j; St.; strong pm,

rj;, D^:?:;: strength, pp and

/•m.; li^ 2., § 43; n3 2.,

§43.

strive to, plead, 2^"1, § 40, strife,

plea nn 2., nnniD.

suck to, py § 39 ; suckle, give

suck, Hipih.; nui'se, part. Hiph.,

see § 29.

suffer to, punishment, (be guil-

tyV. to suffer pain 3i<2 st.

(jiain).

sun, C^OB^ 2.

swarm to, |^^tJ^; loitU ace; a

swarm Y^^^ -•

swear to, V'^'C) Niph.; oath HJ^Dt^.

sweat, nj^I e firm.

sweet be, priO s^.; sweet piriO 1.,

inflect, npino.

sword, D^n 2., /.

sycamores, CppB'.

tabernacle, ]3t!^P (dwell).

take to, npV, pass. iV^jj>>/i., Pu.,

§ 33; prey, plunder nip*?}?;

take (cajDture in war &c.) ID^;

pass. Niph.

tall, nb2 (great). Cons. ^33-

tambourine, ^P 2., § 43.

taste to, DJ^^; taste, sense

QJiB 2.

teach to, (learn), HT Hiph., rTIIH;

law, instruction ITIin.

tell to, lii Hiph.; pass. Hoph.;

(count), (say), (speak),

temple, 7D\'l (palace),

tent, SnS 2; pi. D-'briK.

terrible, M^JIi (fear),

testify to, H^lV Hiph.; witness HJ^.

that, conj. '^2', in order that IJ^ob

with in^n. cons., or iniperf.;

that is very often expressed

by vav consecut.

then, of time, \^; then of tran-

sition in thought, 1 simple and

conseciit.

thence, (there),

there, DtT; thither HttB^; thence

U^D ; where , whence &c.

(who),

there is (was), Vfl; — icater \i}l

D";)?; I have 'h ^> &c.; there

is (was) not, j^.tjl, there is no

2cater— Y^ ; suff"., see § 49.

therefore, p'7j^.

thief (steal),

thigh, "^T 1.; cons. "^T. See

Add. Notes to first declens.

thing, (speak),

thither, (there),

thorn, y^p 2.

thought, nSB^ntt, § 29. 2 (count),

cons. pi. 'no.

thresh B^H; threshing-floor ]^il

2., pi. oth.

threshold, *)P 2. i., § 43 Rem.

throne, seat, fc^D3 3., pi. oth.

thus, nb.

tidings, to bring, preach "^102 Pi.
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till, cultivate, (serve).

till, until, prep. 1)1', conj. HV

"lU'K with ^Jer/". or impf. ac-

cording to sense. Suff. § 49.

time, n;; 2., § 43; time (fois,

mal) Dj;S 2. gen. fern., plur.

wi, (prop, ste}).); twice D'*OyD,

three times D^PJ;D ^b\^.

tingle to, b^, § 42.

together, lU^, )in\

to-morrow, ^HO.

tongue, ]'\&7 1. gen. fem., pi.

touch to, yji; D.

tower, ^"^iP 1- pi- »» and of/i.

transgress, V^^B; againsi, 3; trans-

gression yc's 2. »'.

tread to, DO^.

tree, )>j; 1.; wood, p?. and

tremble to, Tl^ *^«

tribe, (sceptre).

trust to, to flee for refuge to,

non, 2; a place of refuge

nonO; (confide), (flee),

to try (as silver), f^, ]n3; to

try, prove, tempt HDi Pi.

turn to, overturn, turn into,

^BH; pass. Niph.; (return),

turn aside to, *1^D.

twins, D^lpSn.

two, § 48; they two, both of

them, DH'^iti^ &c. ; the second

time, n''iB^

u.

under, (beneath).

unless, ''h^h (usually pi-rf.).

until, IV., 'IJ^ &c.; (till). § 49.

unto, *?«, ^b« <Slc., § 49.

upright, IC'; 1

.

upon, 7j?; suff. § 49.

upwards, HvJ^b, see H^V in Lex

Y.

valley,
7])l])2 2., "pPli 2., 8^.2 2.

valour, Tn 2 (force), § 41.

vain, empty, p^*1, p^^; vanity

pn, Witt'.

vengeance, HOpi 1. (avenge),

venison, T^ 2., § 41.

very, I'tiD (prop, a noun),

vine, ]B3 2.

vineyard, D"^3 2.; vinedresser

nnb 3.

violence, wrong, DDH 1.

virgin, nS^n!!.

vision, nS'nO (see),

visit to, (review), (oversee),

voice, 7lp 2.

vow to, ^"1i ; a vow "Yli 2.

w.

walk to, Hithp. of ^o.

wall, noin.

wander to, wave, tremble, J^O;

a wanderer, yi part.

war, (fight),

wash to, yrn ;
— clothes D33 Pi

{perf. in e).

I

waste away to, pO iV'i/j/t.
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waste to, lay waste, DtttJ' Hiph.

watch to, (keep).

water, waters, D^O pi.

water to, 11(5^(1 (drink).

way, manner, '^^'1 2. c.

weak, "j^ 1., § 43.

wealth, TH 2 (force).

wean to, 705; pass. NipJi.

weapon, 'h'2, pi. D"*^?, c. "hii.

wear to, (put on).

weary be, *]j;^ sf. § 39; weary,

weep to, nD3, § 44—45.

weigh to, bip^, pass. Nipli.

well, 1«2 2. f.

west, D;, § 43.

whelp, lia (lion).

when, 3, 3 with inf. cons. ; "Ill's?,

^3 with Finite forms.

when? how long? ""riD, '0 Ij;.

where, whither &c., (who).

whether?, ?, H, § 49; D« (or).

who, which, "IB^N, § 13. AVhen

IB^N is not used in the sense

of he ivhOf that ivhich (i. e.

is not a substantive), its

use appears to be that of

a mere particle indicating

relation, as it is both un-

inflected and ungovemed.

Hence relative sentences are

made as if they were direct,

except that this word stands

at the head of them :
—

The man tvho

is with me >m «!|n '« tJ^^NH

the man whom

I struck in« '•n^sn „ „

the man whose

horse — IDffi '« tS^^«n
• T

the place tvhere —

The pronoun or particle in

the sentence may very readily

be omitted if no ambiguity

would arise; the Eel. is also

often omitted, particularly if

the rel. clause be an adjec-

tival description of an in-

definite subject, but also other-

wise ; and sometimes both may
be omitted.

who? interrog. § 13.

whole, (all).

why? wherefore? nB*?.

wicked, yB^"1 1.; wickedness

n^i^-i 2.

wife, (woman).

wilderness, (desert).

willing to be, n3«, § 35.

wind, (spirit).

wine, p. 2., § 41.

wing, border, extremity, t]^'2 1.

f. (hi. (pi. oth).

wise be, D3n st., impf. D?n^;

wise D3n 1.; wisdom nosn 2.

wish to, l^pn si.

with, prep. Dj; 2.; n« 2., § 43.

See suff. § 49; with of in-

strument 3.

withdraw to, (be far).

within, (inside), (midst).

witness Ij; 1., § 41, (testify).

wolf, 3«t 2., e firm.

woman, H^S. Table of Irreg.

Nouns.
10
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womb, )03 2. i. f.; Dm 2. c.

wood, timber, (tree),

word, tiling, mutter, "l!!l"n 1.

work to, (make),

wrestle to, p2N Niph.

write to, DDS; pass. Niph.;

(count).

year, Hili' 1., pi. hn (oth poet.);

a yearling '11^ ']2', 20 years

old = son of 20 years.

yoke, b); 2., § -13.

yonder. See § 13.

young, younger, (little), § 47.

youth, young man, *1J?i, f. niVi;

time of youth, Dn.iy:.
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»

See2^ a father] Cons., "^^t^

Table of Irreg. Nouns.

15« to perish, («"D § 35).—Impf.

•12K>—Hiph. T^?t$n to destroy.

nnS to be willing («"S § 35).—

Impf. n2S\

]ViK m. poor.

]n« 2 /"., a stone.

pn« Qal unus.—Niph. p5«i to

wrestle, Ex. 37.

DHK 1 m.. man.
T T '

non« 1 /"., <Ae ground.

]nK 1 w., Zord.—Takes sufF. of

plur. noun. See Note 4, Ex. 40.

"With prefix '•I'IK'? &c.

nil« 2 /"., a mantle, § 29. 2.

nnS fo love (Pe. Gutt.).—Impf.

Sns;^ (and other forms).

hT\^ 2 m., a feni, PI. irreg. whn'i^

and seldomer D^?nK.

]'\^ 2 tn., vanity, wickedness, § 41.

"lis to 6e Z/^Af, shine, (Y'V) Perf.

"Il«. Hiph. TKn to give light.

§40

-Il« 2 m., Zi^R § 41.

"11«a 1 m., a Zi^A^, luminary; PI.

tm and ofA.

tS adv. t/tew.

]tN 2 f., the ear.

nS m., a brother. See Table of

Irr. Nouns.

nnK w., nn« /"., owe § 48.

in« adv. aftertvard; prep, rt/lfer,

Je^iwJ; oftener nnx.—nn«

after me &c.

nriK adj., another; pi. D^HK.

S;;i< 3 m., an enemy, § 30.

T« 2 w., calamity, § 41.

Tj^y; adv. Aoi«.^ how!

]\^ 2 (nothing), there is not; cons.

"

1^«. Suff. § 49.

^"^ m., a man. Table of Irreg.

Nouns.

niS'S f., a woman. See Irreg.

Nouns.

h^i} to eat («''S § 35).—Hiph.

^"D^n to give to eat.

h^'^ 2"m., food; n^DK 2 f, id.

•jDWD 1 m., id.

10*
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byi adv. 710, not, with Juss.

b^ prep., unto. Suflf. § 49.

D\n^S pi. m., God.-'-(Hmg. nib«

used in poetry). With prefix.

U^rhiib &c., but 'K».

tVs »f., an idol.

ch^ 3 adj., diimb.

DS adv. i/"; Di< ^3 earcepf.

n« 2 /"., wJO^Aer, § 4.3.

]m to be //rm.—Hiph. )^»«n to

believe, 2, 7.

no« 2 i. /., frnf/i (nio«).

p« /o ie s^ron^ (st. § 23).—Pi.

to make strong.

1DK to say, to promise, intend (X"B

§35).

^i« pron., J, § 12.

f\m to gather (Pe. Gm«.).—Impf.

f]b^\—Niph. to assemble, be

assembled, Ex. 38.

f)S 2 wj., f^e nose, anger.—Du.

D"'BS f^e nostrils, face. (']iK fo

6reaf/ie).

b^^ 2 used as prep, beside; beside

me ^b^iS § 35. 2.

yaiN /bnr, § 48.

T^S 2 m., cedar.

n« 2 m., a /zow, § 45.

1J"li^ 2 »n., length.

y^k 2 /"., eaWA, ?anf7; pi. 6th.

T\^ to curse {'Ayin Doub.).—Impf.

ISJ § 42.

m 2f., fire, § 43.

I^fcj rel. pron. tvho, which, § 13.

•T^^^? /*., Asherah, (the goddess

or her symbol).

nS a particle placed before the

definite ace. Suff. § 49.

n« prep. with. Suff. § 49.

nriK pron. ^/iOM, § 12.

]lny! 1 /"., a she-ass.

3 prep. i», 0??, among; by of

insti-ument. § 14. Suff. § 49.

"I«2 2 /•., a well; pi. 6f/».

133 2 i. m., agarment, covering.—
'Suff. n33, Note p. 17.

^^ 2 w. (separatioti), n37 a^arf,

afone; 7 a^one ""'is'p ^i« § 43.

hl2 Qal unus.—Hiph. to separate,

divide.—Niph. pass.

nfiilS 1 f., cattle, tame beasts; cons.

non3, cons. pi. ni)on3.

fc<13 to come, go, go in (1"V, K"?).

—

Impf. «13\—Hiph. N^3n, /o

6rj«^. Hoph. pass. § 38, 40.

"113 2 m., a;)i«; pi. oth, §41.

t!^13 fo fee ashamed (V'V § 40).—

Impf. tj'n:.

ID fo plunder, spoil (Doub. 'Ayin

§ 42).—Imp. li\

"ins to choose (Ayin Gutt. § 36);

ace, 3.

n03 to trust (Lam. Gutt. §37);

in, 3.

103 2 z. f., the womb, heart.

]^3 2 (interval) prep, between,

among. Repeated before the

second word and usually takes

the numb, of its suff.

—

between

me and you D3"'i"'3^ "'i"'3.—For

^3 . . . V^ also •? . . .p Ex. 27.

JT^S 2 «i., a house. See Irr.

Nouns.

n^i3, birthright.
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]2 3 m., a so)i. See Irr. Nouns.

niS fo build, ai^oc. impf. ]'2%

na 2 /"., a daughter. See Irr.

Nouns.

nj^S 2 prep, behind, in at, out at,

]1^nn '2 in at, out at the ivindoic
;

noinn "l over the wall.— SufF.

nS|5 § 36. 2.

bj^a to marry, (Ay. Gutt.); part.

pass. f. nVyS married.

bj^B 2 m., Zord, husband, Baal.

Suff. § 36. 2.

"IJ5i 2 »H., morning.

\ifp2 Qal unus. Pi. tt^|?3 <o seefe.

N'13 to cut, fashion, to create (fr?"7

§ 38).—Niph. pass.

«na 1 adj., fat.

n^^S f., a covenant; '1 r\"!3 to

make a covenant; "2, D^pH to

establish a covenant.

^'y^. to kneel.—Pi. Tl? to bless:

Pu. 2mss. (§ 36);

—

blessed 1]1"I2

1 part. Qal.

1J"12
2 i. f. the knee, du.

nD"33 I f., a blessing.

n^3 1 m., flesh.

hi^2i, to boil.—Pi. to boil, seethe.

b^^ to redeem {'Ay. Gutt. § 36).

133 to be strong, prevail (st. § 22).

"1133 m., a hero, mighty man.

nT32, nilia 2 z. /"., /acZ^, mistress,

\ 29. 2.

^na 2 m., a A;i(?, § 45.

hl}> to be great, to grow (st.

§ 22).—Pi. to magnify, bring

up (a child).—Hith. to magnify

oneself.

bnS 1 adj. great, elder.

"li m., a nation. PI. D''.1-l, cons.

''Ill-l the gentiles.

V12 to die, expire (Lam. Gutt.

'§ 37).

"jlia 1 m., lot; pi. oth.

b^a 2 m.,yoy, § 41.

n'?3 to imcouer, reread (TX'b § 44).

—

Niph. pass.— Hitli. to uncover

oneself,

bh^ to roll (Daub. 'Ay.).—lmpi.

\»il\_Hiph. b^n to roll. Niph.

Vii to be rolled.

D3 adv. also; Di . . . D? 6ofA • • .

and.

b'O^ to wean. Niph. pass.

]5 2 c, garden, § 43.

3i3 to sfeo/.—Pi. if^ Pu. pass.

13 1 m., a stranger, § 41.

tyi: to drive o?<« (Ay. Gutt. § 36);

ofteuer Pi.—Niph. pass.

31 2 c, a 6ear, § 43.

'p21Jo cleave (st. § 22); to 3.

131 Qal unus. except Act. part.

131 speaking.—Vi. 131 to speak.

—Pu. pass.

131 1 ni., a word, thing.

ti'SI honey.

31 1 m., a fish; f. n31.

Ill 2 w., generation; pi. ^wi and

of/i, § 41.

nbl 2 f., a door (door-leaf); du.
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D'l 1 m., hlood; your blood DSOI-

—n^»"n blood spilt. § IS. 3.

DDT to be silent (Doub.'Ay.). Impf.

dV § 42.

r\v.i see j;n\

^^T 2 c, a tvay.

^y^ to seek; unto b^.

HB^T 2 «i., (young) grass,

^i^l Qal unus.—Hiph. to produce

grass (denom.).

n(bn) Art., the. § 11.

n particle of interrogation. § 49

i^bn not?

Tin 1 w., honour, majesty.

«^n pron. § 1 2.

Tin >w., ^^or^/, splendour.

lY'Tl to be (n"b and Lam. Gutt.

§ 45. 2).—Impf. n^n), apoc.

\n\—Inf. Cons. ni\'i, nvnb &c.

^D""!! 1 m., palace, temple.

ni3n. See HDi.

UwTl adv. hither.

•^bn fo i?o.—Impf. ;]b\—Hiph.

^^bin (See § 39. Eem. &.).—

Hithp. '^i'nnn ^ walk, go about.

]rr, nsn adv. behold, lo! SuflF.

§ 49.—Followed chiefly by the

Fait. N'n» ^iin fte/toM 7 (do,

will) bring.

^JDH fo fnrn, fo change into (Pe

Gutt. § 34).—Niph. -^sni pass.

*in 2 m., hill, mountain, § 43.

yyn to km, slay (Pe Gutt. § 34).

—Niph. pass.

iTjn to conceive (H"? § 44 &c.).

—Impf. ninri, apoc ^^pj.

1

1 CoDJ. and. § 15.

?

3S| 2 )»., rt tvolf (e remains).

n^J to sacrifice, slaughter (Layn.

Gutt. § 37).

nSJ 2 i. m., a sacrifice.

nStp 3 m., an altar. PI. 6<fe.

§30.

HT dem. pron. ^Ais. § 13.

2T]\ 1 m., ^oW.

r\\l 2 m., aw o^ive. § 41.

HDJ ^0 remember.—Niph. pass.—
Hiph. to mention, commemorate.

")3f 2 w., memory, memorial.

"I3T 1 m., a male.

nj^T 2 /"., su;erzf (e firm).

PV.\ to cry out ('Ay. Gutt. § 30).

]|5J
fo be old (st. § 22).—Inf.

nipt.

11?1 1 ^'^j- old] noun eWer. § 18.

D'']lj5| m., old age.

JjnT /"., the arm
;
pi. ?»i, oth.

rriT <o s/iiwe, me (of star), § 37.

vni io sotv (§ 37).—Hiph. j;n.in

<o yield seed,

yiT 2 w., seed ; cous. re^f. and yiT.

n

«nn Qal unus.—Hiph. «'*3nn to

Aide.-Niph. KSni to hide one-

self; Hithp. irf.

lyan to 6i?wi, fcini ttp, saddle,

'(§ 34).
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Syn to keep a feast (§42 V"V)-—

Impf. Jh\

yn 2 m., a feast (haji) § 43.

b'V} to cease, leave off (st. § 22).

ti^nn 1 adj. new.

V^IU 2 m., new moon, month, § 35.

bin 2 w., so«(Z. § 41.

nam f, a waii.

yTi 2 m., outside, street, field; pi.

6«/i.—n^inn <o </ie outside.—

b Vino on </te outside of—

.

pm to be strong (st. §§ 22, 34).

pjn 1 adj. strong.

mn to sin (§ 34).—Hiph. «^pnn

<o condemn as sinful.

W^h 3 (part.) a sinner, used in

sing., but «^n adj. used in pi.

«ton 2 m., sin, § 38. 2.

njn ^0 Ziye (H""? § 45. 2).

•«n'<oZtt;e(j;"y § 42).

^n 1 adj. living, f. H'H, § 43.

''n 2 w., ^i/e; cons. ^H; mostly

used in pi. D"'*n ^t/e.

rrn /"., a Zmn^- creature, beast.

b'^jh 2 m., /brce, valour, power.

§ 41.

p^n 2 m., 6osom. § 41.

D2n 1 adj., wise. § 35.

n»3ri 2 /•., t<;is(fom. § 29.

">^n 2 wi., disease, sickness. § 45.

•pVn—Hiph. "jrin ^ te^in (§42).—

Hoph. bnin 2?ass.

D^n to dream, (§ 34).

Dl^jn m., a dream; pi. of/i.

-IDn fo rfesire (st. § 22).—Impf,

^to^^ (lon^).—Niph.nonii^ass

^lon w., an ass.

DOIl 1 »«•, violence, injury. § 35

]5n to 2)% (W § 42).—Impf.

non 2 nj., mercy, kindness.

^Sn to desire, icish (st. § 22,

§ 34).—Impf. x'^r\\, VBn\

^Dn 1 adj., desiring, § 35. Add.

Note 4 to First Decl.

I^n 2 m., arroio. § 43.

nsn 1 c, enclosure, court, village;

pi. im, ofA. § 35.

ph 1m., statute. § 43.

n'^n to dry up, be tvaste (st. § 22).

2'in 2 /., sword.
V V ' '

rrjn to be hot, angry.—Im^. apoc.

nsin 2 /"., a reproach.

ni^n to f/imfc, reckon (§ 34).—

Impf. y^ryi.

"^h 2 m., darkness.

t9

-ino to5ec;can(st.§22,§36).-

Pi. ^np to cleanse.

^inD 1 adj., c/ean.

niD^to be good (Y'V § 40).—Perf.

niD. Other parts from 2t3\

—

Impf. nta^v—Hiph. yi^'n.

§39.

niD 1 adj., ^oo(Z. § 41.

nita 2 wi., «Ae ^-oocZ, best. § 41.

nj;D to tosto (§36).

nyb 2 w., tosto, sense. § 36. 2.

nfc<"«_ m., stream (esp. Nile).

B^r to &e ciry (st. § 22, § 39).

Ti'^^l 1 /., (fry ^awd.
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T I f., hand. Your hand DDT;

pi. nil) hands fig. (handles),

yi; to know (V'D § 39).—Impf.

VT.— Inf. Cons. nj;T —Kiph.

Vlli pass.—Hiph. to make

knotvn.

T[]T\\ Jehovah, the Lord. The

vowels are those of ^i"lS lord.

Scholars are mainly agreed

on the pointing T]\n\ With

prefix nVTi'h (i. e. '^'lifh).

ni^n] Judah.

DV 2 )»., a day. Table of Irr.

Nouns,

nil^ f., a dove\ pi. im.

DIO"' see 2113.

]^,^ 2 m., ivine. § 41.

b'y to he able (§ 39).—Impf.

ir to hear (V'D § 39).— Impf.

n'jV—Hiph. to beget.—Fu. to

he born,

ih] 2 m., a boy. § 29.

n^y 2 f., a girl.

ni'^lD 2 f., native land. § 29. 2.

D^ 2 m., sea; cons. DJ except in

^!1D-D: Red sea. § 43.

pij fo suck (^"S § 39).—Hiph.

p''i\'l to give suck; hence Hpi'^D

2 f., a nurse. § 29. 2.

f]p^^ <o flfid (V'D § 39).—Other

parts in Hiph. ^^DIH.

P\]11 to be iveary.—Impf. ^}\

^V.) 1 adj., weary.

XV-I io advise, counsel (§ 39).

—

impf. |»j;^\—Niph. I'V.li.

nSJ^ 1 f., counsel.

HD: 1 adj., fair. § 45.

«^; to go out (T'D § 39).— Impf.

«^: ; inf. cons. n«^ (for n«^).

—Hiph. to bring out.

S^ID 1 m., an outgoing. § 39. 38.

iS^ Hiph. :^3n to set, place.

(§ .'^0. 3).

VS^ Hiph. V.'^^n to spread (§39. 3).

"1^; to form (§ 39).

1!l5 2 m., form, imagination.

np; to 6«rn.—Impf. "Ip/"., np^.—

Hoph. pass.

Yp''
Qal unus. except Impf. yp'^)

to aivake (§ 39).—Perf. &c. in

Hiph. y^pri.

«n^ to fear (§ 39).—Impf. «T\
inf. Cons. n«T.—Niph. Snii;

part. id. terrible. Followed by

]P, ^iBO, and "]B.

^<^) 1 adj. fearing.

nT to go doivn (§ 39).—Impf.

nT &c.—Hiph. nnin ^ 6n«(7

doion.—Hoph. 2^(iiis.

Ub^^y Jerusalem.

X\y 1 m., the moon.

"=1"]^ 1 /"., f/te ^/«^A, sirfe; Cons.

•^T. See Add. Note 3 First

Decl.

nST. 2 /•., side, end.—Du. D^nDT,

cons. "'riS^,!-

B'T fo i«/teri« (§ 39. Par.)—

Hiph. B^'^nin ^0 dispossess,

destroy. Niph. Pass.

U^]^ the7-e is— There is water U\12 '\

2^1 to sit, divcll, inhabit (§ 39).—

Impf. 1)^1.

y^'^ 3 part, inhabitant.

Dtt'112 1 m., a seat.

)B?; to sleep (§ 39).—Impf. ]t^^\
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VtS'^ Qal unus.—Hiph. j;^I2^in to

save.—Niph. pass.

))^1 2 m., salvation.

7\y!;\'^\ /•., id.

n^iti^n f., id.

1^^ 1 adj., iipright, righteous.

in^ 2 i., remnant, rest.

3 prep, as, «ie. Suff. § 49. With

rel. "11^83 as, when. When he

kept "lOB^ n^«3, or nOB>3 (inf.

Cons. §'31).

123 to b^ heavy, severe (st. § 22).

—Pi. to make heavy, harden,

honour.—Niph. he honoured.

153 1 adj., heavy, severe, laden.

(See Add. Note 3 First Decl.).

1133 1 »!., honour, glory.

ni adv. thus.

]ril3 3 »?., a priest. § 36.

3313 1 m., a star.

)13 Qal unus.—Hiph. ]^3n to set,

establish.—Po'lel )i13 id.—
Niph., Po'lal, pass.

^3 conj., that, for, because; of time

when, ivhenever. DH "'3 except.

iOb 2 i. m., a prison. § 38.

3^3 2 m., a dog.

nbs to be ended (§ 44).—Pi. to

complete, finish.—Pu. pass.

^b 2 m., all. § 43. n3T'?3 every-

thing; 13"n"73 . . . ^b nothing.

]3 adv., so, thus. ]2'b)l therefore.

HDS to cover (§ 44), Qal unus.

except partt.—Pi. HDS to cover.

—Pu. pass.

riDSp 1 m., a covering. § 45.

»]D3 2 m., silver, money.

*)? 2 /"., pa/w 0/ //a?ii, sofc/ du.

§ 43. PI. 5fA.

133 to cover (with pitch).—Pi,

"133 to atone.—Pu. pass.

*1D3 2 m., bribe, ransom.

T'DS m., young lion.

31"13 n?., cherub.

D13 2 m., vineyard.

V13 fo icMcZ ^/je Zr?jee, Sow? down

(§ 37).

n"13 to cut off, cut down.—Niph.

pass. n^13 '3 to malic a cov-

enant.

3n3 to itTiYe.—Niph. pass.

«)n3 1 f., shoulder. Add. Note 3

to First Decl.

b

b prep, to, for. See § 14 and

§49.

is> adv. not, no.

2b 2 m., the heart, § 43. PI. oth.

33"? 1 m., id. PI. oth.

137 a^owe. See 13.

tJ^37 <o ^ui o» (clothes), wear

(St. § 22); flcc—Hiph. to

clothe, put on (another); tivo

ace. Ex. 37.

Dn"? to eat, consume (§ 36).

—

Niph. to/?^A^ Wi^ADj;; against

2,bv.;forb.

Wnb 2 c, 6reo(?.

niDnbo, nonVp /., ji-ar. § 29. 2.

^"'.^ usually n'?"!'? witli He of ace,

2 m., n?>R Ph ni^^"? § 41.
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iy> to take, capture.—Niph. pass,

l^h to learn (st. § 22).—Pi. nfi"?

to teach.

n»'? adv., whij? (b, n»).

]V.b^ conj., prep., in order that,

to; for the sake of, with infin.

and impf. (Hiy).

nj?'? to take (§ 33. 4).—Impf.

n(5\—Inf. Cons. r\n(5.—Niph.

nj^bi pass.—Pu. id.—Hoph.

nj5^ id., in impf.

nipbtt »?., plunder.

ppb to lick (§ 42). Impf. pV.—
Pi. i(Z.

^it!^"? 1 f., tongue.

D

l«tt adv., very; also "I«03, '» l^.-

ni^i:t 1 /"., hundred; du. n''hNO.

§ 18.

nOISD anything (prop, a fleck).

ni«». See "IIK.

^D«0. See ^5«.

IS^ip 1 »»., pasture, desert.

Tin fo measure (§ 42).—Impf.

nb\—Niph. pass.

no pron. what? what, § 13. interj.

Aot«/ hotv?

ai» to we/< (§ 40).—Niph. pass.

rn'jiD. See ib\

«S1D. See «^\

n^» to die (§ 40). Perf. riD.—

Impf. n^0\—Hiph. n^pn to

;ti/?.—Po lei nriia id.—Hoph.

pass.

r\1$ 1 part., dead.

n)h 2 w., dea«/i (§ 41).

n3|». See nnt.

nriD to 6to< OM^, destroy (§ 44).

*inO 1 to-morrow.

ntso. See niai.
¥ • » »

"113D Qal unus.—Hiph. to ram.

^K)D 1 w., rain.

^P, ni2 pron. ic/jo? tr^o; what?

§ 13. With prep. ni35 Ao««?

6y M7ia« .?—]]?': ^J? Oh that! with

Impf. &c.

U\b pi. wi., t<;afer. Irreg. Nouns.

nj^i^D. See pi\

nopo. See HDD.

IDO to seW.—Niph. pass.

«"^» to be full (st. § 22, 38); of,

ace.—Niph. to Z'e filled.—Pi.

to /?^^; with two ace.

«ba 1 adj. full.

^Sbo 1 tn., angel, messenger.

riDSbp /"., t(;ori; cons. nDN^O.

'§ 29. 2.

ta^D Q,al unus.—Niph. to escape.

—Pi. to rescue, deliver.

nonbo. See nn"?.

Ijbo to ntZe, 6e Ariw^; over, 3, 7j^.

—Hiph. to maAre o«e Ariw^'.

—

Hoph. pass.

"?|7}3 2 m., o Z:i??^.

nsb)? 2 f, a queen.

nsboa, riDb»0 a kingdom § 29. 2.

n":ni5b». See np"?.

]0 prep. (§ 14), out of, from,

aivay from ; hence of cause by,

on account of. Sufi". § 49.

Compar. degree § 47.

nil3 to count, number, § 44.

—

Niph. pass.
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nii». See rtii.

nniO 2 f., an offering, present.

VDO fl journeying.

^Sp)D 3 m., mourning. § 30.

nBD». See "ISD.

I^S?!?. See "l^j;.

toJ^D 2 »t., a little, some, a few.

Add. Note 2 to second Decl.

77!?0 2 m., an evi^ c?eec?. Ex. 23.

n^^O. See n^^.

«^J2 fo find. (§ 38).—Niph. jjass.

ni:io. See njs.

DIpO. See Dip.

jpO 3 m., a sia/f, § 30. PI. otli.

'^'^f^ Qal unus. (§ 42).—Niph. io

weZi away.

«'3ptt. See «nj5.

n«"iD. See nsi.

nnO to he hitter (§ 42 Rem. a).—

Imp. "W3\—Hiph. "Ittn fo ma/ce

113 1 adj., hitter] Arameaii foi'm

of fern. S1J3.

nnno. See nn.

]3B^». See ]?B^.

7^^ to rule; over, S.

7B^)3 1 m., a proverb.

lIpa^D. See -IDB^.

ISS^p. See t3DB^.

pnfi to he sweet (st. § 22).

plflfi 1 adj., st^ee^; f. Ti'\AT\'Q.

Add. Note 6 to First Decl.

Ni enclitic particle of entreaty;

Xi"7i? dissuasive.

«ai Qal unus. (§ 38).—Niph. to

prophesy.—Hith. id.; also to

act like a prophet.

^<''5i 1 w., a prophet.

nni to hark (§ 37).

isni Qal unus. (§ 33).—Hiph.

la^an to look.

n75J i f; a corpse, carcase.

li,i Qal unus. (§ 33).—Hiph.

I^Sn fo tell, sheto.—Hoph. pass,

lyi 2 prep., hefore, in presence of;

"SuflF. ^131

V5i to touch, smite (§ 33, 37).—

Pi. id.—Hiph. make to touch,

reach to, ^.

X^3^ 2 i. «}., a stroke, plague.

^5^ ^0 smite, defeat (§ 33).—Impf.

i^\—Niph. pass.

U'lli Perf. Qal not in use.—Impf.

tJ^3\—Perf. in use Niph. B^Si

to draw near.—Hiph. to hring

near (§ 33).

Hi 1 m., a fugitive (part, of lli).

-112 to vow (§ 33).

I'll 2 m., a i'Om;.

"ini 1 m., a Wver (§ 36). PI. wi

and 6f/i.

nil «o resi (§ 40).—Hiph. n^lT

fo ^ive res^ ^o {dat.) ; and H^Iin

fo set down, deposit, place ; with

vav mril Ex. 40.

niiD 1 »»., resting-place.

D^i «o ^ee (§ 40).

J^^U to move ahout (§ 40); part. ^2

a wanderer.

7)12 fo inherit, possess.—Hiph. to

give to inherit.—Hoph. pa88.

7n2 2 rw., a brook, wady. Ex. 37.

Dn2 Qal unus.—Niph. Dn2 to
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repent, to Tpity.—Pi. to comfort

(§ 36).

tJ'ni 1 m., a serpent.

Htti to bend, incline, stretch (§33,

44).—Impf. 7\^\, apoc. 13\

—

Hiph. id.

7\m f., a bed.

Vtti to plant (§ 33, 37).—Impf.

n2i Qal unus. (§33, 44).—Hiph.

T^^l^, to smite; impi". apoc. ^\—
Hoph. pass.

TX^'O /"., a stroke.

lOi \ m., a leopard.

"^jpi to pour out, found; set, esta-

blish.

^Di 2 i. w., a drink offering.

yi See j;!|2.

")j;i 2 w., a ^ad, § 36 ;
/". ni^i a

girl.

^Bi <o /a^Z (§ 33). Impf. bB\—
Hiph. TSn to make fall, cast.

U^Si 2 /"., &?-ea<A, sou^. PI. oth.

niJi Qal unus. (§ 33).—Hiph.

S"*^!! fo sei, j;kce.—Hoph. pass.

—Niph. reflex, and pass.

•pSi Qal unused (§ 33).— Hiph.

h'^^T^ to deliver.—Hoph. pass.

"pi, K''pi 1 adj., hmocent.

nfij5i 1 /"., vengeance.

«B^i Qal unus. (§ 33, 38).—

Hiph. ^^''B^n to deceive, be-

guile.

pB^i to /a'ss (§ 33).—Impf. p^l

(also in o) ; dat.

Sb^i to Zi/i{ Mj:*, take up, raise

\% 33, 38). Impf. m\. Inf.

Cons. n«b>, riK^.-Niph. pass.

]ni to give, put, account (33. 4).

Perf rini, ^nn: &c. impf.

\T\\. Inf. Cons, nn, ^PP.

320 to ^Mrn, fttrn a?fo.y (§ 42).

—

Hiph. to turn, (act.). See Parad.

IJD to s/m<.—Niph. ;;ass.

DID 2 w., a /torse; HDID f. collect.

"t^D to tii,rn aside, remove, depart

(§ 40).—Hiph. to remove, take

aivay.

Dvl^ 1 «i., a ladder.

^DD to Zeaw, press upon.—Niph.

reflex, to lean.

1J?D to sustain, refresh (§ 36),

"1DD to count, write.—Pi. 1SD to

recount, declare. Part. Ex. 2G.

"iDb 3 m., part, scribe.

ISp 2 )u., o JooA:.

^BDO 1 tn., number.

"IJID chiefly in Hiph. to hide.—
Niph. reflex, and pass.^ Hithp.

reflex.

15J^ ^0 labour, till, serve (§ 34).

Niph. pass.

nSJ^ 2 w., a servant (§ 35).

^5J^ to pass, pass over, cross (§ 34).

—Hiph. to bring over, make

pass.

"^2)1 2 m., the other side; prep.

begond.

"inyo or n3X?0 1, 3 m., a ford

(cons.).

ID^ 1 >». (cons.) as prep, with
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3 on account of; '•'IliXf? for

my sake,

by^, 2 m., and n'?5y, 2 f, calf,

heifer (§ 35).

TiV Hiph. n^j;n ^o testify, hear

witness, protest (§ 40).

nj^ 1 *w., part., a ivitness.

nj; prep. tw«j7, till Suff. § 49.

TiJ^ adv. still, yet, again (encore).

Suff. like ]^N § 49.

]'|J^ \ m., guilt, sin. PI. tm, 6th.

D7iy 1 m., what is hidden, hence

time long past, or long future,

age, eternity; DblJ^D from of

old; yb, y 1)1 for ever.

^•\V to fly (§ 40).

fjiy 2, a bird, foivl.

irill 3 adj., blind.

ty 2 m., strength (§ 43).

SJJ^ fo ?eare, forsake (§ 34).

—

Niph. pass.

l\)l to help (§ 34).

ntj; 2 m., M^. Suff. ntj; § 35.

Pj; 2 f, the eye, du. § 41. PI.

n^yv iveiis.

yV. 2 f, a city. PI. nn.j;, cons.

rh)l to go up, break (of day)

(§ 34, 44).—Impf. rhT, apoc.

7j^\—Hiph. bring up, offer up.

7j? prep., upon, over. Suff. § 49.

DJ? pi'ep., wif/t, along with. Suff.

§49.

dj; 2 m., ^eoi)?e. § 43.

•ittj; to stand (§ 34).—Hiph. sef,

place.

mj; fo 6e ?o?<J, afflicted (§ 44).—

Pi. to afflict.

"^iVl 2 ??!., affliction. § 45.

nij^ to ansicer, ivitness (§ 44);

against 2.

niS?D »*., ansiver, purpose; con-

tracted ]J^fo, used as prep.

)J?d'? because of; as conj. in

order to.

]ij^ 1 >n., a cloud.

]ij^ Qal unus.—Pi. to cloud, to

bring on clouds; inf. cons.

with Suff. ^iij; for ^iaj; Note

p. 9, 112.

"IBj; 1 m., dust. § 35.

|>j; 1 m., tree. §18.3.

n^j;. See y)i\

SSy to become strong, numerous.

DISJ^ 1 adj., strong.

DSj; 2 f,a bone. PI. tm, 6th.

21)1 2 «?., evening.

p^)l to oppress, injure (§ 34).

nb'j; to do, icork, make (§ 34, 44).

—Impf. apoc. tyj^\—Niph.

n^^i pass., but /em. Hfl^j;:.

n^X?» m., a work. § 45.

n;; 2 c, <i«?e. PI. im, 6th. § 43.

nrij^ adv. now.

riB m., mouth. Irreg. Nouns.

""S"^^ according to, Ex. 39.

2")n ^S^p «>if/i i/<e edge of the

sword.

ns 2 m., snare. § 43.

N7B 2 z. »«., a wonder.

D'*iS 1 wi., pi. /ace, faces. DliB?

forynerly, ''iSy before, ''iD? be-

fore »rie.

)B conj., ^esf, with imp/".
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bVB to do (§ 36); part. ^j;S a

tvorker.

bj?3 2 m., a ivork. § 36.

1)5S to visit, inspect, review.—
Niph. pass.—HiiDh. to com-

mit to.

Tj5S 1 m., an overseer.

DpQ m., a precept.

nf?B to open {of eyes &c.) (§ 37).

—Niph. pass.

IS 1 m., an ox; f. a cow. § 43.

rriB to he fruitful, hear fruit

'(§ 44).

nS 2 m., fruit. § 45.

y^B to rehel; against, 2.

)f^Q 2 i. m., rebellion, trans-

gression.

flS 2 i. m., a morsel, hit. § 43.

nriS to be open (§ 44).—Hiph.

to make open, to enlarge] iraj^f.

apoc. JjlBV

"•riS 2 m., simple. § 45,

nnS to open. § 37.

nriB 2 i. m., an opening, door.

nriB)? 3 m., a key; an opening;

cons, nrisp. § 30 E,em.

]WS 2 c, a flock (small cattle).

fc<2l^ 1 m., a host, time of service.

h. oth.

p'Vi to be righteous, just (st.§ 22).

—Hiph. (Pi.) to justify.—
Hithp. to justify oneself.

p"!^ 2 i. m., righteousness.

T^pi^ 1 f, id.

p^'^S righteous, just] only mas.

l^'S to hunt (§ 40).

ni5J Q,al unused. Pi. HJ^ to com-

mand, charge. Impf. apoc. 13^,

imp. 1^.—Pu. pass.

njSp f., a command.

7S 2 m., a shadow. § 43.

D^S 2 Hi., «« image, likeness.

Vhi to halt, limp (§ 37).

Vh'i 1 /•., side, rib] cons. V*?^,

Vbil- Add. Note 3 First Decl.

HD^ to sprout (§ 37).—Hiph. to

make sprout.

XViyi 2 i. m., a sprout, branch.

pj^^ to cry out. § 36.

]DS fo /ii(?e, lay up.

]1DS 1 m,, the north.

yrn^^ 3 w. (in pi.), a frog.

IS 1 adj., adversary. § 43.

nnp to curse (§ 42).

^5p fo collect, gather.—Pi. id.

*15P to bury.—Niph. pass.

13J5 2 i. m., a grave.

t:^1p <o be holy, sacred (st. § 22).

—Pi. to halloiv, sanctify.—
Hiph. id.— Niph,, Hithp, re-

flexive.

tJ^np 1 adj., holy.

^Ip 2 m., holiness, sanctuary.

tS^^pP 1 ))/., sanctuary.

7lp 2 m., voice, sound. § 41.

Dip fo arise, stand (§ 40 Parad.).

—Hiph. to set up, establish.

Dp 1 part., standing. § 41.

Dlpp \ c, a place. PI, oth.

}»ip 2 w., f/ioms, § 41.
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]b(5 to he little (st. § 22 Parad.).

]bj? 1 adj., little (not inflected

but very common).

]B|? 1 adj., little, f. nSDJ? (in-

flected form). Add. Note 5

First Decl.

^'?j5 to be light, despised (§ 42,

Parad.).—Pi. to make light of,

to curse.—Hiph. to lighten of.

h[> 1 adj., light, swift. § 43.

ni(5 to acquire, buy, possess. § 44.

nijpp m., possession, property,

cattle. § 45.

Y^ 2 m., end. § 43.

t]'SQ to be angry.

1Sj5 1 adj., short.

^'\]) to call, cry, read.—Pu. pass.

]\p 1*? ^<^|5 he called him Cain;

^b t^"5|5i he was called. See

§ 43, p. 109.

S^|5D I m., an assembly. § 38.

K^J? and nnj5 to befall, ace. Ex. 38.

Inf. Cons. f. nS"jp, >vith prep.

^n«np'? fo meet me; iy>Sn nsnj^'?

io meet, against, the man.

yy\> to draw near, come near (st.

§ 22).—Hiph. to bring near,

to offer.

2T\J> 1 adj., near, neighbour, re-

lative.

yyp_ 2 I. m., inside, heart. "'2'1(53

within me ; T^J^H 21J52 ivithin,

in the midst of, the city.

Ylp, 2 f, horn.

V"i;5 to tear, rend (§ 37j.

r\'^2 2 /"., a boio.

nwn <o see (§ 44).—Impf. n«T,

apoc. «•!:, «nn &c., but «n!i

3 m., 3 f «"ini.—Niph. 2?«ss.,

fo appear.—Hiph. to shew,

two ace.

nS"1J? m., a sight, appearance, face.

'§45.

B^«n 2 »n., ;iead; pi. D^ti^ST § 41.

]1K'^<'^ adj., ^rsf, former.

25*3 <o 6e wmwy (§ 42), used only

in Perf. and Inf. Cons.

y\ 1 adj., great, much; pi. ma^iy.

§43.

n^'n fo increase, multiply (§ 44);

impf. apoc. DV_ and y]\—
Hiph. to multiply, cause to in-

crease.—Inf. abs. TiyV^ ; nSl.n

adv. much.

•«j;>ni adj., fourth. § 48.

yy) to lie down (of beasts) (st.

§ 22).

yyyi^ Z m., a stall, lair; cons,

yanp § 30. Rem.

by) to slander.

b^l 2 f., a foot. du.

^1") to pursue.— Pi. id.

nn 2 c, breath, wind, spirit. PL

oth.

Wr\ to be high, to rise up (§ 40).

—Hiph. to lift tip. Ex. 40.—

Hoph. pass.

D"! 1 adj., high, lofty. § 41.

D1"10 1 m., height, high place.

Yr\ to run (§40).

iriT to be broad, wide (st. § 22).
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Dn*! 2 m., breadth.

3h^ 2/"., broadivay, street. VLoth.

Urf\ to love (§ 36).—Pi. Drn. to

have mercy on. Pu. pass.

yn'^ to wash (§ 36).

pJV) to be distant, to withdraw

(§ 36).^

p^^^ l adj., distant.

y'^ to plead, contend (§ 40).

S^l. 2 m., contention, strife. § 41.

nnn» /•., ifZ.

p^T 2 m., emptiness, vanity.

Dj5^^ adv., empty, emptily.

DD"! <o riffe (st. § 22).—Hiph. <o

set upon a beast.

niS'l 2 w., a towce, spear.

DO^ ^0 <rea(Z.

b»"3 <o creep. Part. Ex. 23.

tJ'fi'l 2 m., creeping things, coll.

nil. 2 /"., cry, complaint.

nj;n <o 6e /mw^-ry (st. § 22).

DJ^T 1 adj., hungry, famished.

2)in 1 »K., hunger, famine.

nj;n fo /eeci, <cnd (§ 44).—Part.

i^yn a shepherd,

nyn m., a friend-, !|nyn . . . tJ'^^

one . . . another.

yj;^ to be evil (§ 42, st. Rem. a).

—Hiph. yin to afflict, injure.

J^T 1 adj., evil; f. HJ^T an evil.

^Il") to qualce (§ 36).—Hiph. to

shake.

\^))Jy 2 m,., earthquake.

«Bn to heal (§ 38).—Niph. pass.

nS^T 2 f, a coal, hot stone.

n|?n to rot (st. § 22).

J^^|5"3 1 m., firmament.

V^^ 1 adj., it'icfcefi.

/JSItS' fo ctsA; (§ 36) ; 7 in reference to.

bW c, Sheol, Hades.

^i$\^ to be left, over, to remain

(Qal rare).—Hiph. to leave

over.—Niph. pass.

t32tJ^ 2 ?»., rod, sceptre, tribe.

V^i^ 2 seven; ^JJ^^B^ seventh. §48.

y2li^ Qal unus.—Niph. to sioear

(§ 37).

'X^'0 to break.—Niph. pass.—Pi.

to break in pieces.—Part. Niph.

nSB^J broken.

natt' 2 i., and in^ 2 »»., i^rfac/i.

13^ ^0 Z'Ky or seW corn.

^^B^ 2 «?., grain, corn.

nSB^ ^0 ?-es^, cmse.—Hiph. io

finish.

nSB^ 1 c, rest, sabbath.

''IB' m., almighty, generally with

^« God.

2^\if to turn, return (§ 40).—Hiph.

to restore, bring back.

"IBItJ' 1 c, a trumpet. PI. ofh.

pW 2 m., street. PI. U'p^^. § 41.

niti' 2 m., ox. PI. nn.JB' § 41.

tantJ^ ^0 sfoy, slaughter (§36,

Parad.).

iriB' 2 m., (?ai«w.

nnti' Qal unus.—Pi. nilB' fo

destroy (§ 36).—Hiph. id.; to

act corruptly, to corrupt.—Niph.

pass.

"I"'^ 2 m., a song; f. id. § 41.

n'^p to set, place (§ 40).

n5B> ^0 lie down (st. § 22).
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n?B^ to forget (§ 37).—Niph. pass.

7^'^ to he bereaved (of children)

(St. § 22).

pB^ to dioell.—lm^i. p^\.—R\^h.

to cause to divell, place.

jSB'p 1 m., dwelling, tabernacle.

"15B^ to be drunken (st. § 22).

TDJ^ to send, stretch out.—Pi. send

aicay.

yrb'^ 1 c, a table.

'P^ Qal unus.—Hiph. to cast,

cast off.-—Hoph. pass,

th}^ to be whole, sound (st. § 22).

—Pi. to comx)ltte, perform, pay.

"dbj^ 1 adj., whole, sound.

UVT^ 1 m., soundness, health, peace.

\ihxi 1 adj., three. § 48.

W^ adv., there; 7\th^ thither; DB^D

from there, thence.

DB^ 3 m., a name. PI. niOB^.

§ 30. 2.

nOty Qal unus.—Hiph. to destroy.

— Niph. pass.

D^,QB^ 1 pL, heaven, heavens.

DDB' to he desolate (§42). Impf.

Dfe';, U)^\ and DB':.—Hiph. to

desolate.—Niph. pass.

yttB^ to hear, listen to, n, h, ^«

(§ 22).—Niph. pass.

VfiB^ 2 wi., a report.

"IISB' fo Zteep, toatch.—Niph. to

take heed, beware.—Hithp. to

keep oneself.

"DSb' 3 part., watchman.

1»B^P I m., and nnttB^J?, niOB^D

/"., ?<?ar(f, M?afcA, observance.

§ 29. 2.

B'Da^ 2 c, the sun.

niB^ 1 /•., a 2/ear. PL D^iB^ (Poet.

6</j).

D'liB' rfw., two. § 48.

"'iB' 1 adj., second. § 48.

IVB' Qal unus.—Niph. to lean,

rest on.

^V.^ 2 c., a gate.

nnSB' 2 f, handmaid.

DBB' fo judge.—Niph. to litigate.

tasy 3 part., a judge.

tSBB'P 1 m., judgment.

iJDB^ <o ^ot(r out, spill.—Niph.

^SB^ to he loic, abased (st. § 22).

7|5B^ to weigh.—Niph. pass,

y^^^ to stvarm; with, ace.

y^U 2 m., creeping things.

mB' Qal unus.—Pi. nnB' to serve,

minister (§ 36).

npB' See next word.

nriB^ to drink (§ 44).—Impf.
apoc. Pi^\—Niph. pass.—
Hiph. njJB'ri to give drink, to

water.

'"'{5?''? »w- part., a cupbearer,

butler; also butlership.

nriB'p m., a feast.

VSb' to he sated, satisfied (st. § 37);

toilh, ace.—Hiph. to satisfy; one

with— , two ace.

rrp and n^ 1 m., a field. § 45.

nn"'B^ f., meditation.

W^if to set, place (§40).

73B^ 2 ^. »}., understanding.

Hib' <o /jafe (§ 38. st.).

11
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HD^ 1 f., lip, edge, bank; du.

Pl']^ to burn.—Niph. pass.

f\')\if 1 m., a seraph.

1b^ 1 m., a prince, captain. § 43.

n

nan l f., ark (e firm).

^jn 2 m., midst; cons. "^IP § 41.

^plnS trifhin me.

nn'pin pi. /"., generations, history

(see nb;).

n^lP /"., instrncfio)}, law (HT).

nnri prep., under, beneath, instead

of.—SuS. "•nnn. § 49.

DOri fo &e complete, ended (§ 42).

—Impf. U)r\\—Hiph. to com-

plete, finish.

Dr\ 1 adj., compltte, perfect (§ 43).

D'Hpn 1 adj., id.

n^pn adv., continually.

^Di^ 2 »H., a prt/m tree.

n'jpn prayer.

yj^n fo strike, blow (a trumpet).

nO'inn /"., « </eep s/cet) (DTI).

njlWn. Seej;B^\
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164 THE REGULAR VERB. §§ 20—28.

THE REGULAR
Qal
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VERB. § 20—28.

Pi' 61



166 TUE VEKBAl. SUFFJXEB. REGULAll VERB. § 31.

THE VERBAL SUFFIXES
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REGULAR VERB. § 31.

1 s. c

I'

3 i)Z. c. 2 pL c.

(j-nbtip

D'nbtpp

n^b't:p

n^btii5

as 3 j)L

1 j)^. c.

^3bbp

&c.

as 3 pi.

Infin. cons.

113 bb]p

'113 -3-^ 'btpii

:]ii3 -b:^p-bt3i:

&c. on^) ibtp;:

nbt:p

Impf. and imper. with n.

'ID-; ^3bpj^; '13 "2bpi5

MsbtDp:

»=^^P

It is doubtful if 1 pi. oc- The I pers. lias re-

curs with n. See Ps. 12. 8.
1

gularly verbal suff. of

Hob. 12. 5. obj.; the others have

nominal si.ff. whether

of object or subject.

"ni3 D3bpp

Pi' el

3 s. m,

bt2p

^3^

^^?P

^jDtap

Dbpp

l^^P

^^?P1

^nbt3p^

il3bpp
I

^3bl3p'

Dbpp';

kbisp'^
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PE NUN VERB. § 33.
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PE NUN VERB. § 33.



170 PK GUTTURAL VERB. § 34.



VB 'ALEPH verb. § 35. 171

V'ERB. § 34.



172 'AYIN GUTTURAL VERBS. § 3c.



AYIN GUTTURAL ^'ERBS. § 36 173

^^nnp ^Dinn

^'D'^T



174 LAMRD GUTTURAL VERBS. § 37.



LAMED GUTTURAL VERBS. § 37. 175

VERBS.



176 liAMED 'ALEPH VERBS. § 38.



LAMED 'ALEPH VEKJJS. § 38. 177

VERBS.



•.l'^8 PE yOD AND i'E VAV VERBS. § 39.

PE YOD AND P£

fer/'. tfhig. 3 m.

2 m.

2/.

1 c.

riur. 3 c.

2/.

1 c.

hnff. Sing, 3 yn.

3/
2 »n.

2/.

Ic.

P/itr. 3 «i.

3/.

2 m.

2/.

Ic.

2/.

PZitr. 2 m.

2/.

J?<5S. 3 6/;2^.

vav cons, inq)/.

Cohort. 1 siiig.

Impf. in a tt;ii/7 suff.

Tilfin. cons,

abs.

Rirt. act.

pass.

Verbs Y'S.

nir"

T

^<T ITT'

^i"l• aT

«n^ (^n) ^-1

Niph.

T ;

... Y •

" T •

•• T •

T : - T •

" T •



PE YOD AND PE VAV VERBS. § 38.

VAV VERBS. § 39.

179

Hiph. Hoph.

T • T ;

T : - T : -

&c. &c.

&c.

2i!:r

rns^n

nizjiia

Verbs "'3.

Qal

PK

Hiph.

np^rn

nprn

&c.

Verbs assimilating.

Qal Niph. Hiph.

- T - -

pr!



180 'AYIN VAV AND YOD VEllBS. § 40.

AYIN
Qal

VAV AND

i^fer/". tiiny. 3 m.

3/.

2 m.

2/.

Ic.

Plur. 3 c.

2 m.

2/
Ic.

2m^'. 6'Mi^. 3 wi.

3/.

2 m.

2/.

Ic.

PZttr. 3 m.

3/.

2 m.

2/.

Ic.

Imp. Sing. 2 m.

2/.

Flur. 2 m.

2/.

Juss. 3 siw^f/.

vav cows. imp/.

CoJwrt. 1 siw^.

vav cons. perf.

Inf.

Inf. ahs.

Part. iict.

pass.

act.

TT2b
T 't

rrap
T ; l~

^nap_

stat.

^3pp

d^p:

D^pn

D^pn

^p^pn

Q^p^

nD/a^ipn

5i:2^pn

^
D^P5

n7j^b D^p

^7pilp

!l53^p

n3;jp

dp:

°p;^:i

km
D^p

Dip

n^l^ Dl$

np^p D^p

ri7j

Dr}7j

n^7j^

n^'o

T\'2

Drnrn

J"

ins in";

T ;

iris

1^

T T

T ; —

&c.

• T

rr: -

(a

I?
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yOD VERBS. § 40.

Niph.



182 VEKBB DOUBIil: A YIN. § 42.

VERBS DOUBLE
Qal



VERBS DOUBLE "AYIN, § 42. 183

AYIN. § r2.

Niph.



184 LAMED HE (LA3L YOD AND VAV) VERBS. § 44.

LAMED HE (LAM. YOD



LAMED HE (LAM. TOD AND VA\n VERBS. § 44. 185

AND VAV) VERBS. § 44.

Hithp, Hiph. Hoph.

nb-iwi nb^n nb>n
T - : • T : • T : T

t:-:» t;:- t::t

n'^-n^bann n^— n-br^n n^b:n

n^an'' nb:^ rhT

ba- nbann b^n nbsn -

—

bsn"*

nibsrin

nb3n:3

by^

nibnn nibsn

ribwitj nb>M

rib'i'nVI-

Suffixes.

Perf. /Si)?^. 1 c. '3-

2 m.

2/.

3 m.

3/.

PZttr. 1 c.

2 »n.

2/
3 m.

3/.

iwi^. /SiV?^. 1 c.

2 ?H.

2/.

3 w.

3/.

Flur. 1 c.

2 w.

2/.

3«i.

3/.

Jm^. <Sm2^. 1 C.

3w.

3/.

PZt^r. 1 c.

3 m.

^-^

Dba

nba
T T

!ijb3

Dba
T T

*?:

nbr.

iiDbi"

C3ba:

nba

Dba
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TABLE OP MORE COMMOi^ NOMINAL FORMS.

I. FORMS FROM QMj, CIIffiFLY PARTICIPIAL.

1) rt

—

(1 (a— a), btij^ 1; adj. of quality, though also noun

1'Z'' up7-iQlU, "IZT word.

2) a—e (a— i), btij^ 1; part, of Stat, verb, adj. of quality,

3) a— (a— u), btij^, bitlj: 1; part, of Stat, verb, adj. of

quality, "jbi^ liille., bi"^ iireat, "iro fearing.

4) e—a (i— a), btip 1; less common nominal form, izb
heart.

"With pure-long vowel in Second Syll.

—

5) (i—u (a— u), b^tO]^ 1; pass, part.;

G) a—I (a— ]), b""pp 1; also pass, part.; both also adj.

7) a— 6 (a— A), bitip 1; nominal form, Dib"^ ;;efl'ce.

8; '-—0,
'

—

a (i—a\ bitip, bt:p, "te ass, nnS hooU;

and so b-'pp, ' b^t:p, b'CS foil, b^33

boundary. In all these forms the strong

pure-long vowel has reduced the preced-

ing vowel to an indistinct sound.

With pure-long vowel in First Syll.

—

9) 0-—e (a— i), btsip 3; act. part.

10) o

—

d (a— a), bt:ip 1; noun, nhy'J age.

II. FORMS FROM QAJD, CHIEFLY INFINITIVE.

With short vowel after the first rad., less commonly after

the second.

—

11) a (qail) btijb, (bt:p) 2, fe?n. nbtpp, (Jlbtip).

12) i {qiti) bD^., (br:p) 2, „ nbi:p, (nb^p).

13) ill) {qotj) bxp, (bbj^) 2, „ nbipp, (nbbp).
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III. FORMS ALLIED TO THE INTENSIVE.

14) «•-<?, a— o (a— fi), b'^p, bitDp, adj. expressing habit,

occupation &c. J^tDH sinner, H^D cook.

15) a—f, «—M, ytDp, b^TiJp, adj. of quality, in which the

idea of intensity is not always prominent.

p'"l'2just, "^3n me?-cifid.

16) i— (i—a), bitOp, 113"^ drunken.

17) i—e, btjp 3; adj. expressing excess and defect,

n5]5 blind.

IV. FORMS WITH EXTERNAL AUGMENTATION (EXTENSIVE).

With preformative letters, m, t,
'

—

18) /

—

d (a—a?), bt^p'2 1, 1 Nouns expressing the place and

19) a—e (a—i), blapi? 3,
J

i?istru}nent of the action, and

also notions less precise, "^riy'J hiding-place, T^^'Z

key, DS'^r7J judgment. The two forms given are

perhaps most common, but words formed with m
assume great variety of form, as i— b (i— a),

i—e; a— 6 (a— a).

20) a—ti, b^tipri, abstracts, and chiefly in weak verbs and

of various forms.

21) a—a, bt:pK 1; adj. 2Tpi< lying.

With afformative letters, m, n, ?..

22) an, dm, ibpp &c. 1 ; nominal forms. "j'-Sbi^ widower, "(^jblT

table, Uy\\^ porch.

23) on (an), dm (am), 'libpp &c., '^)^ widoyvhood, "ji'*n£

interpretation. The n falling away the termin.

becomes 6,

24) t. The termin. i forms Gentilic and Patronymic

words. "'"^!ll^ « Hebrew., ''?"I^^ Sidonian, and

more rarely adj. from ordinary nouns, "bin foot

(on foot), ^ririri lower.

The termination ji apjiears only in /W/«. ji///

See following Table
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TABLE OF INFLECTION OF NOUNS.

I. Words ending in a consonant:

—

jlfaa. Fern.
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The forms that suffer change are those liaving to?ie-long

vowels. These vowels, having been rarely expressed by the

Consonantal letters, § 2, may very generally be distinguished

from pure long and diphthongal vowels which were very often

so expressed. In general only qamec and cer^e are tone-long

in nouns, hole7n being for the most part unchangeably long.

In Verbs Jiolem is changeable like qam. and ce7'e.

The forms with Changeable vowels seem capable of being

generalized under three classes, which may be called De-

clensions:

—

First Declension. Words with a (— ) in the Tone., or in the

Pretone, or in both.

Second Declension. Segholates; i. e. words originally jnono-

syllabic, with a short vowel, which stood generally after the

first radical, though sometimes after the second.

Third Declension. The Act. participles Qal; and words

ending like them in e (-7-) and having the vowel of the Pre-

tone unchangeable either by nature or position.



190 TABLE OF FIEST DECLENiSlOX. § 18.

TABLE OF FIRST
Words having a in the Ihiie, or in



TABLE OF FIRST DECLENSION. § 18. 191

DECLENSION.
the Pretone, or in both. § 18.

5.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON FIEST DECLENSION,

p. 188, 189.

The Declension consists of words having tone-long a (—), in

the Tone, or in the Pretone, or in both.

A very few forms without a are inflected in the same way,

viz. some forms with e (—) in the pretone and an unchangeable

sound in the tone. The chief are the part. Hiph. of Verbs l"y

and y"y, D'po (for md-qtni)', the numeral ^JK^ second; DON crib

(sometimes). See Rules for Declens. § 18.

1. The 7ieio vowel arising when two indistinct sounds come

together, is usually i (—^) but sometimes the word resumes its

original sound, § 6. 2 d.

2. In words of form 2., the final vowel of cons, is a (—), which

alone of the short vowels can stand in the final shut accented syll.

§ 6. Rem. 2 be. See § 18. Rem., and comp. ~^I!N Ps. 35. 14; some-

times e (—) is retained unaltered. Gen. 25. 26; Ps. 69. 3.

3. Several words, particularly in form 2., have in cons, the

short vowel after the first radical, i. e. assume the Segholate form,

Second Declens.; and some have both forms. Exx. ~\ii tvall, P]n3

shoulder, 7|^> thigh, "1^3 heavy (both), b~iy uncircnmcised (both),

T]")N long (abs. not occurring); so in form 6., j;^!.' side, ~\y\V hair

(both); and even in form 1., jB'y smoke (both), IDK' hire (both)?

Compare also Ezek. 18. 18; Deut. 31. 16.

4. Many words of foi'm 2., retain the vowel e (—) under in-

flection, as in the cons, plur., as VDPl desiring, DDK/ forgetting, ]]if^

sleeping, 7pN mourning; particularly feminines, as HDIS a pool.

m3N loss, n3J5 tlieft, HDIV heap, HDIK' burning, and probably a

number of others which do not happen to occur in cons, state oi

with Suffixes. With regard to many of these words it may be

impossible to say whether they are of the First or Second Declens.;

for ex. n3"^2 a pool is not improbably a segholate of 2nd class,

Arab, birkat.—Some words have both forms, as rjDK' rejoicing.

5. Instead of retaining the tone-long vowel under inflection,

words not unfrequently adopt the sharp short vowel, § 6., 3, and

double the following consonant, since a short vowel and Dagesh
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is equivalent to a tone-long vowel. This form of inflection it

most common with vowels of first and third classes; exx, a) worda
in (I,

y^p^
little, pi. D'Jipp, so bm camel, DL'j; idol, jpiN wheel, p);if lily,

pnno distance, Tjtl'nD darhness, ^)i;i2 height &c.; 6) \vords in o, ti-\'>y

naked, pi D^DI^y, so DIN red, Tj'lN long, pby deep, V^V round, jjj'

delicate &c.; and even words with il, as ^nn nettle. This method
of inflection is very common c) in words \hat double the last

consonant, as ]2yi green, pi. D'Jjy^, so |JNK^ quiet, D-iaiN reddish.

V)?^] greenish, |jnN gift &c.; and also in words extended not by
reduplicating their own letter but by the addition or insertion

of an alien letter, as 3Tj^y scorpion, pi. D^s^jpy, so nb^U magician,

D^-ljp (7.re, jDB^n nolle &c. Naturally d) the sharp termination el

inflects in this way, ^nz iron, ^p-3 orchard, ^'r?";i2 &c.; and words
in a may thin this letter to i, as b^^^' a ivhcel, j-|1q a threshing

wain, pi. D"''?;'?^ &c. Some of the above words shew that even in

the Absolute the short vowel has maintained itself against the law
of tone-lengthening, § 6.

G. The termination o often becomes ft in inflection, Comp.
tiiph. of V'y § 40 and A^'ouns § 41.

7. Specimens of the segholate feminines arising from the ad-

dition of simple Tav § 29. 2 are given here rather than in Second
Decl. for obvious reasons. AVith regard to such a word as n^NL
doubt may arise whether it be not a fern, of 3rd Decl. ^dn?:,
though its plur. be as given. See 3rd Decl. Add. note 2.

""''

S. The few ^[onosyllabic words belonging to this Declension
are probably from stems Lam. He, such as T hatid, D"! blood, Ji
nsh, nt^ breast, "l^ etemitg, yy tree. See Table' of Irreg.' Nouns.

13
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jr P p . p tZ'- Cf C" Ct
ri> R t^*- i^ lilt »'^' »'^••»0^

** J- r *• n

r
a

P p. P"
ra

p«
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON SECOND DECLENSION,

p. 192, 193.

The Declension consists of Monosyllabic AVords liaving a short

vowel after the first radical. Through the weight of the ac-

cent the short vowels — (—) and — (—) become — and -—

and a furtive Seghol slides in before the last radical. The

words thus become dissyllabic and penacute. Thus

—

Rule 1. The dissyllabic form appears when third radical is

final.

2. Inflectional additions permit the primary form qatl,

qitl, qotl to appear;

3. Which it does everywhere except in Plur. The Plur.

takes pretonic — like words of First Declens.

1. Some of this class of words have the short vowel after

the second radical, but the method of inflection is tlie same as

in the ordinary' foi'm. All Infinitives have the vowel after the

second radical. In many words, however, which seem to have

been originally of this form, the vowel has become fixed in its

place after the secotid radical and is treated as unchangeable.

See First Decl. Add. Note 4.

2. Again when the vowel is after the second letter it may

retain its place, not by becoming unchangeably long, but by

duplication of the final consonant, as in First Declens. See

there Add. Note 5.

3. Many words having first vowel l^eghol in the uninflected

form have i (—) under inflection, and in the oblique forms are

thus not to be distinguished from words of the second class.

It is the practice of the best Grammarians, certainly, to con-

sider such words to be of the fiist (or A) class, with their

a (-J-) thinned to i (—), a refinement which thus must have

taken place in a very large number of words. It seems not

impossible, however, that the Seghol in many of these words,

may be a real second class vowel, and consequently the words
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Segholates of the second form. For fimi, some of these words

have an alternative form with ^ere; and second, very many of

them are derivatives from Intransitive verbs, which usually give

Segholates of second (or third) class. Comp. § 29.

For i (—) there occasionally appears e (-7-); and for (—

)

also M (—).

The word D:?K' may be of first class, a being thinned to c.

4. A few Segholates, chiefly of those having their third ra-

dical a guttural, prefer in the cons, forms with the short vowel

after second radical, as in First Declens. (see the converse tliere

Add. Note 3). For ex. yUJ, nr.D, lin from >'[::, nnp, -iin, and

the numerals scve)i and nine, § 48. Some have both forms,

6. g. along with the ordinary forms ]}'^\ and IJtt*.

5. A very few plur. abs. are formed without the pretonic a

(—), e. g. the numerals twenty, seventy, ninety, and some other

words of which the sing, does not occur, e. g. D'J'.TS pistaccio

nuts, comp. Josh, 13. 2G, D'JDri ebony, WTDp^ sycamores.

6. The derivatives from verbs n""? (i. e. \'h and ^"h) exhibit

many anomalies, examples of which are seen in the exx. given,

but only Reading or the Concordance can teach the full details.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THIIID DECLENSION.

The participles active and other words ending in e (gerc),

with a vowel unchangeable, either from quality or position, in

the pretone, may be considered a class by themselves, and called

a Third Declension.

Eule 1. The final e (—), when by inflection it falls into an

open unaccented syllable, is lost, becoiuing sh^va; and of course

in a shut or half open syllable it becomes short, e or i (— or—-).

2. In the const, e (—) remains or becomes a {-^)-

miff. b'cp b'^'2^ bpD nEDC yz'^r^

C071S. hup b'c^D bf>j2 ~?9?^ r?"]?^

voc. su/f. ''bap ^b'i^l^ ^"pfD &c. &c.

C071S. stiff', '^bi^p ^^^29 °?'?i^^ "^=9?

^2

f-

rh-cb^ nu:* nnyir* nsaol nniOD* [nbi^i*
T I I I T-- T • T-- - I VT I • - V I-..

cons. nSpp HD^'n nssc] „ r>

suff". ''vh'cp nzHcf ""n-iiiDD '•pibubi

1. In participial words e (— ) generally remains in cons.,

rarely becoming a (—), Deut. 32. 28, except before Gutturals,

though it may remain even before them 2 Kings 7. 10. In

other words — is the prevailing vowel, though -^ may be

found, nnsa Is. 22. 22, ^j^Q Gen. 30. 37.

2. In the hurried construct and with strong fern, additions,

the — of the pretone is frequently thinned to -
-, and the words

are not to be distinguished from corresponding parts of the form

miqtdl, of first declension. Occasionally the consciousness of deri-

vation from maqtel becomes entirely lost, and the inflection pro-

ceeds upon the type miqtdl, e. g. J^ia fork, plur. nlJPTu). Some-

times both forms appear, D'lZya and nl")Z:j?D from a sing, only

found in cons. "i2yD, the abs. of which may have ended in d

or e. The task of the Lexicographer here is nowise easy.
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3. The law of inflection of this class of words extends itself

to the fern., which however commonly adopts the segholate end-

ing, § 29. But in the fern, the long — shews a considerable

proclivity to remain, as in first declens. (see there Add. note 4);

e. g. in participial forms which have become substantives, and

in words having abstract meaning, as n"!?'' she who hears, rnJZ

traitoress, 7]ZWDD enchantress, nDCw' the desolate, riDy'n abomination,

rO*^7\X:i overthrow, niDllPi deep sleep &c. The e remains even in

masculines in pause. Also in the two words i:';tJ', yZ"! of the

third, of the fourth, generation.

These remarks, without enumeration of all particulars, ms,y

Buffice to indicate the lines in which exceptions shew them-

selves.

4. The vowel o {-—) in nouns, except in third class of segholates,

is usually unchangeable. Even when, from formation of fem.

by adding the simple Tav, o arises out of o or u, it usually gives

place to these vowels again in the 2^^^"''^ § 20. 2. In a few

nouns however with this fem. ending, and in some others, the

vowel is treated like e of this third declension, in the same

way as it is in verbs; e. g. n^il^il plur. nl^^'Pi!, np^bnp plur.

nip'pno, njra plur. ni:n?, jionN plur. nuonN, nfe^ piur. n^bij^,

~i1ES plur. DnSlj'; probably the last is from a sing, gipporeth,

and even 'arm^noth may imply a sing, 'armoneth.
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"2.)^ father, cons, ^nj!^, mij f. "nX, thy f. ?j^flS, his f. ^Tcb^
^
or r3i<, her f. TOX, your f. D;:^^^^, their f. DH-'^X &c.,

piur. ninsj.

njj5 brother, cons. s. Tliit, cons. pi. ^T]A;., with four heavy

suff. to sing, like father. My b. "^nSJ &c., pi. D'^HJ?,

•^njj; &c. but rrs^.

nini< sister, cons, ninjji, su/f. 'nir;i< &c.
;
pi. with suff'. yti"ni<,

Dn^n'Tii<, but also T^xinis;, arninx.

X5^i^ man, a form thinned from 'J^li^; pi. D^12iJ^i, co?is. ''^3S;

also rarely D^'C'^?;.

{1^5< jvoman, wife (i. e. T'Z^^ or T}'Z^), hence cojis. T\W,

}ny w. ^rpS; pL D^ITD 1, cons. ^t]. Ez. 23. 44 ini25$.

n^^5 1 ;««/<?, pi. x\^Trz'^ \, suff". ^rriz'^.
T T " "

n^n 2 Ao?/iv, cons, n^ni, ;?/. D^rS, probably bdttim, cons.

" T

•jn 3 6-o/i, cows. "iS, ""n (also "^rn, ij:i with cons, termi-

nation); suff: ^3:a, iTjfn &c.; /?/. D-rin i, co«s. ^^^ suff.

'^SB &c.

n^ 2 daughter, my d. ^nn (for "riSS &c.); ;)/. nisn 1.

Dn father-in-law, like r5<.

DV 2 <7«y (i. e. QV), pi. ^^'T (for 'V); cows. *12\

^bs t^^ss^/, sw/T". 'Tj'bl; pi D^bS, cows, ''b^, si/yf. ''bs.

D:q ;;/. w^«/^r, cons'. ^'C, ^)T-2, suff. rir^, Ti^r:^ &C-

T:^ 2 C27y, J9/. D""^^, cons. ^'^V.

nS woM^^, cows. ^S, wiy »^. ^£, tj^E?, VB and ^iT^S, iH^S,

On^Si &c. like 25$ ;
pi. D^3, rii"B.

TlJ^^n 2 7i^«c?, pi 'Crt'^1, cons. ^t)^'^.

U% name, suff. ^?J"r, T^^t &c. PI ni°J"4 cows. nTJ'd
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Bigg (Prof. C, D.D.)—St. Peter and St. Jude. 10s. 6d.

For List offxhtiire Volumes see ^. 15.

International Theological Library.
Davidson (Prof. A. B.)—Theology of the Old Testament. 12s.

Driver (Prof. S. R., D.D.)—Au Introduction to the Literature of the Old
Testament. 12s.

Smith (Prof. H. P.)—Old Testament History. 12s.

Smyth (Newman, D.D.)—Christian Ethics. 10s. 6d.

Bruce (Prof. A. B., D.D.)—Apologetics. 10s. 6d.

Fisher (Prof. G. P., D.D., LL.D.)—History of Christian Doctrine. 12s.

Allen (Prof. A. V. G., D.D.)—Christian Institutions. 12s.

McGiffert (Prof. A. C, Ph.D.)—The Apostolic Age. 12s.

Gladden (Washington, D.D.)— The Christian Pastor. 10s. 6d.

Gregory (Prof. C. R.)—The Canon and Text of the New Testament. 12s.

Stevens (Prof. G. B., D.D.)—The Theology of the New Testament. 12s.

The Christian Doctrine of Salvation. 12s.

Rainy (Prin. R.)—The Ancient Catholic Church. 12s.

Lindsay (Prin.)—The Reformation. 2 vols. 21s.
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Descartes, Spinoza, and the New
Philosophy. Crown 8vo, 3s.
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—

Final Causes. Second Edition, demy 8vo, 12s,

The Theory of Morals. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Johns (C. H. W., M.A.)

—

The Oldest Code of Laws in the World.
The Code of Laws promulgated by Hammurabi, King of Babylon, B.C. 2285-
2242. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d. net.

Babylonian and Assyrian Laws, Contracts, and Letters.
Demy Svo, 12s. net.

Johnstone (P. De Lacy, M.A.)

—

Muhammad and his Power. 3s.

Johnstone (Prof. E., D.D.)

—

Commentary on 1st Peter. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Jordan (Rev. Louis H., B.D.)

—

Comparative Religion : Its Genesis
and Growth. Introduction by Principal Fairbairn, D.D. 8vo, 12s. net.

Kaftan (Prof. J., D.D.)

—

The Truth of the Christian Religion.
Axithorised Translation. 2 vols. 8vo, 16s, net.
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Kant

—

Philosophy of Law. Trans, by W. Hastie, D.D. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

Principles of Politics, etc. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Kennedy (James, D.D.)

—

The Note-Line in the Hebrew Scriptures.
4s. 6d. net.

Keil (Prof.)

—

Pentateuch, 3 vols. 8vo, IBs. net; Joshua, Judges,
AND Ruth, 8vo, 6s. net; Samuel, 8vo, 6s. net; Kings, 8vo, 6s. net;
Chronicles, 8vo, 6s. net ; Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, 8vo, 6s. net
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Jeremiah, 2 vols. 8vo, 12s. net; Ezekiel, 2 vols. 8vo, 12s. net; Daniel,
8vo, 6s. net; Minor Prophets, 2 vols. 8vo, 12s. net; Introduction to
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Notes on Genesis. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.
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Morality and Eeligion. 8vo, 10s. 6d.
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Kbnig (Dr. Ed.)
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Grown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
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Krause (F. C. F.)
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The Ideal of Humanity. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Krummacher (Dr. F. W.)

—

David, the King of Israel. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Kurtz (Prof.)—Handbook of Church History (from 1517). 8vo,7s. 6d.

History of the Old Covenant. Three vols. 8vo, 18s. net.

Ladd (Prof. G-. T.)

—

The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture. Two
vols. 8vo, 1600 pp., 24s.

Laidlaw (Prof. J., D.D.)

—

The Bible Doctrine of Man. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Lambert (Rev. J. C, D.D.)

—

The Sacraments in the New
Testament. Demy Svo, price 10s. 6d.

Lane (Laura M.)

—

Life of Alexander Vinet. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Lange (J. P., D.D.)

—

The Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. Edited
by Marcus Dods, D.D. 2nd Edition, in 4 vols. 8vo, price 28s. net.

Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments. Edited
by Philip Schaff, D.D. Old Testament, 14 vols. ; New Testament, 10
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The Children of Nazareth.
Fcap. 4to. 4s.
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Scenes from the Life of Jesus. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Lendrum (Rev. Robert A.)
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An Outline of Christian Truth.
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—

The Six Days of Creation. Cr. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Lidgett (Rev. J. Scott)
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The Fatherhood oe God in Christian
Truth and Life. 8vo, 8s. net.

LiUey (J. P., D.D.)—The Lord's Supper: Its Origin, Nature, and
Use. Crown 8vo, 5s.

LilUe (Arthur)

—

Buddha and Buddhism. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Lindsay (Prin. T. M., D.D.)—History of the Reformation, In
2 vols. 21s. {InUrnational Theological LiJ>rary.)

Luther and the German Keformation. Crown 8\o, 3s.

Lisco (F. G.)

—

Parables of Jesus Explained. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.
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Lotze (Hermann)
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Microcosmus : An Essay concerning Man and his

relation to the World. Cheaper Edition, 2 vols. 8vo (1450 pp.), 24s,

Ludlow (J. M., D.D.)
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The Age of the Crusades. {Eras of
Church History.) 6s.

Luthardt, Kahnis, and Bruckner
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The Church. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Luthardt (Prof.)
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Commentary on St, John's Gospel. 3 vols.

8vo, 18s, net,

History of Christian Ethics. 8vo, 6s. net.

Apologetic Lectures on the Fundamental (7 Ed.), Saving
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Introduction to Pentateuch. Two vols. 8vo, 12s. net.

Creation and the Fall. Bvo, 6s. net.

Macgregor (Rev. G. H. C, M.A.)—So Great Salvation. Cr. 32mo, Is.

Macgregor (W. M., D.D.)
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Jesus Christ the Son of God. Ser-

mons and Interpretations. Post 8vo, 4s. 6d. net.

Macpherson (Rev. Jolin, M.A.)
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The Apostles' Creed. Post Svo, 4s. net.
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Savonarola, Crown 8vo, 3s.

M'Intosh (Rev, Hugh, M.A.)—Is Christ Infallible and the
Bible Trtte ? Third Edition, post Svo, 6s. net.

Mackintosh (Prof R., D.D.)

—

Hegel and Hegelianism. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Martensen (Bishop)

—

Christian Dogmatics. 8vo, 6s. net.

Christian Ethics. (General — Individual — Social.)

Three vols. Svo, 6s. net each.

Matheson (Geo., D.D.)
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the First Century to the Dawn of the Lutheran Era. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Meyer (Dr.) — Critical and Exegetical Commentaries on the
New Testament. Twenty vols. Svo. Subscription iirice^ £5, 5s. ntt
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selection of Four Volumes at Subscription price of 21s. ; Non- Subscription

price, 10s. 6d. each volume.
St. Matthew, 2 vols. ; Mark and Luke, 2 vols. ; St. John, 2 vols, ;
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The Resurrection of the Dead.
Second Edition, crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

MiUigan (Prof. W., D.D.) and Moulton (W. F., D.D.) — Com-
mentary ON THE Gospel of St. John. Imp. Svo, 9s.

Moffatt (James, D.D.)
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The Literature of the New Testament.
{Interimtional Theological Library.) In Preparation.

Moore (Prof. G. F., D.D.)
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Judges, {International Critical^ Com-
meniary.) Second Edition, post Svo, 12s,
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Moulton (James H., D.Litt.)—A Grammar of New Testament
Greek. Part I. The Prolegomena. Second Edition, 8s. net. Part II.

{In the. Press.

)

Moulton (W. F., D.D.) and Geden (A. S., M.A.)—A Concordance
TO THE Greek Testament. Crown 4to, 2Cs. net, and 31s. 6d. net.

Muirhead (Dr. Lewis A.)
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The Times of Christ. New Edition.
With Map. 2s.
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The Christian Doctrine of Sin. 2 vols., I2s. net.
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Commentary on the Psalms. 8vo, 6s. net.

Naville (Ernest)
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The Problem of Evil. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Christ. Translated by Rev. T. J. Despres. Cr.8vo,4s.6d.
Modern Physics. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Neander (Dr.)
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Church History. Eight vols. 8vo, £2, 2s. net.

NicoU (W. Robertson, M.A., LL.D.)

—

The Incarnate Saviour.
New Edition, price 3s. 6d.

Novalis

—

Hymns and Thoughts on Religion. Crown 8vo, 4s.

Oehler (Prof.)

—

Theology of the Old Testament. 2 vols., 12s. net.

Oosterzee (Dr. Van)

—

The Year of Salvation. Two vols., 6s. each.

Moses : A Biblical Study. Crown 8vo, 6s.

OreUi (Dr. C. von)
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Old Testament Prophecy ; Commentary on
Isaiah ; Jeremiah ; The Twelve Minor Prophets. 4 vols. Subscription
price, 21s. net ; separate vols., 6s. net, each.

Orr (Prof. James, D.D.)

—

David Hume. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Owen (Dr. John)
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Works, Best and only Complete Edition. Edited
by Rev. Dr. Goold. Twenty-four vols. 8vo, Sul)scription price, £4, 4s.

The 'Hebrews' may be had separately, in seven vols., £l, 5s. net.

Palestine, Map of. Edited by J. G. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S., and
Prof. G. A. Smith, M.D., D.D. With complete Index. Scale—4 Miles to
an Inch. In cloth, 10s. 6d. ; mounted on rollers, varnished, 15s.

Patrick (Rev. Principal W., D.D.)

—

James the Brother of our
LoKD. Post 8vo, 6s. net.

Philippi (F. A.)

—

Commentary on the Romans. Two vols. 8vo,
12s. net.

Piper

—

Lives of Leaders of Church Universal. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Popular Commentary on the New Testament. Edited by Philip
ScHAFF, D.D. With Illustrations and Maps. Vol. I.

—

The Synoptical
Gospels. Vol. II.

—

St. John's Gospel, and the Acts of the Apostles.
Vol. III.

—

Romans to Philemon. In three vols, imperial 8vo, 12s. 6d.

each.

Plummer (Alfred, D.D.)—St. Luke. (International Critical Com-
mentary.) Fourth Edition, post 8vo, 12s.

• English Church History, 1509-1575. Crown 8vo, 3s. net.

English Church History, 1575-1649, Crown 8vo, 3s. net.

English Church History, 1649-1702. Crown 8vo, 3s. net.

Profeit (Rev. W., M.A.)

—

The Creation of Matter; or, Material
Elements, Evolution, and Creation. Crown 8vo, 2s. net.

Piinjer (Bernhard)

—

History of the Christian Philosophy of
Religion fp.om the Reformation to Kant. 8vo, 16s.

Purves (Rev. Dr. D.)

—

The Life Everlasting. Crown 8vo, 4s. net,

Rabiger (Prof.)

—

Encyclopaedia of Theology. Two vols. 8vo, i2s. net.

Rainy (Principal) — Delivery and Development of Christian
Doctrine. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Ancient Catholic Church. (International Theo-

logical Libraiy.) Post 8vo, 12s,
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Eashdall (Rev. H., D.C.L.)—Christus in Ecclesia. Post Svo, 4s. 6d. net.

Reid (Rev. John, M.A.)—Jesus and Nicodemus. A Study in

Spiritual Life. Post Svo, 4s. 6d. net.

Religious Doubts (The) of Common Men. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

Reusch (Prof.)—Nature and the Bible : Lectures on the Mosaic

History of Creation in relation to Natural Science. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Eeuss (Professor)—History of the Sacred Scriptures of the New
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Riehm (Dr. E.)—Messianic Prophecy. New Edition. Post Svo, 7s. 6d.

Ritchie (Prof. D. (J., M.A.)—Plato. Crown Svo, 3s.
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Ross (C.)—Our Father's Kingdom. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.
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Rothe (Prof.)—Sermons for the Christian Year. Cr. Svo, 4s. 6d.

Saisset—Manual of Modern Pantheism. Two vols. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Salmond (Princ. S. D. F., D.D.)—The Christian Doctrine of
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Sanday (Prof. W., D.D.) and Headlam (Principal A. C, D.D.)—Romans.
{International Critical Commentary.) Third Edition, post Svo, 12s.

Sanday (Prof. W.)—Outlines of the Life of Christ. Post Svo, 5s. net.

Sartorius (Dr. E.)—Doctrine of Divine Love. 8vo, 6s. net.

Sayce (Prof. A. H., LL.D.)—The Religions of Ancient Egypt and
Babylonia. Post Svo, 8s. net.
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1. Apostolic Christianity, a.d. 1-100, 2 vols. 21s. 2. Ante-Nicene,
A.D, 100-325, 2 vols., 21s. 3. Nicene and Post-Nicene, a.d. 325-600,

2 vols., 21s. 4. Medieval, a.d. 590-1073, 2 vols., 21s. (Completion of
this Period, 1073-1517, in pr-eparation). 5. The Swiss Reformation,
2 vols., extra demy Svo, 21s. 6. The German Reformation, 2 vols., extra

demy Svo, 21s.

Schleiermacher's Christmas Eve. Crown Svo, 2s.

Schubert (Prof. H. Von., D.D.)—The Gospel of St. Peter. Synoptical
Tables. "With Translation and Critical Apparatus. • Svo, Is. 6d. net.

Schultz (Hermann)—Old Testament Theology. Two vols. 18s. net.

Schiirer (Prof.)—History of the Jewish People. Five vols. Sub-
scription price, 26s. 3d. net.

*^* Index. In separate Volume. 2s. 6d. net.

Schwartzkopff (Dr. P.)—The Prophecies of Jesus Christ, Crown
Svo, 5s.

Scott (Rev. Ernest F., M.A.)—The Fourth Gospel: Its Purpose
and Theology. Demy Svo, 6s. net.

Scott (Jas., M.A., D.D.)—Principles of New Testament Quotation
Established and Applied to Biblical Criticism. Cr. Svo, 2nd Edit., 4s.

Seaver (Rev. R. W., B.D.)—To Christ through Criticism. Post
Svo, 3s. 6d. net.

Sell(K.,D.D.)—The Church in the Mirror of History. Cr.Svo, 3s. 6d.

Shaw (R. D., D.D.)—The Pauline Epistles: Introductory and
Expository Stxidies. Svo, 8s. net.
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Shedd

—

Sermons to the Spiritual Man. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Dogmatic Theology. Three vols. ex. 8vo, 37s. 6d.

Sime (James, M.A.)
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William Herschel and his Work. Crown
8vo, 3s.

Simon (Prof.)
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Reconciliation by Incarnation. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Smeaton (Oliphant, M.A.)
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The Medici and the Italian Renais-
sance. 3s.

Smith (Prof. H. P., D.D.)—I. and II. Samuel. {International Critical

CoTnmcntary.) Post 8vo, 12s.

Old Testament History, {international Theological Library.) 12s.

Smith (Professor Thos., D.D.)
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Medieval Missions. Cr. Svo, 4s. 6d.

Euclid : His Life and System. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Smyth (John, M.A., D.Ph.)—Truth and Reality. Crown Svo, 4s.

Smyth (Newman, D.D.)—Christian Ethics. {International Tlieo-

locjical Library.) Third Edition, post Svo, 10s. 6d.

Snell (F. J., M.A.)
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Wesley and Methodism. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Somerville (Rev. D., D.D.)
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St. Paul's Conception of Christ. 9s.

Stahlin (Leonh.)
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Kant, Lotze, and Ritschl. 8vo, 9s.

Stalker (Prof. Jas., D.D.)
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Life of Christ. Large Type Edition,
crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Life of St. Paul. Large Type Edition, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Stanton (V. H., D.D.)
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The Jewish and The Christian Messiah.
A Studv in the Earliest History of Christianity. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Stead (F. H.)—The Kingdom of God. Is. 6d.

Steinmeyer (Dr. F. L.)

—

The Miracles of Our Lord. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Passion and Resurrection of Our Lord. 8vo, 6s. net.

Stevens (Prof. G. B., D.D.)
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The Theology of the ISTew Testament.
{International Theological Library.) Post Svo, 12s.

The Christian Doctrine of Salvation. {International
Theological Library.) Post Svo, 12s.

Stevenson (Mrs.)
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The Symbolic Parables. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Stier (Dr. Eudolph)
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On the Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight
vols. Svo, Subscription price £2, 2s. net. Separate volumes, price 6s. net.

The Words of the Risen Saviour, and Commentary on
THE Epistle of St. James. Svo, 6s. net.

The Words of the Apostles Expounded. Svo, 6s. net.

Stirling (Dr. J. Hutchison)

—

Philosophy and Theology. Post Svo, 9s.— Darwinianism : Workmen and Work. Post Svo, 10s. 6d.

What is Thought? Svo, 10s. 6d.

Straehan (Rev. J., M.A.)

—

Hebrew Ideals; from the Story of the
Patriarchs. Part I. 2s. Part II. 2s. Two Parts bound in One Volume, 3s. net.

Tholuek (Prof.)
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The Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. fcap. Svo, 8s.

Thomson (Rev. E. A.)—Memorials of a Ministry. Crown Svo, 5s.

Tophel (Pastor G.)

—

The Work of the Holy Spirit. Crown Svo,
2s. 6d.

Toy (Prof. C. H., D.D.)—Proverbs. {International Critical Com-
mentary.) Post Svo, 12s.

Troup (Rev. G. Elmslie, M.A.)
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Words to Young Christians :

Being Addresses to Young Communicants. On antique laid paper, chaste
binding, feap. Svo, 4s. 6d.
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TJhlhom (G.)
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Christian Charity in the Ancient Church.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

Ullmann (Dr. Carl)
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The Sij^lessness of Jesus. Crown 8vo, 5s.

TTrwick (W., M.A.)
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The Servant of Jehovah : A Commentary
upon Isaiah lii. 13-liii. 12; with Dissertations upon Isaiah xl.-lxvi. 8vo, 3s.

Vinet (Life and Writings of). By L. M. Lane. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Vincent (Prof. M. E., D.D.)
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The Age of Hildebrand. {Eras of
Church History. ) 6s.

Philippians and Philemon. {International Critical Com-
mentary.) Second Edition, post 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Walker (Dawson, M.A., D.D.)
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The Gift of Tongues, and other
Essaj's. Post Svo, 4s. 6d. net.

Walker (James, of Camwath)
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Post Svo, 6s.

Walker (J., D.D.)
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Theology and Theologians of Scotland.
New Edition, crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
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The Protestant Reformation. (Eras
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Walker (Eev. W. L.)
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The Spirit and the Incarnation. 2nd
Edition. Svo, 9s.

The Cross and the Kingdom. 8vo, 9s.
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What about the New Theology ? Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

Warfield (B. B., D.D.)—The Right of Systematic Theology.
Crown Svo, 2s.

Waterman (L., D.D.)
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The Post-Apostolic Age. {Eras of Church
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Watt (W. A., M.A., D.Ph.)
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The Theory of Contract in its Social
Light. Svo, 3s.

A Study of Social Morality. Post Svo, 6s.
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Biblical Theology of New Testament. 2 Vols.
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Life of Christ. Three vols. Svo, 18s. net.

Welch (Rev. A. C, B.D.)

—

Anselm and his Work. 3s.

Wells (Prof. C. L.)

—

The Age of Charlemagne. {Eras of the
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Wendt (H. H., D.D.)

—

The Teaching of Jesus. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

The Gospel according to St. John. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Wenley (R. M.)
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Contemporary Theology and Theism. Crown
Svo, 4s. 6d.

Williams (E. P., D.D.)
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Christian Life in Germany. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Winer (Dr. G. B.)—A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testa-
ment Greek, regarded as the Basis of New Testament Exegesis. Third

Edition, edited by W. F. Moxtlton, D.D. Ninth English Edition, Svo, 15s.

Woods (F. H., B.D.)
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The Hope of Israel. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Workman (Prof. G. C.)

—

The Text of Jeremiah; or, A Critical Investi-

gation of the Greek and Hebrew, etc. Post Svo, 9s.
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Zahn (Prof. Theodor)
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Bread and Salt from the Word of God.
Sermons. Post Svo, 4s. 6d. net.
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THE INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.

This Library is designed to cover the whole field of Christian Tluology, Each volume

is to be complete in itself, ivhile, at the same time, it loill form part of a carefidly plamied

whole. It is intended to form a Series of Text-Books for Students of Theoloijy. Tlie

Authors loill be scholars of recognised reputation in the several branches of study assigned

to them. They vnll be associated unth each other and with the Editors in the effort to

provide a series of volumes which may adequately represent the present condition of

investigation.

FlFTEKX VOLUMKS OF THE SERIES ARE XOW HEADY, VIZ. :

—

An Introduction to the Litera- S

ture of the Old Testament.

Christian Ethics.

Apologetics.

History of Christian Doctrine.

A History of Christianity in the

Apostolic Age.

Christian Institutions.

The Christian Pastor.

R. Dkiver, D.D., D.Litt., Rej,'ius Professor of Hebrew,
and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

[Seventh Edition. 12s.

Newman Smyth, D.D., Pastor of the First Congregational
Churcli, New Haven, Conn. [Third Edition. 10s. 6d.

The late A. B. Bruce, D.D., Professor of New Testament
Exegesis, Free Church College, Glasgow.

[Third Edition. 10s. 6d.

G. P. FiSHEE, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History, Yale University. [Second Edition. 12s.

.\RTHUR CusHMAN McGiFFERT, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of
Church History, Union Theological Seminary, New York.

[128.

A. V. G. Allen, D.D., Professor of Ecclesiastical History,
Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass. [128.

Washington Gladden, D.D., LL.D., Pastor of Congrega-
tional Church, Columbus, Ohio. [10s. 6d.

The Theology of the New Testa- George B. Stevens, b. D., LL.D., Professor of Systematic

ment.
The Ancient Catholic Church.

Old Testament History.

The Theology of the Old Testa-
ment.

Doctrine of Salvation.

The Reformation.

Canon and Text
Testament.

Theology in Yale University, U.S.A. [12s.

Robert Rainy, D.D., Principal of the New College, Edin-
burgh. [12s.

H. P. Smith, D.D., Professor of Biblical History, Amherst
College, U.S.A. [12s.

The late A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D. Edited by the late
Principal Salmond, D.D. [12s.

George B. Stevens, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Systematic
Theology, Yale University. [12s.

T. M. Lindsay, D.D., Principal of the United Free College,
Glasgow. Two vols. [21s.

of the New Caspar Reni? Gregory, D.D., LL.D., Professor in the Uni-
versity of Leipzig.

Volumes in Preparation :

—

The Literature of the New
Testament.

Contemporary History of the

Old Testament.
The Early Latin Church.

Contemporary History of the
New Testament.

Philosophy of Religion.

Later Latin Church.

The Christian Preacher.

The Greek and Oriental
Churches.

Biblical Archaeology.

The History of Religions.

Doctrine of God.

Doctrine of Christ.

Doctrine of Man.

Canon and Text of the Old
Testament.

The Life of Christ.

Symbolics.

Rabbinical Literature.

James Moffatt, D.D., United Free East Church, Broughty-
Ferry.

Francis Brown, D.D., D.Lit., Professor of Hebrew, Union
Theological Seminary, New York.

Charles Bigg, D.D., Regius Professor of Church History,
and Canon of Christ Church, O.vford.

Frank C. Porter, Ph.D., Yale University, New Haven,
Conn.

Robert Flint, D.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Divinity,
University of Edinburgh.

E. W. Watson, M.A., Professor of Church History, King's
College, London.

W. T. Davison, D.D., Professor of Systematic Theology,
Richmond, Surrey.

W. F. Adeney, D.D., "Principal of Lancashire College, Man-
chester.

G. Buchanan Gray, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Mansfield
College, Oxford.

George F. Moore, D.D., LL.D., Professor in Harvard
University.

William N. Clarke, D.D., Professor of Systematic Theo-
logy, Hamilton Theological Seminary, N.Y.

H. R. Mackintosh, D.Phil., Professor of Systematic Theo-
logy, The New College, Edinburgh.

William P. Paterson, D.D., Professor of Divinity, Uni-
versity of Edinburgh.

F. C. BuRKiTT, M.A., D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity,
University of Cambridge.

William Sandat, D.D., LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor of
Divinity, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

C. A. Briggs, D.D., D.Lit., Professor of Theological Ency-
clopa'dia and Symbolics, Union Seminary, New York.

S. Schixhter, M.A., President of the Jewish Theological
Seminary, N.Y.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL COMMENTARY.
FIFTEEN VOLUMES NOW READY, viz. :—

Numbers (Dr. Gray), Deuteronomy (Dr. Driver), Judges (Dr. Moore), I. and II. Samuel (Dr.
H. P. Smith), Psalms, Two Vols. (Dr. Bngj,'.s), Proverbs (Dr. Toy), Amos and Hosea(Dr.
Harper), S. Matthew (WillouKlil.y C. Allen), 8. Mark (Dr. Gould), S. Luke (Dr. Plummer),
Romans (Dr. Sanday), Ephesians and Colossians (Dr. Abbott), Philippians and
Philemon (Dr. Vincent), S. Peter and S. Jude (Dr. Bigg).

The following other Volumes are in course of preparation :

—

THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Genesis.

Exodus.
Leviticus.

Joshua.

Kings.

Chronicles.

Ezra and Nehemiah.

Esther.

Ecclesiastes.

Ruth, Song of Songs
and Lamentations

Isaiah.

Jeremiah.

Ezekiel.

Daniel.

Micah—Malachi.

Synopsis of the
Four Gospels.

John.

Acts.

Corinthians.

Galatians.

Thessalonians.

The Pastoral Epistles.

Hebrews.
James.

The Johannine
Epistles.

Revelation.

John Skinner, D.D., Profe.s.sor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis,
Westminster College, Cambridge.

A. R. S. Kennedy, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, University of Edinburgh.

J. F. Stenning, M.A., Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford ; and the late
H. A. White, M.A., Fellow of New College, Oxford.

Georoe Adam Smith, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Hebrew, United Free
Church College, Glasgow.

Francis Brown, D.D., Litt.D., LL.D., Professor of Hebrew and Cognate
Languages, Union Theological Seminary, New York.

Edward L. Curtis, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.

L. W. Batten, D.D., late Professor of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity School,
Philadelphia.

L. B. Paton, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, Hartford Theological Seminarj'.

G. A. Barton, Ph.D., Professor of Biblical Literature, Bryn Mawr
College, Pa., U.S.A.

C. A. Brigos, D.D., Professor of Theological Encyclopadia and Symbolics,
Union Theological Seminary, New York.

S. R. Driver, D.D., and G. Buchanan Gray, D.D., Oxford.

A. F. KiRKPATRicK, D.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, and
Master of Selwyn College, Cambridge.

G. A. Cooke, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, and C. F.
BuRNBY, Litt.D., Fellow and Lecturer in Hebrew, St. John's College,
Oxford.

John P. Peters, D.D., late Professor of Hebrew, P. B. Divinity
School, Philadelphia, now Rector of St. Michael's Church, New York

.

John P. Smith, Ph.D., University of Chicago; C. P. Fagnani, D.D.,
Union Theological Seminary, New York ; W. Hayes Ward, LI/.D.,
Editor of 'The Independent,' New York ; J. A. Bever, Ph.D., Union
Theological Seminary, New Y^ork ; H. G. Mitchell, D.D., Boston
University.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.
W. Sanday, D.D., LL.D., L^dy Margaret Professor of Divinity, and

Canon of Christ Church, Oxford ; and W. C. Allen, M.A., Exeter
College, Oxford.

John Henry Bernard, D.D., Dean ofSt. Patrick and Lecturer in Divinity,
University of Dublin.

C. H. Turner, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford; and H. N.
Bate, M.A., late Fellow and Dean of Divinity in Magdalen College,
Oxford, now Vicar of St. Stephen's, Hampstead, and Examining
Chaplain to the Bishop of Loudon.

The Right Rev. Arch. Robertson, D.D., Lord Bishop of Exeter; and
Dawsdn Walker, M.A., D.D., Theological Tutor in the University of
Durham.

Ernest D. Burton, A.B., Professor of New Testament Literature,

University of Chicago.

James E. Frame, M.A., Professor of Biblical Theology, Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New Y'ork.

Walter Lock, D.D., Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis, Oxford.

A. Nairne, M.A., Professor of Hebrew, King's College, London.

James H. Ropes, D.D., Bussey Professor of New Testament Criticism in

Harvard University.

A. E. Brooke, B.D., Fellow of, and Divinity Lecturer in King's College,

Cambridge.

Robert H. Charles, D.D., Professor of Biblical Greek in the University
of Dublin.

Other engagements will be announced shortly.

EDINBURGH: T. & T. CLARK, 38 GEORGE STREET.
LONDON: SIMPKIN, MiVRSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT, & CO. LIMITED.
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T. and T. Clark!s Publications.

In Preparation.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGION
AND ETHICS.

Edited by JAMES HASTINGS, D.D.

With the Assistance of JOHN A. SELBIE, and of other Scholars

in each Department.

A BIBLE DICTIONARY.
In ONE VOLUME.

Cloth, 20s. net.

Edited by JAMBS HASTINGS, D.D.

Dr. Hastings has often been urged to edit a Dictionary of the Bible

which would be as reliable and as up to date as his great Dictionary,

but within reach of those who cannot afford to purchase the five

volumes. This Dictionary is not based on any other, but is a Avholly

new and original ^vork.

A DICTIONARY OF CHRIST AND
THE GOSPELS.

Edited by JAMES HASTINGS, D.D.

In Two Volumes. Price per Vol. : in Cloth Binding, 21s. net

;

in Half Morocco, gilt top, 26s. net.

' An invaluable hook for the libraries of students of the Bible, of teachers, and of

makers of sermons.'

—

Scotsman.

Now Complete, IN FIVE VOLUMES.

DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE.
Dealing with

3t5 XauGuaoc, Xttcraturc, auD Contente,
Including the Biblical Theology.

WITH MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Prospectuses and full particulars of all the abotc works may be had

on application to the Publishers.

T. & T. CLARK, 38 GEOEGE STREI:T, EDINBURGH.
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